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PREFACE

In the last five years the use of incentive con-

tracts in government procurements has risen dramatically.

The Department of Defense has stressed the superiority of

incentive contracts over cost-reimbursable contracts forcing

the transformation. In this case, the stake involved is

very high as claimed dollar savings have run into the hun-

dreds of millions.

During the elapsed period, much data became avail-

able for post-contract analysis. Contractors totally unfamil-

iar with incentive contracting techniques were rushed head-

long into acceptance and compliance with Department of De-

fense policy. The result was surprising; multiple incentive

contracts could be dysfunctional to the objectives of both

parties in a contract. Therefore, potential users of incen-

tive contracts should exercise extreme caution. Patient ex-

perimentation, testing, and evaluation of every incentive

contract arrangement should precede the signing of a defini-

tive contract. The incentive contract model is the vehicle

for simulating actual experience and conducting trade-off

analyses of the proscribed nature.
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HYPOTHESIS: An incentive contract model which recog-

nizes and tests interdependency between elements will tend

to optimize goal congruence between the government and the

contractor.

Several models have been developed but their use is

limited because contracting parties do not know they exist

or are ignorant with respect to potential benefits. This

study investigates, analyzes, and compares different incen-

tive contracting techniques, or models. The purpose, then,

is to prove that incentive contracts structured with models

are superior to those structured by traditional methods.

The information presented to prove or disclaim the hypothe-

sis should find a wide audience with government and defense

contractors. Savings and greater efficiency are badly

needed in government contracting.

I would like to express my gratitude to many people

who gave me their assistance. My special thanks must go:

to former colleagues in ETOC, the Directorate of Contractor

Evaluation at Patrick AFB, who encouraged my initial re-

search on the subject of incentive contracts; to faculty

members and students at the Patrick AFB Graduate Center

(of Florida State University) who have contributed helpful

suggestions and ideas; to the Air Force and National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration students who helped locate



and on occasion provided obscure research monographs; to

Arthur Nolen of the Contract Management Institute who granted

my attendance to several excellent contract seminars; and

to Mrs. Patricia Anne Ropero, Mrs. Dianne Tersine, and Mrs.

Thelma Schneider for their indefatigable support in typing

the manuscript. Dr. W. V. Wilmot, Jr., has patiently super-

vised the completion of this project with great understanding

and consideration.

In spite of the tolerance and assistance rendered by

all these people, and many more too numerous to thank person-

ally, I alone accept all responsibility for errors of fact,

analysis, or judgment.

M. I. Veiner

Patrick AFB, Florida
March, 1968
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nature of the Problem

In 1961, Robert S. McNamara was appointed Secretary

of Defense. During his tenure in office, from 1961 to 196 8,

McNamara is credited with having initiated many innovations

as part of a broad "management revolution" in the Department

of Defense (DOD) . One of the more publicized changes insisted

upon by the new Secretary in 1961 was that the military ser-

vices reduce the then prevalent practice of writing cost-plus-

fixed-fee (CPFF) contracts. The use of this contract form had

escalated rapidly and with it came abuses and inefficiency in

contract performance. In an attempt to restore economy and

efficiency to the defense contracting process, government

agencies and defense contractors were encouraged to substitute

incentive contracts for less desirable CPFF contracts.

In the last few years, data collected from the comple-

tion of the first incentive contracts written suggest that

these arrangements may have been dysfunctional. Instead of

aiding the government, the incentive arrangement sometimes

resulted in a procurement that cost more than it should have

or perhaps lacked in performance ability. The possible un-

favorable consequences of an incentive arrangement suggest the
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need for detailed explanation as to causes and effects. By

definition, an incentive contract is one in which the contrac-

tor and the government share any savings which result from

efficient management. The first assumptions with regard to

incentive contracts were that contractors would automatically

save dollars so that they might participate in the savings.

No thought was given to an examination of each contractual

element's effect on the incentive arrangement as a result of

cause and effect produced by changes in other elements in the

same incentive arrangement. Dysfunctional incentive contracts,

or those which work in reverse, are caused by the interaction

of the different elements which compose the incentive arrange-

ment, or structure. Dysfunctional incentive contracts which

might operate in reverse should be avoided by the government

and the contractor.

This study is an effort to find a better way to struc-

ture incentive contracts so that dysfunctional arrangements

may be avoided. The first incentive contracts were priced by

negotiating each incentive element separately, thereby creat-

ing minor contract alternatives within an existing contract

framework. The management decisions made separately as a re-

sult of alternatives arising during contract performance were

sometimes at odds with final contract goals. Contradictory

goals within the same contract were possible whenever this

pricing method was employed.

The existence of contradictory alternatives would be

erased by the both parties to a contract if they could be



foreseen at the time of negotiation and contract agreement.

However, contradictory goals are often obscured by the com-

plexity of the incentive arrangement. A description of addi-

tional considerations which must be negotiated in the incen-

tive contract will illustrate the complexity and its degree.

In the traditional commercial contract, the parties

satisfy the usual legal conventions of: agreement, consent,

consideration, and form. The traditional contract contains

an offer, and acceptance, which the performing party dis-

charges for consideration. Consideration, or payment is a

single amount, which is the price. In government contracts,

cost-reimbursable contracts divide the consideration into the

elements of cost and profit. Although this arrangement is one

step removed from the typical commercial contract which fea-

tures a single price, it is not overly complicated. However,

compare these simplified features to those encountered in the

incentive contract.

The underlying foundation of the incentive contract

is that the agreement is varying. The variations are a re-

quirement if different cost and fees are to prevail for dif-

ferent performance achievements. Thus, the parties must now

negotiate target cost, target fee, the share ratio, a maximum

fee, a minimum fee, and a range of incentive effectiveness.

These terms will be defined in greater detail in a following

chapter. They convey one theme clearly: incentive arrange-

ments are more complex because the parties must now agree on

price variations, which are composed of cost and profit



variations, all of which are tied to expected performance

variations

.

Prior to signing and agreement, the parties to an in-

centive contract must examine all cost and performance prob-

abilities, and how imputed savings might be divided between

them. Some of the prior considerations are based on fact;

some are based on assumptions. The final agreement contains

both objective and subjective elements. For this reason, pre-

contract events are unlike those found in connection with con-

ventional contracts.

The additional requirements of negotiating an incen-

tive contract are described with one term--structuring. Struc-

turing an incentive contract consists of selecting from the

many alternatives available and combining in a final format

diverse elements of cost, performance, and schedule. This

process parallels that of arriving at one price in the con-

ventional contract, except that the incentive arrangement en-

compasses several prices for different performance outcomes.

The term structuring may be used interchangeably with the

term pricing. It conveys the significance of pricing a con-

tract which has varying schedules of compensation for varying

schedules of performance.

Price in the incentive contract is a function of per-

formance outcome, as determined by the incentive arrangement.

The incentive agreement can be structured to reward or pen-

alize the contractor. Above all, it should clearly define

goals for the contractor, and require him to focus all his



resources on achieving specified goals. Occasionally, goal

conflicts develop with incentive arrangements due to unfore-

seen circumstances when incentive elements interact with one

another. For example, a contractor might decide to stop all

work because the additional fee he would receive from the per-

formance and schedule incentives does not compensate him for

losses on the cost incentive portion. Thus, one more term is

required to describe an important phenomena of the incentive

contract: the interdependency effect, or the influence of one

incentive element to produce changes in another incentive ele-

ment. Goal conflicts can be minimized and dysfunctional in-

centive contracts can be avoided by testing the interdependency

effect which exists between incentive elements. The interde-

pendency effect should be tested prior to final contract agree-

ment during the negotiating stage by simulation with an incen-

tive contract model.

Hypothesis

An incentive contract model which recognizes and tests

interdependency between elements will tend to optimize goal

congruence between the government and the contractor.

Purpose of the Study

The United States is faced with ever-increasing de-

mands for its resources which are limited. In 1967, twenty-

two of every one hundred dollars expended in this country was

spent by federal, state, or local government. As recently as

1950, the ratio of government spending was as little as



thirteen out of every hundred dollars.-'- The figures suggest

the expansion of goods and services purchased for the public

over the time period. At the federal level of spending alone,

new demands grow annually out of welfare programs, poverty

programs, support to education, the war in Vietnam, and other

critically needed services; faster than the sources with which

to finance them. They all compete for scarce dollars. Waste-

ful spending in one area, such as defense, can no longer be

tolerated as an isolated situation. It may deprive other

vital programs, causing them to either be discontinued or cur-

tailed.

The use of incentive contracts in defense contracting

can reduce waste and its undesirable side effects if incentive

techniques are applied properly. The DOD has already estab-

lished this concept with the mandate that incentive contracts

be utilized. No governmental agency was quite as well qual-

ified to judge the extent of waste in contracting. The de-

fense sector of the economy inherited a tradition of exces-

sive spending from World War II when the object of winning

the war at any cost was a national goal. The DOD rationalized

spending practices that supported a philosophy stating any

means justified the end. The first decade of the U.S.'s par-

ticipation in the race-for-space had similar overtones. When-

ever an emergency or national crisis exists , spending or cost

considerations become secondary, and waste in spending usually

--John O' Riley, An editorial in the Wall Street Journal ,

March 25, 196 8.



proliferates

.

Artificial constraints must be incorporated into con-

tracts for projects which are deemed necessary at any cost to

prevent wasteful spending and exhaustion of scarce resources.

The government has continuously revised its procurement regu-

lations as one method of countering waste. Another method

has been to upgrade contracting practices, such as the trans-

ition to incentives. Recognition exists on the part of both

the government and defense contractors that efficiency is

essential to a healthy defense industry and also to the over-

all health of the economy. The figures for Gross National

Product, the Federal Administrative Budget, and spending for

National Defense suggest the total economic involvement of de-

fense spending. Over the last twelve years, defense spending

has consumed about 60 per cent of the Federal Administrative

Budget and has amounted to just under 10 per cent of this

country's GNP. Table 1.1 contains this information revised

and updated to include latest available estimates of spending

for each category.

The magnitude of current defense spending, which is

approaching an annual rate of $80 billion, is lost in the ex-

pression of a dollar figure on paper. A vastly different

mental picture results when $80 billion is converted into the

GNP of another country, or into goods and services that could

be purchased for use in this country exclusively. For example,

defense outlays in the U.S. are about double the total output

of goods and services (GNP) in India. Using product purchasing





power, it would buy the entire annual output of the auto in-

dustry's new cars and all new private residential construction

with funds to spare. Saving a small per cent of $80 billion

would completely fund lesser, but nevertheless vital programs.

The DOD policy to substitute contracts with incentives

for those with no incentives was admittedly adopted for ex-

pected financial savings. New weapon systems cost billions

of dollars and any savings prospects are apt to be attractive,

even a small percentage. However, all incentive contracting

benefits are not exclusively financial; there are several non-

monetary benefits. Government contract administrators are

charged with the responsibility of buying the best product at

the fairest price. Beyond price considerations, a plane or

missile must meet performance specifications. Quality may be

more essential than price. The government must use extensive

control techniques to ensure required quality, and to guide

the contractor towards essential areas of concentration. The

contractor should rightfully recognize and emphasize the gov-

ernment's objectives just as he voluntarily tries to please

his commercial customers. Fewer auditors and fewer inspectors

are required with incentive arrangements because the burden

to be efficient remains his responsibility. The contractor

accepts this because his profit depends upon it.

The defense industry must learn more about the pro-

cess by which incentive arrangements automatically motivate

contractors in essential performance areas by offering addi-

tional rewards for additional effort. The models that were
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researched explain this process, but do not trace chain effects

through the contractors' organization. A contractor interested

in optimizing profit will, in turn, motivate his entire organi-

zation, focusing their attention on profit optimization which

will automatically occur if the customer's requirements are

satisfied. Knowing how the process just described functions

is one matter; understanding how and why it works is another

matter. Many studies similar to this one are required to de-

velop a body of knowledge concerning incentive contracts.

In the meantime, the defense industry must use incen-

tive contracts, and has adopted these instruments even though

a complete understanding concerning their operation does not

exist. For example, one needs only to look at the decline

of the CPFF contract form. The use of the CPFF contract had

grown rapidly in the late fifties until an all-time high of

36.8 percent of the total value of all contract procurements

were of this type by 1960. Shortly after this record achieve-

ment, the DOD and McNamara instituted the incentive policy

and began to reduce the number of dollars going into CPFF con-

tracts. Incentive contracts became the preferred substitutes

when firm-fixed price (FFP) contracts could not be negotiated.

Table 1.2 contains dollar amounts and percentage figures for

all government contract actions over $10,000. It clearly

demonstrates that by 1965, CPFF contracts declined to only

9.4 percent of the total and the experience of recent years

has been that a figure of less than 10 percent is being main-

tained. At the same time the CPFF contract was declining in
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usage, the fixed price contract and other incentive types

experienced increased utilization.

Finally, the role of incentives in contracting must

be explored. Without attempting to prove all the advantages

and disadvantages of incentive contracts, their potential

should be aired so that defense contractors can formulate

reasonable attitudes and policies. At present, many defense

contractors fear the incentive trend. There is no specific

reason for this other than fear of the unexpected or unknown.

They feel the incentive contract represents all stick and no

carrot in the hands of a government agency. Ideas presented

herein on profit under incentives should encourage these con-

tractors to become more receptive towards incentive contracts.

At the same time, they may be able to optimize profit while

contributing to the strength of their country.

Scope of Work

As a prerequisite to the discussion of incentive con-

tract models, a brief survey will cover the major contract

forms presently used by the DOD . The object will be to iden-

tify the degree of incentive and risk in different contract

forms. Essentially, the archtype of contracts with no incen-

tive is the CPFF form and it will be compared with the arch-

type that has greatest incentive, the FFP contract. This gen-

eral survey of contract forms is found in Chapter II, along

with an analysis of the opportunity to optimize profit under

different contract forms.
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The cost-reimbursable contract is used as a norm or

frame of reference in this section, only because it is so in-

flexible and therefore provides a sharp contrast for other

contract forms. Included is a general foray into all contrac-

tual factors that might affect contractor motivation.

There are many ways to vary profit and they result in

basic differences within the incentive contract classifica-

tion. They are reviewed by illustrating how the contractor

determines, by his performance, the final total profit as a

result of decision making. Each unique technique or method

for structuring an incentive contract receives special analy-

sis in Chapter III, and examples of trade-offs, the technique

used to optimize profit, are simulated.

After a discussion on the methods of structuring and

pricing incentive contracts, there is a special treatment of

profit, and another section that investigates the method by

which incentive elements are chosen. These areas are contro-

versial but their inclusion is an integral part of understand-

ing contractor motivation and goal congruence. The section

on models establishes the interdependency effect, and also

that greater profit equals greater motivation. This study

must go one step further by revealing that profit restrictions

and artificial constraints against optimizing profits do

exist, and to suggest that conceptual conflicts between pro-

fit constraints and incentive profits must be resolved. Par-

ticular reference is made to the Renegotiation Board and sug-

gestions for curtailing its adverse affect on incentive
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contractors

.

Finally, in the interest of being objective, both

favorable and unfavorable aspects of incentive contracts are

explored. In a separate section, delimitations are discussed

to determine if the use of models can overcome some of the

drawbacks assumed to automatically be part of the incentive

contracting process. Another area. Appendix C, maintains

perspective by covering chronic deficiencies found in defense

contracting which one might expect to find regardless of

whether the study's hypothesis is true and models have been

applied.

Method of Research

The results of five continuous years of research effort

on incentive contracting are incorporated in this study. The

writer has chosen to emphasize the theoretical aspects of in-

centive contracts because of the need for a conceptual founda-

tion. To some extent, a theoretical, flexible treatment is

dictated because the DOD does not make completed incentive

contract figures available, contract by contract. Each model

is explained with simple illustrations and trade-offs. A

short example is developed for each model to illustrate the

method in which the parties to the contract test the inter-

dependency effect and simulate profit outcomes for different

cost/performance/schedule results

.

The superiority of the incentive contract model as a

management decision making tool must be judged relative to

the old fashioned way of structuring the first incentive
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contracts, which depended upon weighting factors exclusively

to obtain goal congruence. Thus, a general comparison between

the older technique and the methods advocated by a particular

model is presented. Although not involved with actual contract

figures, this study will relate the conditions under which an

incentive contract model might be appropriate, or specifically

give an example of a program in which the model was applied.

The extent of such reporting will depend upon information re-

leased to the public by the DOD. Generally, the discussion

will center upon the theoretical foundations for structuring

incentive contracts and will not involve testing validity

from empirical data because of the nonavailability of data.

Source of Information

Published literature on incentive contract models is

meager. Sources for incentive techniques are few by compari-

son with that for other subjects that exert a major impact on

the economy. The literature contains no major books or arti-

cles published prior to 1960. After this date, contract

specialists released some information to the public in maga-

zine articles directed towards major defense contractors. In

1962, the Division of Research at the Harvard Business School

published its first volume of the study. The Weapons Acquisi -

tion Process , by Peck and Scherer. In 1964, Scherer published

a second volume dealing with economic incentives exclusively,

which is quoted in this study. Another source has been the

Alfred P. Sloan School of Management at Massachusetts Institute
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of Technology. M.I.T. has published numerous monographs

from the "Research Program on the Management of Science and

Technology." Articles have appeared at random in trade maga-

zines, such as Aerospace Technology , formerly Missiles and

Rockets , which are usually utilitarian, lack theoretical con-

tent, and only offer practical advice to contractors.

The best data on incentive contracts reside within

the Pentagon in the form of completed contract records and

that information is inaccessible to the average civilian.

Some information, however, does find its way to the public

through special studies. Various government agencies have

authorized studies by Arthur D. Little, Harbridge House, Lo-

gistics Management Institute, M.I.T. , Rand Corporation, Stan-

ford Research Institute, and Booz , Allen and Hamilton, to

answer specific questions regarding incentive contracts. A

major coordinated research effort has never been undertaken

and is still required. A large scale effort would involve

greater numbers of people and dollars. These private research

efforts are noted because they have influenced DOD policy and

may have advocated changes similar to those found in this

study. Past studies on individual contracts do not comprise

a unified theory regarding the structuring and feasibility

of incentive contract models to prevent dysfunctional conse-

quences .

Finally, some of the ideas discussed were developed

in the field while the author performed contract evaluation

studies in 1964 and 1965. While no incentive contract model
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has been singled out as being preferable or superior, a prag-

matic influence prevails for each model. The practical in-

fluence was extended as a result of having attended several

incentive contract seminars and from making observations from

comments and remarks rendered by those intimately familiar

with incentive contract problems on a first-hand basis.

Sources of this nature do not lend themselves to specific

identification at all times but their impact should not be

discounted.

Summary

There is a great need for better understanding as to

how to apply incentive contracts. Their use is inescapable

because the DOD has adopted the incentive philosophy with de-

termination. A defense contractor has the option of using in-

centive contracts or not bidding for work.

Incentive contracts have been known to operate in re-

verse, having resulted in just the opposite intent of that

desired by the contracting parties. In order to avoid dys-

functional consequences, and to ensure goal congruence be-

tween the parties to an incentive contract, the use of a mod-

el in structuring and pricing is recommended. The model,

used properly as a contract management tool, will simulate

problems before they occur, possibly preventing some problems.

At the least, a model can help the parties to a contract

avoid several problem areas.

Savings and greater efficiency are promised results
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if trade-offs, or simulations, are conducted systematically.

Every justification exists to employ any tool in defense con-

tracting that will generate savings and lead to greater effi-

ciency in the use of scarce resources. Incentive profits can

contribute to the health of the defense industry and the econ-

omy as a whole by motivating improved performance. Incentive

profits depend upon varying compensation for varying perform-

ance. However, defense contractors generally fear varying

profit arrangements and do not understand the incentive con-

tract philosophy.

Providing contract managers for both sides of a con-

tract with the theoretical tools to simulate problems will

lessen fear of the unknown and remove doubt as an obstacle

to the further adoption of the very practical economic con-

cept that rewards motivate performance. Deductive processes

can be used to show, then, how profits can be optimized and

goal congruence will be ensured by using models that test the

interdependency effect.



CHAPTER II

INCENTIVE CONTRACTING INSTRUMENTS

Introduction

This section will discuss general characteristics

of various contract forms. One must have a knowledge of sev-

eral contract instruments, both incentive and otherwise, be-

fore the relative merits and flexibility of incentive con-

tracts may be appreciated. Following the definition and de-

scription of each contract type there will be a short refer-

ence to the environment in which that type has been used most

prominently by the DOD. The descriptions will note appropri-

ate contract usage. From this, it should become evident that

a perfect contract for all procurements does not exist. Like-

wise, there is no best incentive structure or model. Each

contract must be tailored to the situation.

Figure 2 . 1 shows the degree of incentive that can be

incorporated into two extreme contract forms.

FIGURE 2.1

DEGREE OF RISK BY CONTRACT FORM

BALANCE /OF \RISK

19
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A contractor under a CPFF contract is subject to far less

risk than a contractor on a FFP contract. To the left of

the fulcrum, a contractor may be under some form of cost

reimbursable contract; to the right of the fulcrum, he may

have some form of fixed price contract. Under a cost reim-

bursable contract, costs are paid for by the government; con-

sequently, business failure is unlikely with this contract

arrangement.

To the right of the fulcrum are the various fixed price

contracts. Here, for every dollar the contractor saves, he

earns an additional dollar of profit. Conversely, for every

dollar over the fixed target price, the contractor loses a

dollar because it is his dollar that is spent. Because there

are variations of both cost reimbursable and fixed price con-

tracts, contractors and the government have learned to shift

the risk by degree. It is possible to entirely rearrange the

risk load and the expected profit from its normally assumed

distribution. Risk shifting should not be a goal of the con-

tract form, but it is usually a result.

Under present economic laws in our society, one assumes

that the greater the risk involved in a market situation, the

greater the reward or profit. If risk is slight, then profit

should also be small. Statistics quoted in Chapter I indi-

cated low percentages of profit in recent years for CPFF con-
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tractors. It was automatically assumed that contractors on

a cost reimbursable contract should be forced to accept lower

profits because the major risks of any contract were shifted

to the government. Abrupt realization that actual cost reim-

bursement supported inefficient practices resulted in the

development of contract variations that applied traditional

risk and reward rules as they once were taught.

In defense contracting risk has unusual origins. Since

risk is a major factor, its source should be carefully exam-

ined. Once a contract has been awarded, the usual source of

competition as a business risk factor is eliminated. A rather

common business risk, technical insolvency, is also minimized

because the government makes progress payments. Even the

vagaries of the business cycle have lessened impact on the

defense contractor. What, then, are the major risks?

In R & D contracts, developing hardware that advances

the state-of-the-art is considered a potential risk. Yet,

there are relatively few contracts to which this applies.

When a contractor sells nuts and bolts or a service to the

government, this risk is of no concern to either party. The

contractor's prime risk becomes the contract's target price

or the figure for which he agrees to do the job. If the

contractor has a cost reimbursable contract, even this major

risk is minimized. If the contractor has a fixed price contract,
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the dollar amount becomes the focal point and whether he per-

forms the work for more than, or less than the target price.

Overshooting the target price represents lost money, while

remaining under the target represents additional profit.

The particular type of contract instrument selected

weighs heavily on the degree of risk associated with target

cost. If the contractor has great confidence (high proba-

bility) in performing the contract for the target price ne-

gotiated, he will try to freeze the arrangement with a fixed

price contract, having first allowed a markup for a fair pro-

fit. If however, the target is a nebulous one, and the pro-

bability of completing the contract at or near the target

cost is slight, the contractor will try to protect himself

with a cost reimbursable contract. Thus, the particular item

and circumstances surrounding a procurement situation dictate

the type of contract suitable for the parties. Other things

being equal, the government will always try to shift the risk

to the contractor, while the contractor will try to shift the

risk back to the government, and still make a profit. Con-

tracts have been developed which offer degrees of risk to the

contractor and which use various incentives to make the con-

tractor assunie risk. The various contracts will be reviewed.

The order of discussion is not related to present rank by

dollar magnitude. See Table 1.2 for dollar amounts by
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contract type.

The process of differentiating contracts can be stan-

dardized and limited by asking two prime questions: 1.) who

bears cost responsibility and, 2.) how do the parties share

profit or fee dollars? Additionally, graphics are used to

explain minor differences in contract arrangements, and even

to build or design hybrid forms. Subsequently and reversing

the usual analytic geometry of the process, we shall focus

on mathematical and non-mathematical explanations of contract

curves, hence the reason for "incentive contract models."

The price paid by the government for any and all ser-

vices performed by its contractors is equal to the cost of

performing the service plus some fee or profit for perform-

ing the service. Conventional practices have grown in which

these relationships are graphed in terms of cost and profit,

not price. See Figure 2.2.

Contract administrators derive great value from this

graphical tool even though it does not show total price.

However, total price is readily determined from the graph for

any contract. The user can find price at any cost outcome

by adding profit earned and cost for that level of contract

cost.

The X axis (ordinate) is reserved for contract cost or

target cost, while the Y axis (abscissa) shows fee or profit.
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A line or curve describes the functional amount of profit for

any cost outcome, and it is called the share line. Both cost

and profit axes are scaled in dollars, not percentages. Thus,

target cost and profit amounts are read directly.

Cost-Plus-Fixed-Fee (CPFF) Contracts

The CPFF contract is not an incentive contract and con-

tains no provisions for additional reward. However, descrip-

tion of the CPFF contract will permit a comparison of risk

degree and incentive provided by other share arrangements in

other contract forms. For example, under a CPFF contract,

the government assumes total cost responsibility, and the

contractor gets a flat fixed fee. If the contract overruns

or underruns the target, the government still pays the total

cost of the contract and the contractor still gets the same

fixed fee. The government's share responsibility is 100

percent and the contractor's share responsibility is per-

cent. This is called a 100/0 share arrangement. The share

arrangement or share ratio describes the government's and

the contractor's portions in dividing underruns (savings) or

overruns (expenses). Its graphed product is the linear or

curvilinear share line.

Figure 2.3 shows a graph for a CPFF contract with an

estimated cost (EC) of $70 and a fixed fee (FF) of $6. A

uniform procedure is used to graph the share line whenever the
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profit function is linear. Two points are located at two

different cost levels, and are connected with a straight

line. For the first point, construct a vertical line pass-

ing through the EC of $70 and a horizontal line passing through

the FF of $6. For the second point, assume the contractor

had a major overrun of allowable costs which brought the

contract cost up to $140, or $70 overrun. The fee at $140

would still be $6. Connecting the two points 'would give the

share line for a CPFF contract with an estimated target cost

of $70 and a FF of $6. Thus, the share line for a CPFF con-

tract is a horizontal line. This line is parallel to the cost

axis over the entire range of possible costs. All CPFF con-

tracts have the same profile. The government will reimburse

the contractor for all reasonable, allocable, and allowable

costs incurred under a CPFF contract. The share ratio is

100/0, and, therefore, the government bears the entire cost

of overruns and even pays the same fixed fee to the contrac-

tor whether he performs inefficiently or otherwise. Should

the contractor perform for less than the EC, the government

would save 100% of every dollar not spent.

Another way of expressing the sharing formula in this

same situation is presented in Figure 2.4. An overrun or

underrun can be stated as $X from target. The total alloca-

tion of an overrun or underrun must equal the combined
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government's and contractor's shares. Thus, the sum of the

numerator and denominator of the share ratio must always

equal 100 percent, and the sum of the two share ratios for

any sharing arrangement will show the disposition of the

total overrun, or total underrun. For this reason, the share

ratios are a prime feature of negotiations, as well as the

dollar level of profit itself for different contract cost

levels. The slope of the share line serves a similar purpose.

The mathematical relationship for the slope of the share line

will be developed after the same elements have been reviewed

for a FFP contract.

Firm-Fixed-Price (FFP) Contracts

The FFP contract is characterized by a sharply sloping,

almost vertical share line. It is the opposite of the hori-

zontal 100/0 share line found in a CPFF contract. The FFP

contractor bears all risk of cost overruns and enjoys all

benefit of cost underruns , or has a 0/100 share ratio. Slope

of the FFP share line is steepest for any type of contract

form presented, although it is never vertical. This is

shown in Figure 2.5.

Assume a negotiated FFP contract for a price of $120.

The contractor will automatically receive $120 for completing

the work regardless of costs incurred. If he provides the
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service for actual costs of $116, his profit will be $4

($120 - $116 = $4). If he is more successful and efficient,

and performs for a cost of $106, his profit will be $14

($120 - $106 = $14), Regardless of cost outcome, the sum of

the cost outcome and the profit must always equal the fixed

price, $120. The contractor's share for any contract is

found by dividing the change in profit by the change in cost.

Let AH equal change in profit to prevent confusion with change

in price, and let AC profit equal change in cost; and the

equation becomes:

AY _ An _ ($14 - $4) _ $10 _
AX ~ AC ~ ($116 - $106) " $10 ~ -^ ~ ^^^°

Therefore, the share ratio is 0/100 for an FFP contract, the

exact opposite of the 100/0 for a CPFF contract. The FFP

share line can not be vertical in Figure 2.6 because AC is

always an absolute figure.

Since the contractor makes $1 in profit for every $1

he saves on cost, or loses it in the reverse situation, the

Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) states it is the

most preferred contract type . ^ The FFP contract gives the

contractor maximum incentive to achieve cost reduction and

satisfy DOD goals because: 1) the government is able to

assume complete cost responsibility under this form of con-

tract, and 2) management is motivated to take positive steps

Armed Service Procurement Regulation (ASPR) , U.S.
Department of Defense, 3-402 (b)(1), 1963.
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to avoid costs 2. if both parties are equally competent in

contract negotiation, the FFP contract can satisfy both par-

ties. The objective and best interest of the government is

to get the procured item at the least cost and on schedule,

provided the item is of good quality and meets specifications.

The objective and best interest of the contractor is to make

a fair profit at a reasonable price while satisfying the cus-

tomer. Pricing complexity is avoided because the share for-

mula is simply 0/100. The contractor is rewarded proportion-

ally to his efficiency and he bears the burden of resolving

all problems. The government prefers to use this contract

whenever possible. However, lack of certainty with respect

to future costs, or unknown costs, may cause a contractor to

hesitate in accepting the binding arrangement of an FFP con-

tract. Under its terms both parties are bound by the nego-

tiated prices for the life of the contract and no price adjust-

ment is possible. Latest figures available (Table 1.2) indi-

cate that FFP contracts account for 58 percent of total pro-

curements, having reached this level along with the drive to

incorporate incentive contracts for DOD work.

The contractor's profit with FFP contracts stems from

his ability to control costs and he must manage efficiently

since all savings below target cost are retained as profit.

^ Incentive Contracting Guide , Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense, (Installation and Logistics) DOD, AFP
70-1-5 1965. p. 29.
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Benefits to the government are both direct and indirect in

nature. In the direct area, cost reductions on FFP contracts

suggest the most efficient production methods for future

follow-on contracts and also the most advantageous prices.

In the indirect areas, savings accrue because of the small

expense and workload involved in administering this contract

since there are no advisory audits and but one negotiation.

By contrast, CPFF contracts require constant supervision

and heavy audit attention.

The rigid contractual features of the FFP contract de-

mand fairly exact pricing information for success. Required

a priori knowledge of positive target cost restricts the use

of FFP contracts in most R&D work and service procurements

where this exact information is not available. In the latter,

for example, the work requirement may be stretched over a long

period of time and be non-definitive; or the work may be non-

repetitive even though the same service contract is negotiated

two years in a row. The FFP contract is not suitable in these

situations. It is most functional where products, not services,

are the procurement object. During World War II and the post

war era, the government bought large numbers of identical

planes from the same manufacturer. Despite this fact, FFP

contracts were not popular and not used.^ The FFP contract

-J

-"Miguel Angel Reguero, An Economic Study of the Mili -

tary Airframe Industry , Department of the Air Force, 1957,
p. 169.
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is most suitable and is used for purchasing "off-the-shelf"

items, where reasonably close cost projections can be made at

minimal cost. Even though it is not always appropriate the

FFP contract is a standard against which all other contracts

may be evaluated.

In the two graphic situations presented. Figure 2.3 for

the CPFF contract and Figure 2.5 for the FFP contract, no slope

equaled no incentive and most slope equaled most incentive.

These extremes are the parameters of any incentive structuring

problem. Therefore, all salient features of the share line

have a bearing on this topic.

In Figure 2.6, a number of share ratios and their assoc-

iated share lines are plotted for a contract with a target

cost of $100. All the share lines pass through the target

fee of $7 (7 percent) and the target cost of $100. As the

contractor's share ratio increases from to 100 percent, the

share line becomes steeper and steeper and the contractor ab-

sorbs or shares more and more heavily in any cost overruns or

underruns . Under actual contract conditions only one share

ratio would be applicable for any one contract cost outcome.

Thus a contractor would have negotiated either a 90/10 or a

75/25 share line with the government at target cost. Complex

contract forms which have varying share ratios, either due to

a stepped or curvilinear share line, will be introduced later.
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A basic understanding of share line construction is a

prerequisite for incentive contract comprehension. The first

step in constructing a share line has already been covered;

it consists of locating the intersection of target cost and

target fee. It is one point of determination for the linear

share line. For the other, a second point must be selected

for an assumed cost outcome. If the parties negotiate an

80/20 share line and a TC of $100, should the contractor per-

form the work for $80, he will have succeeded in saving $20.

How is this $20 underrun divided and what is the associated

fee? The contractor's share of all cost underruns , or over-

runs, is 20 percent. For finding the associated fee connected

with an underrun of $20, one must increase fee equal to the

magnitude of the underrun multiplied by the contractor's share.

Since $20 x .20 equals $4, this is the contractor's share with

an 80/20 share line arrangement. The $4 is a reward, and it

is added to the target fee of $7, resulting in a total fee of

$11 paid to the contractor for performing the service for a

cost of $80. The second point is marked by coordinates for

$80 of cost and $11 of fee.

Once two points have been found, the share line is com-

pletely defined by connecting the two points and extending the

line. The sample 80/20 share line was completed by connecting

two points with a solid line extended in both increasing and
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decreasing fee directions. Therefore, the second point de-

fining the share line could have been constructed by assum-

ing a cost overrun rather than a cost underrun. Any point

would have been sufficient provided that it was other than

at target cost and target fee. The share line described is

pictured in Figure 2.7.

A fee can be computed for any incentive arrangement

without graphic illustration as long as the share ratio is

known. Graphics assist critical negotiation of an incentive

contract, although fee can be figured independently, using

a share line equation. The contractor's fee is increased

by adding incentive fee to target fee as a result of a cost

underrun. The cost underrun times the contractor's share

is added to target fee to get total fee.

+ AF = - AC X contractor ' s share , or

AY AF
AX = AC ^"^

AF
^Q == the contractor's share; and the slope of the

share line.

The share line equation may be used for constructing

the share line if it is not known, or also for solving for

fee at any given cost outcome at variance with target cost

and target fee. This can be proved by taking the same infor-

mation from the example used in Figure 2.7. Assume the share

line had not been labeled 80/20. By reading the cost and fee
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information of the coordinates for $100 and $80 where they

intersected the share line, the reader would be able to de-

termine AF and AC thus

:

AF = ($11 - $7) = $4

AC = ($100 - $80) = $20

AF 4 1^ = 20" ~ 5" ~ 20%; the contractor's share

In Figure 2.8, the government's share is automatically 80 per-

cent because (100% - 20% contractor's share) equals 80 percent,

The two share ratios (80/20) must always equal 100 percent

by definition.

This information can be used to determine fee over any

cost range as follows:

Example I:

Target Cost $90
Target Fee $7
Share Ratio 70/30

What will be the contractor's fee if he accomplishes the work

for $80? This is a $10 underrun since.

AF
AC = 30%

AF AF .30
X -T— and(90-80) " 10

AF = $3.00 and

Total Fee = Target Fee ($7.00) + Delta Fee ($3.00) or $10.00
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Example II:
Target Cost $90
Target Fee $7
Share Ratio 70/30

What will be the contractor's fee if he does the work and it

costs $110? This is a $20 overrun.

Since
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they appeared to be. Even the contract environments were

compared. The CPFF contract is used where target cost is

actually an unlikely estimate (low probability) while the

FFP contract attaches great weight to the target cost esti-

mate (high probability) . These two contract forms in Figure

2.9, illustrations a. and d., have opposite share lines.

The essential element of the FFP contract is price.

It is ideal for formal competitive procurements. Since the

contractor agrees to provide the work or service at a specified

price, he, and he alone, is responsible for profit. He has

complete cost control and is responsible for allocating fac-

tors in their best mix. If he is more efficient than his

competitors, his profits will be higher than the:i.rs . The

real incentive to avoid waste and devise better production

methods results in $1 of additional profit for each $1 saved.

The essential elements of the CPFF contract are: 1)

estimated cost, and 2) the fixed fee. Estimated cost, or the

cost the government will pay the contractor on this cost re-

imbursable form are for those costs that are true and allow-

able. Frequently, the Administrative Contracting Officer

(ACQ) and his supplier are in disagreement as to whether a

cost is allowable and should be repaid by the government.

Therefore, this contract requires close audit supervision and

special accounting treatment by the contractor. Even with

close supervision, there is greater opportunity for the parties

to not have a meeting of the minds with the CPFF contract.
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Section 15 of ASPR contains a statement of cost prin-

ciples now used as a basis for determining costs under cost-

reimbursement contracts and they are often incorporated into

contracts by reference. There still remains the possibility

that legitimate contractor costs may be disallowed or exces-

sive costs may be erroneously approved by the government's

auditor or the AGO. At the same time. Chapter I pointed to

the problem of low fees with CPFF contracts. Under the cir-

cumstances a contractor usually tries to get every penny he

can out of the government as an allowable cost. This tendency

causes massive overruns with cost reimbursable contracts rela-

tive to estimated target cost.

The CPFF contract allows no incentive for cost reduc-

tion. Nor can the contractor promise to hold the line on

costs if the government will give him an extra fee. Under

the provisions of 10 U.S.C. 2306(d), the maximum permissible

fee on CPFF contracts is limited to 10 percent of estimated

cost of the contract, exclusive of fees, on most types of

work .

^

Returning to Figure 2.9, the share line in b., Cost-

Plus-Incentive-Fee (CPIF) and c. , Fixed-Price-Incentive (FPI)

,

contracts offer compromises over the extremes afforded by the

share ratios under CPF (a) and FFP (d) contracts. These are

^Government Contracts AFM 110-9 , Extension Course
Institute, Air University, DAF-DOD, 1964, p. 7-5. The limit
is fifteen percent on R & D work.
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major contract forms in use today. Table 1.2 sho.v.s the rela-

tive importance of CPIi' and FPI contracts in dollars and per-

centages. Table 1.3 shows impressive growth since 1960. .

Cost-Plus-Incentive Fee (CPIF) Contracts

The essential elements of the CPIF contract are:

target cost, target fee, maximum fee, minimum fee, and the

share ratio. • '

The contractor's total fee on a CPIF contract is

limited to the range of fees defined by the maximum and min-

imum fee provisions of the contract. The maximum and mini-

mum fees are limits, and the share line in these regions

is a constant (horizontal). Tnerefore, the first step in

constructing a CPIF graph is to insert the horizontal share

lines that represent these two extremes of possible fee out-

come. The maximum, and mdnimum fees are not derived algebra-

ically: they are the result of negotiation by the parties

to a. CPIF contract. For example, given:

Target cost $100
Target fee 7 • ,

" '

Maximum fee 12
Minimum fee 2

Share line 80/20

Clearly, fee cannot exceed $12, nor can it fall below $2.

Once either extreme has been reached, due to either a cost

underrun or a cost overrun, fee ceases to change as further
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underrun or overrun is incurred. The possible numeric range

of fee variance is:
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would attempt to perform the contract for a cost of $75, be-

cause lowering the cost to this outcome, his total fee con-

tinues to rise. Once performance for $75 is reached, fee goes

no higher and the contractor no longer has additional incen-

tive to cut costs. In the regions where maximum and minimum

fees are applicable, and the share line is a constant or hori-

zontal, the contract switches from a CPIF form to a CPFF form.

The profit ceiling, maximum fee, and the profit floor, minimum

fee, convert the incentive contract to a fixed fee contract

and this may defeat the intentions of both parties. In the

early 1960's, when the parties to incentive procurements were

extremely cautious, many CPIF contracts had share lines which

were plateaus in the region of most probable outcome. Plateaus

are self-defeating and were quickly abandoned by sophisticated

contract negotiators as soon as experience was gained with in-

centive contract pitfalls.

Ay
Since the share line must have slope, -rt , over the cost

'^ AX

region for the contractor to make additional fee through re-

wards, the cost range becomes very significant. In the con-

tract illustrated, the operative cost range of the 80/20 share

line is defined as the range of incentive effectiveness (RIE)

.

The lower limit of the RIE is a cost of $75, and the upper

limit of the RIE is a cost of $125. At these cost outcomes.
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fee has reached its maximum and minimum levels respectively.

Furthermore, the variance between maximum and minimum fee can

be defined as fee swing (FS) , or fee pool. In Figure 2.10,

the FS is $10 (12-2) , and the RIE is $50 (125-75)

.

In the CPIF contract, the general share line equation

AY
T- for the contractor's share, is replaced by the specific

equation when the share line is a straight line, or:

^§p = r-r-^ = F = 20% (the Contractor's Share)

The difference between general and specific equations is more

apparent than real. The fee pool, FS , is nothing more than

the entire change in fee (AF) between maximum and minimum for

a specific CPIF contract with a constant contractor share line.

At the same time, RIE is nothing more than the entire range

in cost (AC) over which the share line operates. The general

equation is used to find the contractor's share ratio for any

cost outcome, while the specific equation is used with a CPIF

contract when the share line is a straight line. Regardless

of which equation is selected, whenever two CPIF contract ele-

ments are known, the third element can take on only one value.

Thus, as long as two of the variables are specified: FS, RIE,

or Contractor's Share, the third value can be derived.

In the CPIF contract illustration, the variables were

simplified for clarity. In practice, actual incentive contract

Basic Graphics for Incentive Contracting , Boston;

Harbridge House Incorporated, 1965, p. 45.
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arrangements are often more complex. Through hard and deter-

mined negotiations, the parties might agree to a broken share

line, or a series of separate share lines with different slopes

and different share ratios. For example, the government might

agree to split reward, 70/30, on the underrun side of target

cost, while taking more of the loss, 90/10, on the overrun side.

Contractors will frequently maneuver in order that they may

share profits to a greater extent and losses to a lesser extent.

Our typical example has a positive maximum and minimum

fee. It is quite possible to make the fee floor a zero fee, or

perhaps even a negative or minus fee. The intent, of course,

is to permit a contractor to make a small profit even if he

has done badly by incurring a major cost overrun, thus a mini-

mum fee will ordinarily be used to prevent a contractor from

experiencing an out-of-pocket loss". However, to remind

the government and the contractor that incentive rewards are

a two-way street, ASPR states that: "Whenever this type of

contract, with or without the inclusion of performance in-

centives, is negotiated to provide incentive up to a high maxi-

mum fee, the contract also shall provide for a low minimum

fee, which may even be a 'zero' fee, or, in rare cases, a

'negative' fee."^ The minimum fee may be eliminated altogether

U. S. Air Force, Department of Defense Incentive Con-

tracting Guide, Pamphlet 70-1-5, (Washington, D. C: Office

of the Assistant Secretary of Defense-Installations and Logis-

tics) 1965, p. 5.

^ASPR , op . cit . , 3-405.4.
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and the sharing formula continued indefinitely on the over-

run side of target cost, whereby, the contract becomes "cost

sharing." A contractor faced with this alternative, would be

strongly motivated to stop excessive spending. While such

arrangements work favorably to the government's advantage, they

are admittedly difficult to negotiate with any contractor.

Finally the FS and range of costs over which the incen-

tive provision operates-, (RIE) , are completely non-standardized."

There is no one best incentive arrangement. Each time a nev/

contract is negotiated, the FS, RIE, and share ratios must be

worked out to the satisfaction of both parties based on the

degree of confidence they have in the target cost estim.ate.

Incentive contract m.odels are valuable to parties looking for

alternatives at this vital negotiating stage.

The share line in Figure 2.10 is completely syiTumetrical

between FS and target fee; and between RIE and target cost.

In practice, the share line determined by multiple incentive

will not be symm>etrical. There will be a skewed effect on

both FS and RIE targets. The Figure 2.10 example was sym.metri-

cal because FS was _+ $5 from the target fee of $7; and because

RIE was + $25 from target cost of $100. They might have been

skewed by having unequal positive and negative FS ' s in terms

of dollar variance possible; or, the dollar difference between

target cost and the lower limit of the cost RIE could vary

from the dollar difference betv/een target cost and the upper
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cost limit of the cost RIE. In any case, a contract which

has different dollar amounts +TC is a skewed model and

is therefor called an asymmetric model. A majority of to-

day's multiple incentive contracts are asymmetrical models.

Nevertheless, the rules for structuring the symmetrical in-

centive contract model apply equally for the asymmetrical

model and the analytical processes are identical.

Why has this information been pursued in great detail?

The reason will manifest itself as more complex arrange-

ments of the CPIF and FPI are presented. The rules for de-

termining fee will not change as complexity increases. A

contractor is alv/ays interested in the total fee, which is

based on both target fee and marginal incentive fee. Fee

determination is complicated when it depends not only on

cost, but also on performance and schedule as well. The con-

tractor must manage by making trade-off decisions that al-

locate his factors in a mix designed to produce the highest

total fee possible. He can only solve the allocation pro-

blem based on a knowledge of the total reward. The key to

incentive performance lies in making the reward or total

fee, in actual dollars, visible to the contractor at every

moment. The problems created by combining several incen-

tives into one contract will be discussed in detail later.

Management must have knowledge of their impact on FS and RIE

before a decision-theory is possible.
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Fixed-Price-Incentive (FPI) Contract

Contract form c, the fourth type illustrated in Figure

2.9 is an FPI contract. The essential elements structuring

an FPI contract are, 1) target cost, 2) target profit,

3) ceiling price, and 4) the share ratio.

The FPI contract is somewhat of a hybrid variety be-

tween the CPIF contract and the FFP contract. It is also

a relative of the older redeterminable contract used by

the DOD. Essentially, it provides for a flexible dollar

amount of profit based on a predetermined fixed profit pat-

tern. Target cost is a highly realistic prior estimate of

actual cost of performance as agreed to by contractor and

buyer. Target profit is the expected profit the contractor

will receive if his actual cost of performance equals tar-

get cost. The profit formula has a provision for decreas-

ing the contractor's profit as actual cost exceeds target

cost, and of increasing profit as actual cost is reduced

below target cost. The ceiling price (CP) is the maxi-

mum dollar amount the government will pay on an FPI con-

tract. Therefore, if the contractor's actual cost equals

the ceiling price, he just breaks even and earns no profit.

This i_s the contractor's break-even point. If actual cost

exceeds the CP , he must pay or absorb costs out of his own

pocket, and suffer losses accordingly.
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The ideal situation for using the FPI contract would

specify a high degree of confidence in the maximum target

cost estimate, while involving substantial future oppor-

tunity for cost reduction. It would be appropriate, for ex-

ample, in a production procurement which involved large

quantities over an extended period of time. This situation

would possibly involve an improvement factor, or a learning-

curve effect. An FPI contract is not recommended for

industry or government unless costs can be estimated with

enough accuracy to assure realistic targets and profits

because a contractor can receive a reward for overestimating

his costs with an FPI arrangement.

The FPI contract may take two forms; one has a firm

initial target and the other has a series of firm targets.

The latter form is known as a fixed-price-incentive contract

with successive targets (FPIS) . The FPI with a firm target

is used when contractor and government knowledge of probable

cost is indefinite though substantial, so that fair, firm

targets cannot be established at the outset. Resetting the

target with the FPIS must become possible at some early

point in the future performance of the contract, such as

just prior to delivery or shop completion of the first item.

The FPI contract can only be used after a written determina-

tion and finding is made setting forth that 1) this method of
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contracting is likely to be less costly than other methods,

or 2) it is impractical to secure supplies or services of the

Q
kind or quantity required without the use of such a contract".

The FPI contract can be explained numerically or graph-

ically. As with the CPIF example, by starting with the num-

erical explanation and graphing the result both approaches can

be demonstrated simultaneously.

Given an FPI contract with: target cost (TC) equal to

$109; target profit (TIT) equal to $11; ceiling price (CP) equal

to $129; and a share line of 60/40, then:

LINE GREATER TARGET MINIMUM NO
(L) ^-PROFIT PROFIT PROFIT PROFIT

1 ACTUAL COST 89 99 109

2 TARGET COST (TC) 109 109 10 9

3 TAR-ACT (L2-L1) 20 10

4 TARGET PROFIT (TTT) 11 11 11

5 REWARD/PENALTY 8 4

(40% of A ,L3)

6 TOTAL PROFIT 19 15 11 7 5

(L4+L5)

7 PRICE (L1+L6) 108 114 109 126 129 (CP)

The FPI differs from the CPIF in two very important re-

spects. First, there is no maximum fee limitation on the FPI

contractor. Therefore, with respect to cost underruns, each

time the contractor saves an additional $10 in cost, marginal

profit increases by $4 with a 60/40 share line. The govern-

Government Contracts, op . cit . p. 7-3. Cited from

10 U.S.C. 2306 (c)

.

119
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ment saves $5 or the remainder of the $10 saved by the con-

tractor. The second distinction of the FPI is the ceiling

price representing a dollar limit the government will pay to

the contractor. When actual cost reaches the contractually

stated ceiling price, the sharing ratio of 50/40 ceases to

apply. With respect to cost overruns, as the contractor

expends an additional $10, profit is decreased by $4. The

application of the 50/40 share line to additional expenditures

ceases once a cost outcome of $124 is reached because it would

result in a price paid that was greater than the $129 ceiling

price. Contract definition and agreement prohibit payment

over $129. Graphic analysis of the FPI will support the CP

position.

Figure 2.11 starts with the FPI assumptions just given.

The FPI must be structured in two distinct steps. First, a

point for locating a 50/40 share line is plotted for TC ($109)

and Tn ($11) . Locating a second point for the 50/40 share

line is based on some assumed cost outcome and determining

the profit associated with that assumed cost. For example,

if TC is $89, a contractor would get a total profit of $11,

plus 40 percent of the $20 underrun, +$8, or $19 ($ll+$8)

,

thus, the two sets of coordinates locate the 50/40 share

line and it is plotted.

There is a distinct break point in the share line due

to the impact of the ceiling price on the FPI contract. This
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is the point at which, because of the contractual maximum

limit, CP , the contractor must absorb overrun costs himself.

Therefore, the contract goes from one with a 60/40 share

line, to one with a 0/100 share line. By definition, the

contract switches from an FPI to an FFP where the 0/100 share

line becomes operational. The contractor has an internal

cost ceiling which he should try to avoid and it is equally

important because opportunity cost or foregone profit results

before the external ceiling price is reached. The point at

which the share line becomes kinked and the share ratio

changes to 0/100 is called the point of total assumption

(PTA).9 In Figure 2.11, the intersection of the solid share

line with the broken share line originating at the CP marks

the PTA.

Finding the PTA geometrically, and constructing the

0/100 broken share line is an added problem of the FPI con-

tract. Two points will again serve the purpose. The first

is at the CP on the X axis. Its coordinates are and 129.

The second point is found by assuming a cost outcome of $115

and the profit associated with that cost, assuming the CP

of $129 to be the price of an FFP contract in which the price

equals $129. The assumed cost $115 is subtracted from $129

resulting in a profit of $14. These two figures are the

^ Basic Graphics , op . cit . , pp. 60-65. This is a
handy term and is more useful than the cost ceiling phrase
found in the DOD Guide.
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coordinates for the second point. The contractor with a

0/100 share line would make $14 on a $129 FFP contract if

he managed to perform the work for a cost of $115.

The final result, once the redundant portions of the

50/40 and 0/100 share lines have been eliminated, is given

in Figure 2.12. The completed FPI is characterized by a

PTA located at the point of intersection of both share lines.

Both numeric and graphic presentations make the CP and PTA

(no n) vividly clear. As a contractor expends cost dollars,

profit is reduced by the contractor cost share until suddenly

at the PTA cost point and beyond further expenditures will

be penalized at the rate of $1 of profit lost for each $1

of cost expended. In the specific example, the 60/40 share

line determines the relationship between cost and profit un-

til the 60/40 share line is intersected by the 0/100 share

line extended from the CP. There is strong motivation to

avoid spending additional cost dollars to complete a job

once the contractor's share has changed from 40 percent to

100 percent on the overrun side at the PTA. Needless to

say, spending beyond the CP is even less desirable and

should be avoided.

The point of total assumption is very significant to

the contractor. In the graphic example, the PTA was found

geometrically. It may also be precisely determined

algebraically, substituting in the following formula:
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(TC + Tn)
Ceiling Price - Target Price + Target Cost

PTA -

Government's Share
CP - TP + TC

GS

(129 - 120) + 109

PTA = $124

FPI contract data state either explicitly or implicitly four

contractual elements and incentive provisions. The CP , TC

,

Tn, and share ratios are stated explicitly. Target price is

implicitly understood and is simply the sum of TC and Til at

any cost outcome. The PTA cost point is implied although

the contractor devotes utmost attention to it for previously

stated reasons.

Finally, attention is drawn to the much steeper share

lines and share ratios in the FPI contract. The share ratio

is a response to "tight" or "loose" targets. Both parties

must ordinarily consider that target cost is reasonable.

Under certain circumstances, there may be little confidence

in the initial target. One party or the other will conclude

that target cost is too high or too low. At this point, they

will tailor the incentive contract to meet existing conditions

In other words, to match the RIE, a loose target cost should

be accompanied by a low target profit objective and a tight

target cost should have greater associated target profit as
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a reward. 10 Since the terms of applicability stated for the

FPI called for a high degree of confidence in the estimate of

target cost, one must assume that the RIE is rather narrow

and because of this would create a steep share line effect.

Cost-Plus-Award Fee (CPAF) Contracts

Concluding this primer on incentive contracting instru-

ments, one finds a final form which is unlike the FFP , CPIF,

or FPI contracts. The CPAF contract has only emerged as a

useful contracting tool within the last few years. However,

its popularity with NASA, has drawn the attention of the DOD.

Both the Navy and the Air Force are presently experimenting

with CPAF contracts on a limited basis.

The subjective nature of the CPAF contract distinguishes

it from the traditional objective features of the incentive

contract. Yet there are attributes common to both types.

The CPAF contract is a marriage of the objective, before-the-

fact evaluation of conventional incentive agreements and the

subjective, after-the-fact performance evaluation of merit

systems for final profit determination . H The CPAF contract,

in contrast to the other incentive forms is most often a "re-

wards only" agreement. A CPAF contractor's final profit is

determined by a board or panel after all work has been completed,

l^ DOD Incentive Contracting Guide , op . cit . , p. 26.

lllbid.
, p. 94.
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A favorable decision by the board results in the award of

additional profit to the contractor over the usual target

profit.

A general description of the CPAF contract will have

to suffice. Examples of a numeric, geometric or even graphic

illustration do not exist because each contract is tailored

to an individual situation and total profit is based on sub-

jective after-the-fact evaluation. With a CPAF contract,

the contractor can increase his profit above a base fee,

providing the customer's subjective evaluation of his per-

formance under the contract is favorable. 12 Trade-offs in

the usual sense are not stressed. Therefore, the CPAF con-

tract is also a combination of the CPFF and CPIF contracts.

At the outset of the contract, a CPFF contract base and min-

imum fee is established. In practice, the CPAF is managed

like the CPFF contract because fee does not prompt decisions.

Marginal profit is a bonus or reward-only fee added to base

fee.

The mechanics of the CPAF evaluation must be clearly

defined in the contract. Evaluation is performed on a quar-

terly basis, and ratings are compared with standard criteria

incorporated in the contract itself. The subjective rating

is particularly effective for non-personal service contracts

^^Ibid. , p. 93
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relative to the difficulties raised by CPFF and CPIF con-

tracts for service procurements. Historically, level-of-

effort work has been purchased with straight cost reinnbursable

contracts which give contractors no incentive to be efficient.

The CPAF contract introduces the possibility of making more

than a base fee, even if it is determined unilaterally by the

buyer. While the previous statement overemphasizes the sub-

jectiveness of the CPAF contract, in practice, both parties

have given it enthusiastic endorsement. If there is some

analogy with a human being's performance, psychologists

have proved the superiority of rewards versus the use of

penalties.-'--^ The carrot works better than the stick for

some animals, and for some of the humans.

In a later chapter (VI) , some of the potential problems

raised by incentive contracts are discussed in detail. Where

price estimates are little more than guesses, involving an

incentive structure may be futile. If a contract has many

changes and modifications, which is often the case with ser-

vice contracts, the incentive arrangement may lose its mean-

ing from dilution and also become burdensome in the process.

For these reasons the combined objective conventional incen-

tive and the subjective evaluation techniques make the CPAF

contract more suitable to contract problems where straight

•-^Neal E. Miller and John Bollard, Social Learning

and Imitation . (New Haven: Yale University Press), 1941.

p . 2 , et passim .
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incentive forms are unlikely to succeed. The NASA Guide

states unequivocally that, "formula type incentives cannot

be applied to nonpersonal services contracts because of the

difficulty of defining work to be performed precisely, and —

as a result — accurate cost estimating. " ^"^

The essential elements of the CPAF contract are:

target cost, base fee, maximum fee, and criteria for

evaluating performance which results in additional fee paid

to the contractor. Additionally, the contract must specify

the methods and techniques to be used for assessing the

contractor's performance before beginning work. These

specifications are usually supplements to the contract and

are not in the main contract itself. With these elements as

a foundation, the NASA Guide exhibits a structuring technique

for a CPAF contract in steps similar to those used for

structuring and pricing a straight incentive contract.

The work statement spelling out the work to be performed

has heretofore been neglected. It is assumed that for each

contract situation, the work is always clearly defined.

While not always possible, it is definitely desirable for

any incentive contract, and even the CPAF contract. Major

areas of contractor effort should be set forth in a format

-'-^NASA Incentive Contracting Guide , NPC 403, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1955, p. 701.

ISibid , , p, 702.
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that corresponds to the organizational structure intended

for use by the contractor. Objectives within each area should

be clearly stated in terms of end results desired. Performance

standards should be precisely stated and related to profit.

Specific performance demands enable the contractor to manage

his resources and make decisions based upon a knowledge of

the interaction taking place between cost, performance, and

his profit target.

The evaluation criteria, the most important feature

in shaping a CPAF contract, should be selected with extreme

caution. Every effort must be taken to select criteria which

stress areas of prime importance to the government and cause

contractor management to focus on critical areas. Evaluation

criteria should be organized to conform both with the work

statement, and with the organization intending to perform the

work itself.

Controlling cost should continue to be a major evalua-

tion area of the CPAF contract. This is very important and

when possible, the use of conventional incentives for cost

portions is recommended.-'-^ Since both parties can predict,

with some accuracy, the number of man-hours the contractor

will require from the statement of work, a major segment of

the cost estimate should be valid.

Therefore, it is feasible to use a CPIF formula on

the cost portion, while applying CPAF subjective evaluation

techniques to the performance areas.

16 Ibid. , p. 712.
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A meaningful share line for cost only may be developed

which encourages the contractor to sacrifice cost and per-

formance alternately (trade-offs). NASA's preference for

17
incentive contracts is based on objective standards. Only

indefinite portions of the CPAF contract should be evaluated

by subjective techniques.

The NASA Guide continuously compares the CPAF and CPIF

contracts and finds them equally valuable. In Chapter III,

this writer takes exception and disagrees when using analy-

tical techniques. It is not possible to maximize profit

through managerial control and decision making if the exact

fee pool is unknown. In the CPAF contract, fee is inexact

and ill-defined. Conceptual similarities exist because every

CPAF contract has an RIE, from minimum acceptable performance

to outstanding performance like that found in the CPIF and FPI

contracts. However, the application of incentive evaluation

techniques to the CPAF ' s RIE and its measurement are impos-

sible. Neither exact measurement nor absolute quantification

is used. Indeed, the major problem with the CPAF contract is

the need for government representatives to judge the contrac-

tor fairly and consistently in a situation which usually

1 p
lacks objective, quantifiable data.

"ibid.

'^Ibid. , p. 703.
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Measurement problems raised by lack of quantification

can and have been overcome. The existence of the measurement

problems should not be ignored when designing evaluation

criteria which are subjective. NASA believes that CPAF

evaluation criteria do create an RIE, and that a contractor's

performance under CPAF receives "objective" evaluation.

Sample evaluation criteria used by NASA are given in

Appendix A. Its inclusion, with comments from the NASA

Incentive Contracting Guide is designed to show that even

though quantification is achieved in certain vital areas, the

calculation of a ratio does not guarantee concrete definition

of the RIE or objective measurement. The CPAF contractor is

promised a profit if his nebulous evaluation after-the-fact

is favorable.

SUMMARY

This section has reviewed several contracts currently

employed in the defense acquisition process. Major distinc-

tions between the various contracts were emphasized, moving

from the CPFF contract with no incentive to the FFP contract

which offers maximum incentive. The basic elements of each

contract form are compared in Table 2.1.

The rationale for introducing incentive contracts

was presented in Chapter I. Excessive dependence on CPFF

contracts caused the pendulum to swing in the other direction
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TABLE 2.1

ELEMENTS OF BASIC CONTRACT FORMS

CPFF FFP CPIF FPI CPAF

1. Estimated 1. Price 1. Target 1. Target 1. Target

Cost Cost Cost Cost

2, Fixed Fee 2, Target 2. Target 2. Base
Fee Profit Fee

3. Maximum 3. Ceiling 3, Maximum
Fee Price Fee

4. Minimum 4. Share 4. Evalua-

Fee Ratio tion
Criteria

5. Share
Ratio

to avoid the mistakes of the past. There is an individual

procurement cycle for hardware and services, and the prefer-

able contract form is apt to change with time and/or the

level of confidence in the estimate of cost. The FFP

contract remains the best form of contract for most situa-

tions because of its competitive aspects. At the same time,

defense contractors are not prone to accept excessive risk.

Thus, there exists a need for a variety of contract forms.

The illustrations for pricing and structuring these

various contracts were purposely simplified for ease of

explanation. Total profit was determined by share ratios

over the RIE, and depended on one variable, cost. The next
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chapter will deal with the real problems of structuring

multiple incentive contracts based on a variety of factors,

such as, cost, performance and schedule. The nonstructured

variety of problems caused by multiple incentives, and some

of the techniques which have been developed for their solution,

offer challenges to the disciplines of decision-making theory,

operations research, mathematics, statistics, micro-economics,

and even "Yankee ingenuity."



CHAPTER III

STRUCTURING MULTIPLE INCENTIVE CONTRACTS - THE MODELS

Introduction

This section discusses several methods of structuring

and evaluating incentive contracts. Unlike Chapter II, it

deals with specific incentive contracts which have multiple

incentive elements.

A basic comparison of structuring techniques is possi-

ble by reviewing the mechanics of fee determination under dif-

ferent methods. Each contract structure technique, or model,

possesses unique characteristics. Continuity between models

is provided by common parts and terminology they share: TC

,

TP, FS, RIE, and share ratio. However, greater concentration

will stress the differences that exist between models. Model

appropriateness will be judged by the reader from background

information; this study compares and contrasts models only.

Defense procurement history is replete with changes

in attitudes towards several contract forms. At one time,

the industry, taken to include both government and contractors,

was in favor of the CPFF contract. Real flaws concerning the

CPFF did not manifest themselves until experience and histori-

cal data had accumulated. A prediction for the future of

multiple incentive contracts is premature. The present will

become history. The incentive contract might yield in the

71 .
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future to a far superior arrangement. Techniques must

evolve or even the sacred idol of today will become the

shibboleth of tomorrow. Those who do not learn the lesson of

history are doomed to repeat its mistakes. CPFF contract

abuses hastened the demise of this form. Likewise, the

future of the incentive contract depends upon a better under-

standing of the cost/performance/profit relationship. Models

offer a means to this end.

Within the last two years, a specific phenomenon of

the first multiple incentive contracts was discovered. The

first contracts were structured with what may be described as

traditional techniques. Lacking any foresight for specific

problems, early contracts were structured by individually

appraising cost, performance, and schedule areas separately.

Possible consequences were ignored by unwitting incentive

contract proponents. Results under a contract so designed

typically led to goal conflict. Contractors used trade-off

analysis to achieve highest total profit at the expense of

government objectives. In essence, functional relationships

of multiple incentive features, all of which are weighted in

the overall determination of profit, were ignored and were

assumed to be independent . The opposite is true. In the

multiple incentive contract, total fee determination makes

all elements interdependent .

The government gradually recognized the pitfalls of

separately negotiated incentive elements as results of the

first multiple incentive contracting experiences became

available. Research on the problem began in public and

private sectors. New theoretical structuring models were
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suggested from various quarters. The common feature of

these is the interdependency relation. The most frequent

expression for a "better way" to test interdependency lies

in an interdisciplinary approach which considers not only

previously mentioned physical sciences but also economic

and behaviorial theory. NASA, the DOD, and AEC, and even

the National Security Industrial Association are funding

intensive research to provide practical answers to the pro-

blems of utilizing incentives. Understanding and applying

models is one facet of incentive contracts. Extra-contrac-

tual and interpersonal relations are another. The scope of

this study is confined narrowly to the problem of suggesting

most appropriate contract structuring techniques.

The models and their order of discussion are (1) the

traditional approach; (2) the formula approach, Coleman and

Bellinger model; (3) tabular models - matrix forms; (4)

Planned Interdependency Incentive Method (PIIM) ; (5) Trade-

off Curves Analysis, using constant fee; (6) Systematic Tech-

niques of Incentive Contracting (STOIC); and (7) the Logmill

System. Trade-off decisions are simulated for each of the

seven structuring techniques to demonstrate the interdependency

effect between incentive variables.

Furthermore, as in Chapter II, the models chosen have

no special advantage for hardware or service contracts. One

characteristic of service contracts and the application of

incentive methods to them is their numerous subdivisions on

the performance and schedule portions. For this reason,
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service contracts are poor examples for illustrative purposes.

By using contract examples of airplane and missile procure-

ments, the number of performance and schedule incentive vari-

ables are minimized permitting explanation flexibility.

The Traditional Approach

The example discussed is a CPIF contract , although it

might just as easily have been an FPI contract. The contract

objective is successful performance which consists of com-

pleting a satisfactory end item or service at a reasonable

cost and within certain time limits. The incentive arrange-

ment is structured so that it motivates the contractor to

achieve outstanding results in every performance area, in

addition to the cost area. The incentive format must encour-

age the contractor to seek desirable alternatives in the max-

imizing process. The contractor should be compelled into

decisions between cost, performance and schedule that are in

consonance with the overall procurement objectives of the

2government. The traditional method depends upon (1) RIE

and the profit pool, and (2) relative weights assigned to

each incentive, for goal achievement.

Preliminary work must precede the structuring of the

contract. Work to be performed must be carefully defined.

The contractor's proposal and trade-off studies must be

-'-POP Incentive Contracting Guide , ep. cit . , p. 4 7

2 Ibid.
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analyzed. Both parties must agree to a norm for the perfor-

mance incentive portion. With service contracts, historical

data and records often provide missing links essential for

contracting. Once records are complete, performance incen-

tive parameters can be selected and defined, and a norm

chosen. Target cost and performance are tied to the norm.

Target cost can be negotiated and delivery milestones set up

for a schedule incentive element. PERT and critical path

techniques are often utilized for the schedule section of

the contract.

Assume that the previous considerations had been exe-

cuted and the parties have a "meeting of the minds" for a

new aircraft with these targets:

Target Speed
Performance Range

Target Delivery
Delivery Range

Target Cost
Cost Range

1000 MPH
950 - 1050 MPH
29 months
27 to 33 months
$100 million
$80 to $130 million

The more effort devoted to precontract planning and

definition, the greater confidence both parties have in tar-

gets. To promote careful and often costly precontract studies

the government pays for Program and Project Definition.

Assume this has already been applied to the range of estimates

above so that targets selected are fairly valid. The work

has been precisely defined and priced, and cost outcome rests

on the contractor's ability to control cost while designing

a plane with a top speed of 1050 MPH. The performance target
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should become the most important goal of the contract. The

contractor will manage so as to reach the highest performance

target level and possibly do so at the lowest cost level

possible.

The contractor should not be allowed the opportunity

to pick his own performance range. Nor when deciding between

minimum performance and maximum performance, should the con-

tractor have to provide additional or different services.

Performance incentive parameters should coincide with the

item the government ordered. Considering all these factors,

and additional ones such as overlap and trade-off which will

be defined, the parties must agree on target fee and the fee

pool.

Maximum fee, it is assumed, will be awarded if the

best cost, performance and delivery schedule are attained

by the contractor. Thus, he should get the greatest profit

the government is willing to pay if he produces a 1050 MPH

plane, in 27 months, at a cost of only $80 million. Minimum

fee will, likewise, be a function of the highest cost, the

slowest performance and the latest delivered date. Minimum

fee would occur if the plane cost $130 million, flew only

950 MPH, and took the contractor as long as 33 months for

delivery. Maximum fee and minimum fee can be looked upon

as a reward or penalty alternatively, thus for:
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Incentive Element

Cost
Performance
Schedule

Outcome of
Maximum Reward

$80 million
1050 MPH
27 months

Outcome of
Maximum Penalty

$130 million
950 MPH
33 months

These conditions determine the range of profit or the fee

swing (FS) or fee pool. Terminology is non-standardized,

but any phrase that denotes amount of fee available will

suffice

.

However, fee pool is not the most important relation-

ship. The relative emphasis between incentive objectives

has not been established. Weighting the various incentives

is supposed to guarantee desirable results between cost, per-

formance and schedule. For this reason, the POD Guide wants

the customer, i.e., the government to retain complete dis-

cretion in the weighing of various incentive elements. Many

individual contract factors must be considered for relative

weighing between incentives, such as, the state of the art,

confidence in targets, undetermined risk factors, etc. Once

relative weights have been discussed and tested by the par-

ties, specific weights must be negotiated. Herein lies a

major problem of the multiple incentive contract.

Via traditional, i.e., non-quantitative methods of

structuring multiple incentive contracts, the real impact

of weighing is not felt by parties concentrating on targets.

Distinct break points in the share line are inputed into the

contract by nonoperational segments, the point where a
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performance incentive ceases to motivate. A contractor sets

his long range objectives on maximum profit but operates in

the short run on a basis designed to gain the highest profit

from the set of alternatives facing him. "The break-even

point between decisions to commit or not to commit further

time and money will be determined by the weights assigned

the three incentive areas.'

Just how specific is the incentive arrangement under

this traditional pricing method? Your author concludes that

while incentives continue to operate, they are indeterminate

over the entire range of cost and profit outcomes. To force

this point, that the parties do not know with any degree of

exactness how weighing will cause them to operate in the

short run situation, look at all possible tradeoffs shown in

Table 3.1. It shows the possibility of combining cost, per-

formance, and schedule (2.069 x lO"'-^) different ways. The

only difference between the hypothetical CPIF contract situa-

tion described and that used to make up the table is that

the performance incentive is subdivided into four categories

instead of one. Complex service contracts may subdivide per-

formance incentive into fifteen smaller "cost centers".

Assume the negotiating parties ended up with an arrange-

ment permitting maximum fee of $18 million (18%) , minimum

fee of $2 million (2%), and weighed as follows:

^Ibid.
, p. 50.
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target outcomes. Thus, the ETOF point actually represents

a fee of $5.0 million for goalposted cost; $2.5 million for

goalposted performance; and $2.5 million for goalposted sche-

dule. See Figure 3.1.

The goalposts show that +$4 million FS for cost is

earned only if the cost outcome at the end of the development

equals $80 million. Should outcome be $100 million, the

contractor's fee will neither be increased nor decreased

because of cost performance. If, for some reason, the cost

outcome equals $140 million, the entire negative FS of -$4

million will be operative. The -$2 million fee for perfor-

mance is applied if, at the end of the development, the plane

flies only 950 MPH . Should performance outcome equal 1000

MPH, the contractor's fee will be neither increased nor de-

creased because of performance. Should performance equal

1050 MPH at the end of the development, all of the +$2

million FS for performance is earned. Delivery at 29 months

has no effect on fee. Early delivery at 27 months would put

the entire schedule incentive, +$2 million, into effect. Late

delivery, for example 33 months, would subtract $2 million.

The contractor's final fee is determined at the end

of the development by adding the sum of the three separate

ETOF's to TS. An infinite number of possible fees could be

earned, but only two fee outcomes are unique. Maximum fee

depends on coincidental satisfaction of the three goals

hardest to achieve, while minimum fee depends on lowest
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possible achievement. The final graphic solution would look

like the CPIF graph, Figure 2.10, illustrated in Chapter II.

The almost infinite number of possibilities raised in

Table 3.1 for a multiple incentive arrangement can now be

reexamined. In view of particular trade-off decisions creat-

ed by the contract, the contractor must evaluate each step

he intends to make. Hopefully, the relative weights assigned

will insure the government that the contractor will manage

his firm so that the desired objectives of both parties will

be met. If there is a divergence of objectives, improper

weighting is usually the fault. Tests should be made by

checking what happens when discrete changes are made in in-

dividual incentives.

What is the value of greater speed? For example, sup-

pose the contractor expends $80 million, finishes testing

the aircraft in 27 months and records a maximum speed of 975

MPH. He now estimates he can boost speed +25 MPH for a cost

of $10 million and three months additional work. Should he

do it?

At first glance, it looks as though the contractor

would pick up an extra $1 million by increasing speed from

975 MPH to 1000 MPH. However, he would lose $2 million

additionally on the schedule incentive. His preferred course

of action would be to deliver the plane and get final accept-

ance immediately.

There are several incentive contracting aids that can
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be utB-ized with the conventional or traditional model. For

instance, it is possible to have a computer print out all

possible outcomes for a specific incentive matrix to have

alternatives available for making trade-off decisions. This

operation should not be confused with a computer program that

actually simulates and makes decisions for optimum achieve-

ments .

A simple T-Chart may be constructed to clarify incentive

element relationships. NASA has pioneered with an approach

called Value Statement Analysis. This approach calls for

weighing savings that accrue if a contractor achieves maxi-

mum rather than minimum acceptable on-target performance.

Any time cost and performance changes are tied together and

affect one another, they are analyzed in detail. The T-Chart

approach may be as simple as this.

A element A fee A element A fee

Performance +50 mph + $2 million Delivery - 2 + $2 million

Cost $10 million - $2 million Cost +$10 million - $2 million

50 mph = $10 million 2 months = $10 million

T-Chart value statements are admittedly crude and do

not work with skewed share lines and many elements. In prac-

tice, contracts have curvilinear instead of linear share

"^NASA Incentive Contracting Guide, Op. Cit . , p. 506.
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lines and too much complexity for decision-making with this

crude tool.

ISO-FEE CHARTS

A step advance over a matrix, table, or T-Chart is the

approach developed for more advanced models, but sometimes

used independently for value statements with conventional

contracts. The iso-fee charts are related indirectly to

indifference analysis in economics. An iso-fee chart is

prepared by graphing sets of outcomes in cost and performance

(or schedule) that result in the same fee (iso-fee) earned

for each pair of outcomes in the set.

The procedure for finding and graphing pairs is illus-

trated below using cost and performance from our CPIF model,

but simplified by exclusion of the schedule portion. Assume

delivery is on target at 29 months and will therefore have

no effect on FS
. One slight additional change from previous

assumption is also necessary. Change the cost RIE from $80

120 million to make it symmetrical. Asymmetrical elements

contain breakpoints and thus require curvilinear solutions,

an unnecessary complication at this point. The same proce-

dure is applicable when breakpoints exist.

Table 3.2 is based on an 80/20 share line. (The CPIF

model presented would have had a £§_; lA q^. 68/32 share
RIE 50

line, with a breakpoint because it was asymmetrical.) The

problem consists of finding three pairs of cost and performance
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outcomes that will result in a fee outcome of $10 million.

Step 1, recognizes that a cost outcome of $100 million re-

presents a total change in fee equal to on the $10 million

target fee. Step 2, assumes a performance outcome of 950

MPH. Step 3, requires finding the AF associated with that

performance outcome, - $2 million. Step 4, requires finding

the AF for cost that when added to the AF for performance

would result in no change in A Fee Total. (For a net effect

of $0, a + $2 million reward must be added to the - $2 million

penalty.) Step 5, requires finding the A cost that would

result in a + $2 million reward. Since the contractor is on

an 80/20 share line, cost savings of $10 million would re-

sult in + $2 million of profit. Step 6, is to add the A cost

(- $10 million) to the TC ($100 million) , which results in

a cost outcome of $90 million. The first pair of cost and

performance outcomes leading to a fee of $10 million are

$90 million and 950 MPH; the next is $100 million and 1000

MPH; and the third pair is $110 million and 1050 MPH. The

procedure is repeated exactly for a $12 million fee.

Once a series of hypothetical cost and performance

combinations leading to the same fee have been found, pairs

of constant fee (iso-fee) can be plotted on a graph and a

connecting line drawn through the points. The connecting

line is an iso-fee or equal fee line, as constructed in

Figure 3.2.
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2. Performance
MPH

TABLE 3.2

ISO-FEE POINTS

FEE = $10 Million

950

3. A Fee Perf -$2M

1. A Fee Total

4. A Fee Cost +$2M

5. A Cost -$10M

6. Cost $90M

1000 1050

FEE = $12 Million

950 1000 1050
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substitution. For example, by holding performance constant

at 1000 MPH (target) , and assuming a cost increase to $110

million, a $10 million overrun, fee will decrease by $2

million (.20 x $10 million). The performance outcome of

1000 MPH, in combination with the cost outcome of $110 mil-

lion, must therefore, lie on the $8 million iso-fee line

because ($10 million - $2 million = $8 million) . Using one

point as a reference, cost/performance coordinates of $110

million and 1000 MPH, the $8 million iso-fee line is then

drawn parallel to the $10 million iso-fee line.

The slope of the iso-fee line establishes value equi-

valents and is, therefore, the same as the value statement.

^

One pair of outcomes that lead to $10 million in fee is:

cost equal to $105 million and performance equal to 1025 MPH,

A contractor can make rapid decisions having this informa-

tion at his disposal. For instance, he might need to know

how much performance would have to increase to protect his

$10 million fee, if cost should jump by $5 million, to $110

million. Using the iso-fee chart, he can determine with a

glance that performance would have to go up by 25 I4PH . If

25 MPH approximately equals $5 million, then 50 MPH approxi-

mately equals $10 million.

Concluding with iso-fee charts, contractors may find

it beneficial to make up several charts, holding cost,

^Basic Graphics, op . cit . , p. 91.
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performance, and schedule constant, one at a time. Thus,

letting two variables fluctuate, you would have iso-cost,

iso-performance or even iso-schedule lines. Special iso-

charts are not themselves overly informative. However,

when combined into a single three-dimensional model by a

computer program, they are capable of solving major problems

with incentive contracts. The two-dimensional model will

suffice for the present.

Finally, before leaving non-quantitative traditional

techniques for structuring contracts, a word on evaluation.

No excessive attempt is being made to be critical of tradi-

tional structuring techniques. Just the opposite point

should be made. The value of the incentive to motivate is

proportional to the understanding a contractor has of the

arrangement. Simple techniques are preferred, and are entire-

ly suitable for incentive contracts that are "compartmented,

"

that have no overlap, that are linear, symmetrical, and not

very complex. However, non-quantitative techniques are

worthless as share lines become exponential curves. Keeping

the incentive formula basic has several advantages because

the contract is easier to negotiate and price.

Figure 3,3 is another standardized contracting tool

used for estimating cost and profit relationships when they

are symmetrical. By extending the approximate share line,

the RIE and FS can be experimented with and analyzed. This

chart also has lines indicating percent of profit. Profit

dollars as a percent of cost dollars can also be drawn with
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one specific contract, starting with a point at the lower left

hand corner and extending through a combination of points.

Figure 3.4 is a profit line chart of this nature for one

contract. Numerous aids have been developed for quick analy-

sis that are similar including a profit wheel (the equivalent

of a circular slide rule) and a slide rule which permits

direct interpretation of cost/profit relationships.

The Formula Approach - Coleman and DeULnger Model ^

Structuring the multiple incentive matrix so that a

contractor's most profitable trade-off decision coincides

with desired objectives of the government is, at best, a

difficult task. The formula approach applied to the curve-

fitting process enables negotiators to avoid damaging arrange-

ments, even though complete interdependency does not exist.

The formula example assumes a CPIF contract with the

following

:

Target Cost $100 Million

Target Delivery 24 months after contract award

Target Performance 1000 MPH

Target Fee $7 Million (7%)

Fee Swing +$8 Million

^Col. Jack W. Coleman and Ma j . David C. Dellinger,

"Incentive Contracting," Air University Review . USAF, Vol XVI,

No 1, Nov - Dec. 1964, pp 31-41. The formula example was

developed by these two men at the Air Force Institute of

Technology (AFIT)

.
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The ranges of incentive effectiveness given:

INCENTIVE

Cost

Performance

Schedule

MAXIMUM
REWARD

$70 M

1050 MPH

21 months

TARGET
MAXIMUM
PENALTY

$100 M $130 M

1000 MPH 950 MPH

24 months 27 months

The given weighting, and the structure of the example

is purposely simplified so that graphic analysis only depicts

linear (constant) relationships. Preliminary trade-off

decisions were considered by negotiators for both parties.

The contractor suggested the following weights for the in-

centive elements: cost 40% (+ $3.2 million); performance

50% (+ $4.0 million); and schedule 10% (+ $0.8 million).

Figure 3.5 illustrates the incentive elements, their RIE and

effect on FS

.

By taking the general equation for a straight line and

substituting values for the incentive elements, exact changes

in the profit structure can be tested and manipulated. The

formula permits precise profit determination for any contrac-

tor outcome whose values may be substituted. Initial calcu-

lations require finding coefficients for each incentive. The

mechanics and technique are as follows

:

Let X = miles per hour that actual performance exceeds

the minimum acceptable (least likely) speed,

950 MPH.
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FIGURE 3.5
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Let Y - Millions of dollars that actual cost exceeds

the best possible cost outcome. The lowest

cost is $70 million.

Let Z = Number of months that actual schedule exceeds

the shortest possible schedule. The lowest

figure for the schedule RIE is 21 months.

Let Fm = Total fee which consists of target fee and ±

incentive reward or penalty, in dollars,

and the general equation becomes

:

Frp = $X - $Y - $Z + Scale Factor."^ The variables in

this formula must have values within the RIE, thus X has to be

between and 100 MPH; Y is between $0 and $60 million; and

Z is between and 6 months. Once the weighting and range

of values is known, coefficients can be calculated.

The coefficient for X is $.08 and it represents the

change in fee for each mile per hour change in performance.

It was derived by:

'^%'^°"' .^.OB

The coefficient for Y is $.10666 and it represents the

change in fee for each one ($1) million dollar change in cost,

or

(40%) ($8 M)

30 = $.10666

'The scale factor is not explained by its authors. It
is presumably, a displacement factor necessitated by the
three-dimension model; it equals target fee.
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The coefficient for Z is $.26666 and it represents the

change in fee for each additional month of schedule slippage,

or.

iim-mM^ 5.2ee66

The final coefficients for this contract and the spe-

cific equation for total fee are:

Ft - $.08 X - $.10666Y - $.26666Z + $7M

It is proved by substituting real values. For instance,

if all incentive elements are completed on target as they

were negotiated with: performance (X) at 1000 MPH; cost (Y)

at $100 million, and schedule (Z) of 24 months, then:

Ft - ($.08) (50 MPH) - ($.10666) (+$30 M) - $.26666 (3 Months) + 7

and

F^ = $4.00 - $3.20 - $.80 + $7M

and

F„ ^ $1 million (Target Fee)

The formula model has great practical value. It is used

for making trade-off decisions when the contractor is faced

with several alternatives. The contractor can use linear

programming solutions, simplex tableaux, or exhaustive search

techniques to maximize his profit. The following given

illustration shows how a three-way trade-off can be approxi-

mated in mathematical form, with these cost performance

possibilities

:
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COST PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

$ 70 M 950 21

975 24

1000 27

$100 M 975 21

1000 24

1025 27

$130 M 1000 21

1025 24

1050 27

The trade-off formula is:

1.2X - Y - lOZ £

based on the weighting between performance (40%) , cost (50%) ,

and schedule (10%). The contractor now plans his activities

in such a way as to maximize profit.

Figure 3.6 graphs the trade-off function for each

variable in terms of the cost of two other variables.

Maximum fee will come from the combined values of X,

Y, and Z feasible at the time and point of management deci-

sions. Armed with the information, the contractor tries to

optimize in his decision-making. Optimization would occur

when: X = 50 MPH; Y = $0 M; and Z = 6 Months, and was solved

by linear programming. Therefore, substituting in the ori-

ginal formula the optimal values:

Frp = ($.08) (50 MPH) - ($.10666) ($0M) - ($.26666) (6 Mos . )

+ $7M

F.p = $9.4 M
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FIGURE 3.G
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The authors note that even though a contractor had a

TF of $7 million with a FS of + $8 million, he would pro-

bably never attain a fee of $15 million. The maximum hoped

for fee based on the realities of trade-off possibilities

is $9.4 million.

The composite weighting of incentive elements did not

produce the incentive desired by the government. The govern-

ment wanted performance incentive versus cost incentive of

50 and 40 percent respectively. The contractor, judging

from the trade-off formula, might not be expected to do the

job for the optimum situation. He would not exceed target

on performance, and he would underrun cost by $30 million,

or just the opposite intent of the weighting. In other words,

the contractor's optimum combination was entirely different

from that desired by the government. This information would

suggest a change of weighting factors.

It is also possible to show the effect of discrete

changes on decision-making. The contractor might ask whether

it was worthwhile to produce a plane that could go +25 MPH

faster (1025) if it cost him +$30 M ($130 M) . By solving

for X = 75, Y = 30 and Z = 6 , Frp would be $8.2 million.

Clearly, this decision, while beneficial to the government,

would nevertheless hurt total profit structure for the con-

tractor. F„ would decrease some $1.2 million as a result of

the action to build the faster plane, at the higher cost

involving more time.
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Tabular Models

The designation of a "tabular model" for the structur-

ing problem does not exist. Contracting parties have used

the term loosely so that at various times it is a synonym

for: 1) tables prepared by exhaustive search techniques;

2) tables of optimum trade-offs for formula approaches; 3) a

unique matrix form for a single contract; 4) the computer

results of one of the other models described herein; or 5) a

method which determines baselines of performance and adjusts

all other outcomes through a series of multipliers. The de-

finition and description are illustrated for the last type

of incentive contract structure, although other trained ob-

servers in the contracting field opt to use the term differ-

ently.

Care should be exercised in terminology but the lexicon

for incentive contracts is in an evolving state. It would

be equally improper to describe "a computer model." Computer

programs and flow charts for the generation of curves and

tables exist for all of the models reviewed. These programs,

in Algol or Fortran, produce curves and tables. However, one

cannot call any approach utilizing a computer, "a computer

program," with any greater exactness than referring to, "a

tabular model," because it makes use of tables. A title should

be more specific than either of these phrases.

The computer is used with incentive contract models to

produce large masses of data on probable outcomes. Computer
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applications of this nature are not new. They free man from

tedious, boring labor by making rapid simulations of thou-

sands of trade-off possibilities. Computer substitution

for manual effort has led to a custom of designing complex

incentive contracts in a way which was never possible before

their advent. Early incentive contracts had straight share

lines, while the typical incentive contract today has greater

sophistication. Share lines are curvilinear. For example,

there are parabolic and dynamic shapes which require solving

and plotting exponential equations. Administrative person-

nel in contracts do not, as a rule, have the mathematical

dexterity necessary to cope with equations manually. The

computer has eliminated this problem.

Larger computer installations have expensive plotters

which graphically present trade-off information of the sam-

ple type. Incentive contract analytical techniques require

a combination of mathematical and graphic solutions. Contract

administrators stress the need for visual impact and graphic

portrayal. In order for incentives to operate, they must be

visible and translatable into impact dollars on fee. Each

major decision must show up as a reward or penalty on target

fee

.

One major CPIF contract for services at Patrick Air

Force Base, Florida, had numerous performance subdivisions

which were used to calculate a performance index, which, in

turn, was linked to fee. This contract contained features
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associated with tabular models. Figure 3.7 is the graphic

illustration of this CPIF contract. The tabular contract

form requires the intermediate step of developing an index

by which current performance can be compared to base-year

performance. The final payoff effect on fee looks like a

french-curve, and complicates the calculation of profit.

Negotiators for this contract used a computer to tabularize

sample outcomes. The data were interpreted directly from

computer tabulations for profit effect or could be solved

by substitution in a logarithmic equation.

Firms with computers and operation research analysts

have valuable tools when it comes to testing trade-off de-

cisions for any incentive contract. A particular trait of

tabular examples is that they require large amounts of data

analysis as a preliminary to contract negotiations. None of

the tabular contracts surveyed could be condensed for entire

inclusion. For this reason, your author chose and included

an existing contract from the POD Incentive Contracting Guide

which uses multipliers in a manner that satisfies the defini-

tion of a tabular form.

LMI Tab Model

A particular approach described as a principle and not

as a well defined technique in the DOD Guide is that developed
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by the Logistics Management Institute (LMI).^ It is a sim-

plified approach which converts performance into achievement

levels determined by the parties through negotiations. Each

level has a multiplier assigned to it, based on the degree

of difficulty associated with the achievement and on the

degree of desirableness. The achievement levels can be cor-

related to government objectives, thereby causing the con-

tractor to stress performance in specific areas. The multi-

plier for a specific achievement level is used to adjust

target profit, so that target fee times the multiplier equals

total fee.

The LMI model was developed expressly for multiple in-

centive contracts which cannot treat incentive elements in-

dependently. It attempts to balance objectives, using rewards,

or multipliers greater than one; or penalties, multipliers

lower than one. The primary function of this model is to

provide discipline for, 1) compelling effective planning and

analysis of the total range of contracting objectives, 2) im-

proving techniques of communicating to contractors the priori-

ties of trade-offs and procurement objectives, and 3) reward-

ing the contractor in ratio to his success in complying with

the government's order of priorities.^ The tabular model

interrelates the elements, and permits shifting relative

POD Guide , op . cit . , p. 73. Reader is referred also
to Logistics Management Institute Task 5B-3, 22 July 1963.

^Ibid. , p. 74.
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importance within the trade-off matrix. Therefore, it is

a desirable structuring technique because the test of inter-

dependency is satisfied.

The salient features of this model over the traditional

approach are that it, 1) breaks ranges of incentive effective-

ness into achievement grade, and, 2) assigns a multiplier

for each grade. The grade levels are usually numbered, al-

though each element may not have the same number of subdivi-

sions nor is it even necessary to subdivide every element.

The suggested multiplier is usually within a range of 0.5 to

1.5. The principle involved for assigning multipliers to

achievement levels is: a multiplier is assigned to the

achievement grade realized on an element and is used to ad-

just (multiply) the basic (unadjusted) incentive fee earned

on other elements.

A short example will illustrate this principle. Given

a performance RIE divided into eight achievement grades.

Actual performance achieved results in contractor making

grade 5, which has an assigned multiplier of 1.10. This

multiplier is then used to multiply and adjust the basic

incentive fee earned on the cost and schedule elements. No

rule can be stated as to the necessity of having multipliers

for each incentive element other than if all three incentive

elements have multipliers, the contract should specify how

l°Ibid.
, p. 75,
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two multipliers applied to a single element will be resolved

into one. Thus, each contract has a separate multiplier

rule (see sample tabular model from POD Guide in Appendix B)

.

One set of multiplier rules applies to situations above tar-

get (rewards) v/hile another set of rules applies below tar-

get (penalties) . Either changing the mix of weights between

cost, perform.ance , and schedule assigned to the unadjusted

incentive package, and/or changing the number of grade levels

and assigned multipliers, is used to design a final incentive

contract that suits objectives of both parties.

A step-by-step outline for preparing a tabular model

would have the following requirements. Step 1, decide which

incentive elements require multipliers and how they should

be applied. Step 2, develop a way to grade achievement for

each incentive element. Step 3, assign multipliers to the

achievement grades and adopt the basic incentive arrangement

pattern to fit desired total effect. Step 4, state a specific

rule for multiplier usage, including instructions for resolv-

ing two multipliers into one with unadjusted fee. Make up

different multiplier rules for penalties and rewards because

they cannot apply to the same elements. Step 5, calculate

the basic, unadjusted incentive profit or fee for each ele-

ment. Step 6, select contractor's realized grade outcome

for each incentive element and identify multiplier. Step 7,

apply assigned multiplier to unadjusted profits or fees in

accordance with rule established in Step four. Two multipliers
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applied to the same profit or fee should be resolved into a

single multiplier. Step 8, multiply each incentive profit

element by its proper multiplier. Sum products and combine

with minimum profit to arrive at final profit. The sample

tabular form contract in Appendix B was structured using the

same mechanical rules.

-'••'•Ibid , pp. 92-93,
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Planned Interdependency Incentive Method (PIIM)

PIIM is a computer model developed by Prof. J. Sterling

Livingston (Harvard) and Management Systems Corporation for

NASA's specific use on the Gemini Spacecraft incentive con-

12tract. It is an entirely new computer model for firms

with large-scale digital computers. Because of inherent

complexity, its only application now is the Apollo Program.

The following discussion on PIIM will explain its basic con-

cepts, its applications, and its capabilities.

PIIM was developed because conventional incentive con-

tracting techniques were unable to bring together incentive

parameters for cost, performance, and schedule that would

satisfy government objectives. At the time, there was a

need for an incentive structuring system that would describe

detailed, combined trade-off functions. The government spe-

cified requirements for the Gemini Spacecraft in terms of

budgetary dollars, performance objectives, and program time-

table, and then assigned value priorities to these. The

traditional two-dimensional chart which showed the amounts

of fee paid for cost or performance separately , could not

set fees for combined outcomes that were unequal to the sum

of individual fees earned separately for each parameter. The

technique of using iso-fee lines with two dimensional elements

12Planned Interdependency Incentive Method , final report
to NASA under contract NAS 9-3466, 30 January 1965.
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has already been illustrated, but the fee under these cir-

cumstances is always the product of a balanced output between

cost and performance. The government needed a technique to

deal with varying emphasis between the elements. PIIM uses

a technique to shift incentive emphasis between parameters

for different program outcomes.

The basic concepts of PIIM are described in the follow-

1
->

ing example. Assume the government has a value statement

which reflected fee amounts related to cost and performance

as follows:

FEE

$24 Million

$10 Million

$ 5 Million

$ Million

COST

$150 Million

$250 Million

$150 Million

$250 Million

this could be diagrammed as:

PERFORMANCE

125 Points

125 Points

75 Points

75 Points

13 Ibid. , p. 75.
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The diagram shows that cost can be low and performance low,

or, cost can be high and performance high, or a mixture of

the two. The importance to the government of these combina-

tions is the impact of the incentive at that moment. For

instance, if performance is high and cost is low, the incen-

tive arrangement should motivate the contractor to maintain

both cost and performance levels. On the other hand, if per-

formance is low and cost is high, the contract should be

structured to motivate the contractor to improve on both of

these elements. At the same time, the necessity of shifting

emphasis comes when both cost and performance are low because

the government wants a contractor to improve performance while

deemphasizing cost. Thus, the fee combinations show low or

no fee, or high and greatest fee when the cost/performance

outcome is matched to the government's value objectives.

Figure 3.8 shows share lines for the various parameter

combinations described, in a conventional two dimension for-

mat. In Figure 3.8a, if the cost outcome were $250 million,

the incentive plan for performance would start at fee for

75 points, and rise to maximum fee of $10 million for 125

points. In Figure 3.8b, assuming a cost of $150 million,

incentive fee would increase from $5 million at 75 points

up to $24 million for maximum performance of 125 points.

Reversing the constant in Figure 3.8c, if performance were

75, fee would decrease from $5 million at a cost of $150

million, down to incentive fee if cost were to climb to
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$250 million. In Figure 3.8d, if performance is at a maxi-

mum with minimum cost, the contractor would get maximum in-

centive fee of $24 million, and $10 million if the cost were

$250 million.

The government procurement agency decides as a result

of analysis that this format does not stress proper relative

emphasis between cost and performance. As it now exists, in

linear form, incentive to effect changes is constant at all

output levels. By changing from straight to curved parameter/

fee lines, it is possible to improve the emphasis on govern-

ment objectives. This is done by letting the slope of the

fee line vary with the objective for a particular outcome;

slope then becomes synonomous with the rate of incentive fee

payment. The contractor can be stimulated to perform better

over a particular region by making the slope steeper, i.e.,

earn a higher rate of incentive fee, or by making the slope

flatter, i.e., earn a lesser rate of incentive fee.

In Figure 3.9, with performance at a high level, more

emphasis is given to the possibility of its decreasing, thus

the slope is greater in the midrange. The changing slope

pursuades a contractor not to go overboard trying to hit maxi-

mum performance, because he earns performance incentive fee

at a decreasing rate near the maximum performance rating.

On the other hand, the government wants more emphasis on cost

as it increases in an attempt to force a contractor to restrain

costs. Thus, there would be greater slope to the incentive

fee line in the high cost region. So far, the construction
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FIGURE 5.9

RATE OF INCENTIVE CHANGE DEMONSTRATED
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source: PMM manual^ op. OT. » pp. 14-*- 15.
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example has dealt with each incentive individually. Now comes

the more difficult task of combining the varying share ratios

for each of the four possible cost/performance outcomes.

Applying the relationships desired by the government

in Figure 3.9 would result in the transformation of the linear

share lines from Figure 3.8, into the curved share lines in

Figure 3.10.

By changing the slope of the share line, in the high

cost region, $250 million, incentive emphasis is less when

coupled with high performance. Note the gradual slope.

Cost and performance have been balanced overall by a shallow

share line in Figure 3.10a. In Figure 3.10b, at a low cost

of $150 million, greatest incentive is placed on low perfor-

mance and lower incentive on high performance. This encour-

ages the contractor to improve his performance in the low

end of the performance range, yet will not result in an over-

reward for performance if he doesn't check climbing cost.

Thus, performance and cost are balanced out near the high

end of the performance parameter. Slope in that range is

fairly shallow. In Figure 3.10c, when performance is at a

minimum, there is again a balance between cost and performance

as shown by the shallow share line over the range of cost

outcomes. However, in Figure 3.10d, when performance is high,

125 points, there is relatively strong incentive at high cost

levels, around the $250 million cost range. This is the area

of greatest slope, while the area of lovs-er cost near $150

million contains a more shallow share line.
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In summary, the four curves in Figure 3.10 represent

the extremes of the incentive plan. The two curves for cost

match the extremes of the performance range. The two curves

for performance match the extremes for the cost range. The

contractor's total fee will now be determined by some com-

bination of the variables just reviewed.

With PIIM, fee is determined from a three-dimensional

surface drawn smoothly across the four boundaries illustrated

in Figure 3.11. Any cost and performance outcome can be

located on this surface, and the resulting fee is determined

by the height of the surface at the point of cost and perfor-

mance outcomes.

Figure 3.11 illustrates the PIIM Incentive Fee Surface

applied to the boundaries of the incentive arrangement used.

Iso-fee or constant fee lines can also be used with

the three-dimension model. These are the lines connecting

all points of equal height on the fee surface. The iso-fee

lines for the value structure used as a sample are presented

in Figure 3.12.

The $5 million iso-fee line connects the $150 cost and

75 point performance combination in the upper left-hand corner

and varies until it approximates a $250 cost, 100 point per-

formance outcome in the middle foreground. It is difficult

to describe points without lettering all the intersections

on the fee surface. Yet, it is possible to adjust the height

of the PIIM surface to reflect a change in values. This creates

a shift v/hich changes the slope of the fee curves and also
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FIGURE 5.11
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changes the emphasis between incentives. See Figure 3.13,

In Figure 3.13, one sees a good example of how the

incentive plan can be altered. Assume the government team

structuring this contract decided that high performance, even

at the sacrifice of high cost, was of prime importance. They

could raise the fee from $10 to $15 million at maximum per-

formance, 125 points and highest cost, $250 million. By

raising the fee values near the high performance/cost region,

the whole iso-fee structure is increased to place more empha-

sis on the performance incentive. The uniqueness of PIIM is

that changes can be achieved by varying one or all of the four

corners that make up the PIIM surface. Since the four corners

support the value structure desired by the government, by

raising, lowering, or tilting the PIIM surface emphasis can

be shifted. Figure 3.14 shows what might occur if the govern-

ment had chosen to increase fee in the low cost/low perfor-

mance region while decreasing fee in the high cost/high per-

formance region. This would have the effect of forcing the

contractor to v/atch his costs more closely.

Another example was given to show the flexibility of

the PIIM model^'* Given the grid below, after balancing cost

and performance extremes the government feels it must have

greater emphasis in the high cost area.

"ibid.
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FIGURE 5.15
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FIGURE 3.14
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FIGURE 3J5
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Changes of this type can be used to stress performance, cost

reduction, reliability, tight scheduling, etc.

The PIIM fee surface is flexible because incentive

fee can be altered to meet value conditions by either vary-

ing the fee heights at the four corners of the surface, or

by altering the slope at the extremes of the curves that

bound any surface. The examples used simplified reality be-

cause they depicted two separate changes and their effects.

In a true contract environment, the parties negotiating the

contract would experiment by simultaneously changing the fee

heights at the corners and varying slopes at the extremes.

This would enable the government to get in one contract a

model that would, a) pay more fee whenever performance in-

creased for the same cost, b) pay more fee whenever cost is

reduced and there is no attenuation of performance, and c)

balance cost/performance incentives throughout the range of

outcomes.

Under actual contract conditions, a contractor would

optimize profit by making tradeoffs, using PIIM with a com-

puter that provides output charts and tabulations. The flow

of data and machines used can be determined from Figure 3.16.

Inputs from incentive parameters are processed through an

IBM 1401, and then the taped outputs are processed by an IBM

7090. Data reduction and output can take two forms. One is

tabular produced on a high-speed printer. The other is

graphic processed on a plotter. This flow and the list of

suggested equipment was prepared before firms began accepting
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delivery of third generation computers. Even at that, the

PIIM format using sophisticated hardware consumes little ac-

tual running time. Speed is generally not of great importance.

The graphic outputs with a PIIM format are more ad-

vanced than any other model covered in this study. Graphic

choice and variety provide quick information for decision-

making. There are six graphic outputs which are shown in

Figures 3.17 - 3.22. The same data are also produced in tab-

ular form. The six graphs are: Lines of Constant Fee (3.17);

Lines of Constant Cost (3.18); Lines of Constant Performance

(3.19); the Cost Share Ratio (3.20); the Fee/Performance

Ratio (3.21); and the Cost Equivalent Ratio (3.22).

Each of these graphs deserves an explanation as to how

it is applied by the contractor.

Lines of Constant Fee (3.17) have already been dis-

cussed. The lines show points on the PIIM surface where

height is the same for any two incentive combinations. Thus,

the contractor will make the same total fee for any one of

the combinations whose coordinates are on that line on the

same surface.

Lines of Constant Cost (3.18) express in two dimen-

sions the fee that will be paid for varying performance along

a line of constant cost. Thus, by slicing a segment of the

$250 million cost plane that intersects the PIIM model, the

contractor can examine fee as performance changes in that

plane. The illustration in Figure 3.23 shows the plane which
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FIGURE 3.Z3
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describes the line of constant cost for $250 million.

Lines of Constant Performance (3.19) describe fee

changes that occur by varying cost while holding performance

constant. Again this is a two-dimension output as the plane

intersects the PIIM model. Figure 3.24 shows the segment

affected which is for constant performance of 75 points.

The Cost Share Ratio (3.20) shows the rate of change

of fee with respect to cost. The graph of this ratio, 3F/oC,

is used by the contractor to find his share of cost for any

combination of program outcomes. He is motivated by high

share ratios at high cost levels which increase rapidly in

that region, thereby encouraging cost savings. The reason

is that each additional dollar spent in the high cost region

sacrifices more fee for the contractor.

The Fee/Performance Ratio (3.21) shows the rate of

change in fee with respect to performance improvements. The

ratio, 3F/3P, shows that at low performance levels, e.g., 75

to 95 points, the lines are close together and the contractor

is motivated to climb to a higher fee by moving up the perfor-

mance scale. At the higher end of the performance scale,

e.g., 110 to 120 points, there is greater distance between

the lines and the contractor earns less fee per point of

improvement in performance. The government presumably wanted

this incentive structure to insure at least m.inimal performance,

Cost Equivalent Lines (3.22) depict the rate of change

in cost with respect to performance. The ratio, 9C/3P, pro-

duces lines of constant cost equivalent. The contractor uses
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this for trade-offs between cost and performance, for the

ratio determines how much additional cost he can incur in

the process of improving performance point by point, without

any loss of fee. For example, if he was spending $190 million

for 106 points of performance, what should the contractor's

maximum cost be to achieve one additional point of perfor-

mance? Moving up the constant cost line in Figure 3.22,

performance of 107 should not cost more than $4.43 million

as this is the trade-off of 8C/3P.

The actual three-dimension PIIM model used by NASA for

the incentive contract with McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

(now McDonnell-Douglas Corporation) for the Gemini Spacecraft

is presented in Figure 3.25. The peak of the model, dubbed

"Happiness Hill," represents the maximum possible fee that

McDonnell could earn v/ith maximum hardware performance and

minimum cost as spelled out in the contract. The accompany-

ing illustration shows fee outcome at 31 percent of maximum

fee if McDonnell achieved 50 percent scores in performance

and cost. This contract employed all the theoretical tools

described and was an outstanding success.

This review of PIIM has been very basic. For greater

detail on structuring and application, one must refer to

v/orks on the mathematical formulations and computer program

that are inseparable from the PIIM model. The scope of this

study is limited to a description of the models so that sev-

eral alternatives may be compared.
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Trade-off Curves Analysis

Trade-off curves embody many features found in PIIM;

however, the technique was developed separately as a research

project by the Mathematics Department faculty at the United

States Air Force Academy. The most definitive reference on

trade-off curves analysis is. The Evaluation and Structuring

Techniques of Multiple Incentive Contracts . Unfortunately,

this document, published in 1966 by the Air Force Academy,

is marked, "For Official Use Only." The stamp restricts the

information contained within to those who, "have a need to

know." Furthermore, material taken from a document with this

stamp requires clearance which usually entails red tape and

delays. For this reason, discussion of trade-off curves

analysis is somewhat sketchy.

Air Force Academy research developed two approaches to

the structuring problem. The first method is the more sophis-

ticated of the two, and is called System Analysis Technique.

It requires close coordination of project, technical, Systems

Analysis, and pricing personnel to develop all data necessary.

The second method is simply called the Curve Fitting Techni-

que. It relies on three standard sets of trade-off curves,

selecting one set--or region--as the most appropriate for

any given procurement. It also requires the close coordina-

tion of many different specialists. Both methods satisfy

the test of interdependency , as individual weighting of each

performance parameter, as well as the inter-relationship of
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the various performance parameters, can be checked.

Incentive parameter inputs are arranged to take advan-

tage of the computer. The programs generate curves, tables

and formulae for structuring and altering multiple incentives.

Furthermore, by providing evaluation and analysis, programs

help shape curves that communicate the government's interest.

Object values are emphasized by the determination of relative

values for different incentive element combinations.

For the above stated reasons, the two methods cannot be

reproduced. As a beneficial alternative, the underlying

philosophy of these techniques will be described.

Figure 3.26 illustrates a form of trade-off curve analy-

sis which fundamentally depends upon iso-fee or constant fee

lines. In the example given, target cost is $100 million,

with a symmetrical share arrangement over the RIE of $80 million

to $120 million. Target performance is 75 points with a

curved share line over the RIE of 50 to 100 points. The

curves generated by the computer show any combination of cost

dollars and performance points that will yield the contractor

the same corresponding constant fee over the entire range of

possible outcomes.

The coordinates of target cost, $100 million, and tar-

get performance, 75 points, are shown on the iso-fee chart

as broken lines. Area A in the graph occurs below the tar-

gets for cost and performance. It shows that a contractor

can trade-off a greater amount of cost to receive a smaller
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increase in performance for the same amount of fee. Thus,

due to the slope of the fee curve in that region, there is

greater emphasis on improving performance. In area B, how-

ever, which lies above target cost and target performance,

it takes greater performance increases, with smaller cost

increases, to maintain the same fee position. Thus, the

contractor is motivated to control spending accordingly as

he tries to earn more incentive fee by boosting performance,
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Systematic Technique of Incentive Contracting (STOIC)

Perhaps the completed solution presented for the

problem of structuring incentive contracts is one developed

by W. A. Hagan and the Executive Staff at NASA's George C.

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) . The totality of their

approach is impressive because it relies on interdisciplinary

exchange felt to be so essential by your author. In the

course of its description, note elements drawn from psy-

chology, economics, mathematics and management. The system

enlists tools developed by both the physical and the social

sciences

.

MSFC's Mr. Hagan first explores the field of motiva-

tion research. The reason for this is explicitly stated.

Any contract, incentive or otherwise, between the government

and a contractor must supplant and substitute for the lack

of competition. Under a CPIF contract, for instance, the

contractor's financial risk is shifted to the government.

Once a contract is signed between a contractor and the

government, a bilateral monopoly ( sic ) is formed for the

life of the program.-*--^ The element of competition normally

provided for by the market mechanism must be instilled into

the contract synthetically. An incentive arrangement may do

this through "pre-directed motivation."-^"

"-^W. A. Hagan, STOIC . NASA. George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville. 1966. Two monographs of unnumbered
pages. Author's note: This is monopsony.

16 Ibid.
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The STOIC approach to incentive contracting is based

upon motivation research linked to contract objectives.

Hagan explains how the STOIC acronym was selected to convey

a dual meaning:-^'

During the 300 's B.C. a philosopher named Zeno of
Citium taught in the city of Athens. He was called 'the
STOIC philosopher' because he did his teaching at the
STOA POIKILE (painted porch or corridor) on the north
side of the market place. One of the basics of his
philosophy was indifference to pleasure or pain. It

might be stated: 'Mentally shielding himself from both
pleasure and pain man should control that which is con-
trollable and leave the rest to the Divine.' The
principles of control and indifference are fundamental
to our STOIC system.

At the same time, there is a veiled contract clause

in every contract which operates even though it is unwritten

and is therefore uncontrollable. It is that the government

encourages the contractor to expend as much as, but not more,

than, X resources to accomplish Y objective. If the contrac-

tor expends less than X resources to accomplish Y objective,

his profit will automatically be increased; or alternatively,

for the converse his profit will be diminished. No incentive

formula devised can fully predict the choice of alternatives

open to the contractor, nor the course of action he will

take. This is the realm of the uncontrollable, or the Divine!

However, by designing an incentive contract that captures

major incentive events, the contractor will have to comply

v/ith the desires of the government. STOIC attempts to do

just this.

STOIC creates relationships of indifference. In

i^ibid.
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other systems reviewed, the contractor and the government

were always perplexed to find, as of any one moment, what

the trade-off costs in fee were between the incentive ele-

ments. With STOIC, the contract is structured to provide

motivation to spend cost dollars to attain target conditions,

If the contractor exceeds target achievement levels he must

curtail spending or face the loss of fee. The system is

simplified in that cost, performance, and schedule are rede-

fined into Resources versus Achievement, not specific

trade-offs. See Figure 3.27.
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In Figure 3.21, some of the graphic prerequisites

to structuring a STOIC are described. In the Resources

versus Achievement graphs, the slopes of the respective

sharelines are equal, but opposite. Resources are defined

in units of $1,000 dollars. Achievement is defined in

points. Letting the X axis intervals be equal for both

graphs, then: one point equals $1,000 of cost. The Y

ordinate intervals are also equal in fee dollars.

Since the scales for both graphs are identical,

changes in Resources can be compared to Achievement changes.

Thus if Achievement points advance to position Z, there is

a corresponding increase on the ordinate for plus fee.

Additional Achievement was accomplished through the expen-

diture of Resources, as it went from position 1 to position

2, and there is a penalty in fee because of the added

spending. In Figure 3.27, increased Resources equal

increased Achievement, thus there is a STOIC -- a point of

indifference -- and the contractor makes no additional fee.-'-'

The government obtained something extra for additional cost

dollars but the contractor received no additional fee for

his effort, because of the Resource increase.

The STOIC, relationships of indifference, thus

requires a) cost to be expressed in some form of linear

trade-off arrangement for achievement, b) achievement to be

1 o
-^" Idem . Hagan uses one concept of indifference. In

economics, similar calculations for elasticity may be shown
three different ways.
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expressed in cost dollar equivalents, and c) slope homo-

geneity between cost and points of Resources versus Achieve-

ment. As long as the constant equivalent, 1 point = $1,000,

exists, there is slope homogeneity. This should not be con-

sidered a restraint on sensitivity. Sensitivity is reflected

in the Incentive Event Value Tableaux or the Achievement

itself. 19

In Figure 3.28, the two lower graphs belov/ those for

Resources and Achievements depict Incentive Event Value

Tableaux or Achievement. Their X axes contain non-additive

values, as with one for performance points and schedule days.

Hov/ever, both have points which are additive, on the Y ordi-

nate. A construction rule in STOIC states that: "A suiririation

of all ordinate points on all Tableaux becomes the limits for

the abscissa of Achievem.ent .
"^^ From the figure, the plus

values on the ordinates are: (+4) + (+3) ^ (7) and (-2) +

(-6) = (-8) . These correspond to the range of X values on

the abscissa for Achievem^ent . How this is used will now be

shown.

If the contractor in the lov/er right hand ?±)leau

finds himself over target and in a position of losing -6

points, (see black arrov/) , he must ask him.self whether it is

wise to make a trade-off between reaching the target and

sacrificing the cost. He checks the Achievement graph and

19

20

Ibid,

Ibid,
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finds that -6 points on the abscissa is worth a fee/penalty

of $1,200. At the same time he estimates that making up the

-6 points will cost him $5,000. On the Resources graph,

$5,000 cost a fee penalty or sacrifice of $1,000. Since

$1,200 - $1,000 ^ $200, he should make the trade-off because

the cost fee penalty is not as great as the Achievement fee

reward.

Consider the contractor in the Incentive Event Value

Tableau in the lower left graph. He must decide whether to

spend $9,000 to get an additional 4 points (black arrow)

.

In terms of the top graphs, the Resources graph would cost

him -$1,800 in fee sacrifice for a +$9,000 outlay in cost,

and the Achievement graph shows he would only net +$800 for

the additional 4 points. The trade-off is not favorable so

the contractor will not expend Resources for the sake of

higher Achievement.

These examples have illustrated the STOIC philosophy.

In each case, the specific fee gain or loss was measured.

For example, $200 increase in fee in the first trade-off

versus a $1,000 loss in fee with the second trade-off. It

was unnecessary to be specific. The STOIC relationship of

indifference established the course of action without the

specifics of mathematics or graphics. Since the Resources

versus Achievement constant values of 1 point = $1,000 cost

had been predetermined, the contractor could note that:
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Trade-off #1=6 points = $6,000
Since: Cost $5,000 < $5,000
,', He should do it.

Trade-off #2^4 points = $4,000
Since: Cost $9,000 > $4,000
,', He should not do it.

The path between defined points of the lov/er graphs in

Figure 3.28 is unspecified. There is total freedom to use

straight lines, stepped lines, or even curvilinear formations.

NASA has wisely avoided undue complexity but the STOIC man-

ual concedes the necessity, on occasion, for sophistication,

when goverarrient administrators are forced, "to get the con-

tractor's attention."^-'- Here lies a good justif icatiDii for

using advanced structuring techniques, and STOIC has the re-

quired flexibility.

stoic's flexibility permits the inclusion of value fac-

tors. Consider, for the moment, the buyer. The more of some-

thing the buyer has, the fev/er additional units he desires be-

cause of its decreasing marginal utility. Thus, a buyer will

ordinarily pay less per unit for additional units. In Figure

3.29, the hypothetical marginal utility of peanuts versus an al-

lowance is illustrated. One night willingly pay 10 cents for

50 peanuts, or 0.2 cent per peanut. The same person would pro-

bably not pay 20 cents for 100 peanuts; he would more than like-

ly offer less than twice the amount, nor would he pay 10 times

the original purchase price for 500 peanuts. Due to diminishing

marginal utility for the buyer of peanuts, or performance, the

per unit price of additional units should be lower, and to-

tal price v/ill not be linear. Marginal utility implies

2 J- 1 bid.
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a parabolic structure, and the same format is recommended

for an incentive parameter, such as performance.

The formula for solving for fee with a parabola:

Fee = ax^ + bx

is used where a and b are constants and x equals points or

non-additive values. Furthermore, the first derivative of

the equation:

m = 2ax + b

is the slope of the share line at any particular point.

"Parabolic structuring of an Incentive Event Value Tableau

forces the contractor's attention upon a marginal trade-off . "22

Decision making becomes more sensitive because the contractor

carefully weighs any increase in performance or schedule

which is at the expense of dollars; and the trade-off is

marginal.

Enough of the essentials have been developed to go

through an outline of a STOIC structure. Some remaining

new features uncommon to any other system will also be

described in the process.

Step 1. Begin by establishing all performance and

schedule Incentive Event Value Tableau as previously described.

Define the constant equivalent between $1 of cost and 1 point

of performance.

Step 2. Total all points into an Achievement. The

22 Ibid.
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sum of all ordinate points on the tableaux becomes the limits

for the abscissa.

Step 3. Establish initial position on cost. As with

a conventional incentive arrangement, set target, minimum,

and maximum cost. The RIE applies to target Achievement.

Step 4. Establish initial arrangement limits. These

may be compartmentized, or they may overlap. Overlap is

defined as extensions made to the cost base to maintain cost

effectiveness in the event of large overruns.

Step 5. Select initial point position. This is the

target to which plus points will be added for maximum fee

and minus points will be subtracted for minimum fee. This

is a very important step since STOIC is also referred to as

a "Total Point System." The contractor's only measured

Achievement is total points.

Step 6. Select target fee. The fee swing will be

composed of maximum and minimum fee. Alternatively, these

points may be the contractor's major interest or concern.

Step 7. Negotiate an initial sharing arrangement.

Again the Total Point System allows development of any desired

share line arrangement. It may be linear, stepped, or non-

linear. The preferred share line is the simplest linear

arrangement. However, due to confidence in the targets, one

of the parties may want to widen the FS, narrow the point

range, or make the sharing arrangement progressive. A pro-

gressive arrangement v/ould offer varying share ratios. This

is called a dynamic share line. See Figure 3.30.
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In Figure 3.30, the dynamic share line is compared

with the straight 80/20 share line. The parabola provides

for minimum sharing of 77/23 at the least desirable position.

It increases up to 70/30 at target and then attains a maxi-

mum of 63/37 at the top of the fee swing. The parties

could have even used a cubic parabola which has convex and

concave segments. In a motivational sense, this might have

a high sharing ratio in the underrun area, somewhat of a

plateau or lesser sharing arrangement in the target area,

and finally a very high sharing arrangement at maximum fee

and achievement.

Step 8. Set up a tracking system which will provide

visibility to top management and every party concerned as

the contract progresses. The objective is to create a sys-

tem which permits rapid evaluation at a glance without re-

quiring in depth study and penetration of the contract. One

of the major disadvantages with other contract models was

that visibility was impaired by complexity. Only a select

fe\v? experts on a particular contract could predetermine fee

at any outcome. The STOIC system overcomes this objection

by utilizing nomography.

A management nomatic is drawn using the principles

of nomography . 23 The rules of construction governing the

addition of three numbers by nomograph are merely adapted

2 -^NOMATIC, Nomographic Aid to Incentive Contracting ,

Executive Staff, NASA, MSFC , March 1967, pp. 3-5.
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to the three variables, cost, performance, and schedule.

The basic arrangement begins with four considerations. See

Figure 3.31. In order: a) spacing the five lines according

to the rules for addition of three numbers, b) constructing

a horizontal target base line, c) constructing the line

lengths using a uniform scale reflecting point ranges, and

d) converting the point ranges into desired values of cost,

schedule, and performance . ^^

The scales for the noraatic lines of cost, fee, schedule,

and performance take their values off the plus or minus delta

target point values from Figure 3.28. The lower graphs pre-

sented delta point values from target, but the entire FS in

points and the RIE for the incentive was unmarked. Assume

this is done as was described previously.

Recalling the constant equivalency relationship of

before, the value statements or trade-off for performance and

schedule are constant over the range of possibilities. Now,

select any uniform scale (Figure 3.32) to measure cost,

schedule, and performance lines. The scale used to measure

the fee line can only be one-third of the scale used for the

other incentive lines because three points on the fee scale

equal the length of one point on the cost, schedule, or

performance line. The resulting NOMATIC should look like

Figure 3.33.

The final step requires scale conversion. The lines

2
4 Ibid. , pp. 8-10.
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FIGURE 3.5Z

SCALING THE IMCENTWE NOMATIC

COST

+AP

-AP

PERFORMAKCE

+AP

SOURCE: ^JO^A^T\C , PAGE \\.
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CONSTRUCTING THE NOMATIC
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SOURCE KlOMATiC , PAGE \2. .

M = MILLION
K = THOUSAND
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were laid out by rule using point values. They now have to

be converted to corresponding values of cost, fee, schedule,

and performance. The schedule and performance lines are con-

verted to percentages (+100%) ; the cost line and fee line

take on cost and fee dollar values. This is done by adding

1,000 cost dollars per point to target cost at the horizontal

base for overruns and subtracting in a similar manner for

cost underruns. The fee line is not directly converted. Fee

and point values must be determined separately, either graph-

ically or by formula solution. The result is the final

NOMATIC in Figure 3.34. By the simple process of connecting

performance and schedule outcomes and then connecting the

reference line to the cost outcome, fee is automatically

calculated at the point of crossing. Tracking the contract

is an easy reality.

This concludes the basic description of STOIC. It

too went through a process of simplification that was per-

formed for the sake of clarity. Many fine points escaped

this discussion which was primarily designed to show how

the model functions.
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FIGURE 3.34-

THE COMPLETED NOMATIC

\20

SOURCE : In1QMNT\C
,
PAGE 14.
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The CMI Logmill System

The Logmill System was developed by Arthur J. Nolan,

a Director and principal instructor of the Contract Manage-

ment Institute. Much of his work was performed under NASA

contract while engaged in conducting seminars and lectures

on pricing and negotiating incentive contracts for NASA

employees

.

Mr. Nolan observed the complexity of other models,

and noted they required analytic geometry, calculus, algebra

or computer programming experience in order to be fully com-

prehended. At the same time, from his field experience in

training price analysts and negotiators, he knew the majority

lacked the formal education or prerequisites to deal with

sophisticated mathematical models. He searched for a model

that incorporated the flexibility of advanced models, yet

would require no advanced training or applications of

formidable mathematics. The Logmill System represents the

successful answer to his research probing. Here are the

essentials of that system, as Mr. Nolan describes them.25

The required tools are some graph paper, both arith-

metic and logarithmic, and a pair of clear plastic triangles.

A detailed step by step construction example explaining their

usage will be deferred for the moment while a most prominent

feature of Logmill System is examined.

^^Arthur J. Nolan, CMI Logmill System For Structuring
Incentive Contracts . Contract Management Institute. Washing-
ton, D. C. , 1966. Washington: Contract Management Institute,
1966. An unpublished monograph.
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The system takes its name from the single cycle semi-

logarithmic graph paper that is constructed into an iso-fee

graph. Iso-fee graphs have already been illustrated and

explained in previous models. In each case, they were on

arithmetic grids, and if trade-offs were anything but linear,

the computations for solution required exponential equations.

Plotting is more difficult than plotting straight lines, and

price analysts often lack the requisite skills. However,

the Logmill iso-fee lines appear as straight lines. They

are simply determined by locating two points, and connecting

them. At the same time, the lines represent varying ratios

because they are the equivalent of curves on an arithmetic

grid. The reason for this is that a straight line on a semi-

log graph is a curve when converted to an arithmetic graph,

and vice-versa.

The discussion of PIIM and STOIC touched upon the

principle of incentive progression implicit in the Logmill

System. A curvilinear equation can be used to increase the

cost versus performance trade-off as it exceeds target and

reaches a maximum. This prevents the contractor from over-

stressing performance and neglecting cost. It is a desirable

feature that complicates structuring share lines because it

requires curves. The Logmill System eliminates curves and

curve fitting but retains desirable effects with linear

expressions. Inventor Nolan says this may possibly be a

constraint of the Logmill System in that the iso-fee line
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is automatically a parabolic function. 26 However, in most

incentive contracts a curve most accurately describes the

objectives of the buyer.

The X axis of this graph is composed of a cost factor,

while the Y axis has a total performance factor in points.

The iso-fee line which shows the change in Y with respect

to changes in X is in millifee units. Its value is depen-

dent upon two things: the level of the cost outcome for

some performance rating, and the sharing arrangement. In

order to explain the complete interdependence of these

variables, they must be carefully defined. Nolan created

an exact terminology for them.

The cost axis does not have absolute dollars. It is

stated instead in millicosts plus or minus target. One milli-

cost (MC) is equal to 1/lOOOth of contract cost.27 jf target

cost is $1,000,000, a MC is $1,000; if target cost is

$5,500,000, a MC is $5,500. Thus the value of a MC is

easily found by moving the decimal point three places to the

left of target cost. In Figure 3.35, the primary iso-fee

lines are constructed at intervals of 100 MC

.

The Y axis is composed of points taken from a trade-

off analysis. The point scale conversion is shown in a

separate section. Figure 3.36. Again, the incentive

parameters have a target and fluctuate + to that target.

^^Ibid. , p. 2.

2 7 Ibid. , p. 1.
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The performance trade-off for multiple incentives requires

trial weightings and then conversion to performance points.

Points available for each incentive may not exceed weighting

factors, and must therefore equal 100. For example, the

weights in the CMI illustration. Figure 3.36 are: 50% for

delivery, 30% for weight, and 20% for reliability. The

performance equivalent in points can be shifted by rotating

a triangle over the origin, thereby testing different trade-

offs. No mathematical substitutions are required. Only the

knowledge that a fee pool of 50 points for delivery, 30

points for weight and 20 points for reliability exists.

The iso-fee line is stated in millifee units. There

is another constant equivalency assumption as one millifee

is earned for one millicost, adjusted for the share ratio.

For example, if the contractor had a 75/25 sharing arrange-

ment, a $1,0 00 change in MC would be worth a MF of 250. If

the same arrangement pertained to a MC of $6,000, each MF

v/ould be worth $1,500. Thus, a formula can be written indi-

cating the value of a MF as:

MF = (MC) (CS)

where CS is the contractor's share.

Even though the terms on the MF iso-fee graph. Figure

3.35, have now been defined, the method of constructing and

applying this tool has not been developed. Its originator

has somewhat understated the task by overstressing simplicity . 28

28ibid. , p. 3.
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The method of developing a Logmill graph of a contract can

be approached in a similar fashion used for other models,

starting with some figures and building step by step.

Step 1. Beginning with TC and target profit, deter-

mine FS, and also select a share ratio.

Step 2. Prepare a table of critical MC numbers.

The critical MC number is defined as one-half the MC range. 29

For example, if the MC range is 350, the critical MC number

is 175. The reverse also applies in that doubling the

critical MC number yields the MC range. The critical MC

number must be found in order to locate a second point for

constructing the target iso-fee line. Thus, Nolan suggests

that a table of critical MC numbers be prepared for differ-

ent FS and sharing arrangements. Table 3.3 shows these

critical MC nujnbers for several different FS and share

ratios. Stated differently, the critical MC number equals

the number of MF's to be paid to the contractor if he

improves performance to maximum above target performance.

Using Table 3.3 as a reference, with an 80/20 share arrange-

ment and a FS of +7%, the contractor would be rewarded 175

MF's of additional fee if his performance goes to the maximum

over target. This statement must be qualified by whatever

trade-off's have already been made and iso-fee line on

which the contractor is operating.

Step 3. Taking the contract condition of a 75/25

29ibid., p. 5.
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TABLE 3.3

CRITICAL MC NUMBERS

FEE
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share line and a +7 percent FS, the critical MC number is

140 in Table 3.3. The X axis is labelled in MC ' s , based

on the RIE for MC . If the RIE is +25 percent, the RIE

becomes: 1,000 x .25 or +250 MC ' s . Label the top axis,

A' A", to correspond with the base. Select target fee points,

P, at the coordinates for performance target of 50 points,

and target cost of zero MC's. The critical MC number on the

A' A" axis, when connected with P, gives the iso-fee line at

target, which is also at zero MF. By using a triangle,

several share lines may be tested. For example, the critical

MC for a 75/25, +7% FS is 140; for an 80/20, it is 175. Any

two points, P at target, and a critical MC number, yield an

iso-fee line.

Step 4. To locate other iso-fee lines, circle points

at increments of 100 MC's parallel to base axis. Then add

additional iso-fee lines by passing lines through circled

points parallel to target iso-fee line. Do this until maxi-

mum and minimum MF levels have been reached. Doubling the

critical MC number automatically gives the maximum and

minimum MF. The new MF iso-fee lines correspond + to changes

in MC, thus there is a +100 MF iso-fee line, etc.

Step 5. Construction thus far requires testing for

reasonableness to see that proper FS and share ratios were

chosen. A triangle rotated on point P can check for MC

equivalency. This is defined as the trade-off of an incre-

ment of improved performance equal to one MC of improved
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cost.^0 The contractor will look at the trade-off cost

between an increment of improved performance; perhaps it

takes 3 MC ' s versus an increment of one performance point.

The iso-fee slope is reasonable when MC (and MF) equivalents

are about the same for 5 points of performance improvement.

For example, if there were excessive performance or cost

bias when the contractor improved from 50 to 55, versus

from 95-100, an alternative iso-fee slope might be selected.

Step 6 . Make up performance point equivalent charts

(not shown) . Relate performance increments with MC equiv-

alencies at or around target by using the logmill chart.

Step 7. Convert MC and MF back to contract dollars.

This only requires the mental arithmetic of multiplying by

1000 for MC, and this times the CS for the MF , to get fee

answer in dollars. For each MC or MC equivalency, there is

a MF. If contract dollars represent odd amounts, the author

suggests making up a set of conversion charts (not shown)

.

The final structure selected may have as much sophis-

tication as the most complicated model presented in this

paper. The claimed advantage of the CMI Logmill System is

that this model can be developed manually without the use of

a computer, nomographs, curves, fittings, solutions of

simultaneous equations, or a computer plotter. -^^ Only the

simple tools listed at the outset, i.e., the ability to

30

31

Idem.

Ibid.
, p. 2,
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rotate triangles, and familiarity with semi- logarithmic

scales are necessary. A majority of price analysts possess

these criteria, thus no expensive additional training should

be required. The Nolan model is too new to have been adopted

by any major contract as of the present, but its apparent

advantages may make it popular in the future after contract-

ing parties familiarize themselves with the system.

Summary

This concludes the discussion of structuring models.

The intent of this section has been to contrast model develop-

ment. Interdependency models or structuring techniques repre-

sent advances over traditional methods. The use of a model

when structuring an incentive contract can bring about the

flexibility necessary for any procurement situation, whether

for hardware or services.

Only the rudiments of each model were explored. No

amount of mathematical expertise can substitute for experience

with incentive contracts in negotiation. Negotiation experi-

ence with incentive contracts is generally meager because we

are still in the infancy of this subject. Time will lead to

the discovery of flaws in present model philosophy and in the

words of W. S. Davis, MSFC Assistant Director for Procurement

and Contracting: 32

We're going to have a very extensive increase in in-
centive contracting, especially for our larger contracts.
. . . We think incentive contracting is much better than
the worn out cost plus fixed fee form but we also think

32sTOIC, 0£. cit . , Ref. 0-1.
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there may be something even better. ... We feel there
are people elsewhere with ideas on this subject that
would be very useful and we would welcome them.

Work continues that will eventually lead to more

sophistication. MSFC officials have already applied other

advanced management concepts to the structuring problem,

such as, critical path programming, learning curve effects,

probabilistic considerations, stochastic techniques, Monte

Carlo theory, etc., to help quantify the imponderables and

otherwise unquantif iable relations of the past. They have

already selected acronyms for advanced model development:

SYNOTIC, for Synthetic Optimization of Incentive Contracting,

and, ESOTERIC, for Executive Simulation of Total Environment

and Resources for Incentive Contracting. The future looks

promising as improvements emanate from present research on

contracting techniques

.

There should be no naivete over the progress rate in

adopting incentive contracts. Their utilization has not

been delayed because of the lack of quantitative or objective

models thus far. There have been other constraints on the

use of incentive contracts. The models are designed to over-

come inf lexibleness . The other constraints, some of which

are entirely external to the contract instrument, still

remain. The remainder of this study will examine some of

those aspects in an attempt to understand better how one

should implement an incentive contract.
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omy. If a firm plans to earn a profit, such as the explicit

amount stated as a percent of a contract's face amount, it is

no longer earning a pure profit. Instead, the planned re-

turn is a factor cost. The firm's net profit now has element's

of the economist's gross profit. Included are the economic

payments for several different factors, with perhaps a mix-

ture of rent, interest, wages, and pure profit. The profit

or fee pool available on an incentive contract is a variety

of economic gross profit. Since profit originates by match-

ing contract revenue and expenses, and since the accountant

cannot deduct for some factor costs which must be imputed,

contract profit is certainly not pure profit. Another consid-

eration under government cost-reimbursable contracting is that

profit is allowed compensation, which can vary depending on

expenses allowed.

Contract profits as used in the incentive models are

income earned as a result of receiving government payments in

excess of cost. This definition and use coincides with tradi-

tional profit descriptions for all industries. Although

discrepancy exists between profit definitions, role is equal.

Defense Industry Traditional Profit Patterns

Peck and Scherer considered the role of profit in the

defense industry, while admitting to a problem of identifying

a defense industry. Their study was hampered because the DOD

purchases items from several industries. No one industry typ-

ifies the "defense industry;" it is rather, a collection of

firms in several industry classifications as used by agencies;



CHAPTER IV

PROFIT UNDER INCENTIVE CONTRACTS

Introduction

Profit plays a special role in defense contracting

and under incentive contracting in particular. The signifi-

cance of profit in motivating the contractor was established

at the onset. NASA research efforts on incentive contract

models are primarily directed towards the study of motivation,

using a definition which is synonomous with self-initiation.

What is the role of profit in motivating performance? How does

profit cause the contractor to initiate actions which will sat-

isfy the customer's objectives, hence, ensuring goal congruence?

The operation of incentive models depends upon a flex-

ible profit policy on the part of a government agency because

each incentive contract relies on profit, both in the positive

and negative sense, to automatically motivate performance.

Therefore, the negotiating parties must reach some common ba-

sis of agreement on profit percentages and amounts.

Profit Defined

Economists tend to think of profit in a narrow sense.

Pure profit is chance or unexpected return over which the firm

has no control. Profit is risk income which cannot be related

to other factor costs. Therefore, profits are considered un-

earned income because they happen and are not automatic.

Industrial profits are normally overstated in our econ-

174
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Securities and Exchange Commission, Department of Commerce,

etc. There are subtle dangers in trying to find a "defense

industry," because one would find that out of the top 100

largest industrial corporations, many have substantial con-

tracts with the DOD. To prove this, one study compared the

overlap between the 100 largest defense contractors and the

100 largest industrial corporations for different time pe-

riods such as: World War II, Post 1945 era, Korean War era,

and the Missile Age.l The duplication in the listings was

always high, and suggests that today 40 out of the 100

firms would appear on both lists. Separating defense pro-

fits from commercial profits for these firms would not be

productive.

However, Peck & Scherer did isolate and compare

three industries which might be representative of a "de-

fense industry. " They compared rate of return on net worth

for these firms with all manufacturing firms, the duplica-

tion notwithstanding. For the early years, 1956 and 1957,

one finds that these firms showed a higher return than all

manufacturing firms combined. By the end of the period,

1959 and 1960, when CPFF contracts were so strongly in

vogue, rate of return had dropped. In the aircraft indus-

try alone, rate of return on net worth slipped from 20.2

Ipeck & Scherer, op. cit . , p. 120.
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per cent in the second quarter of 1956 to 7.2 per cent in

the first quarter of 1960. See Table 4.1.

Renegotiation Board figures correlated these find-

ings and explained them for 1959. Met profit or realized

profit as a percentage of sales was 11.5 per cent for var-

ious fixed price contracts, but only 4.9 per cent for

TABLE 4.1

RATE OF RETURN ON STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY
FOR THREE DEFENSE ORIENTED INDUSTRIES

AND ALL MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS 1956-1960
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various types of reimbursable contracts. The shift from

11.5 to 4.9 per cent was caused not only by the change in

contract instruments used, but also because of such factors

as the shift from production to R&D procurement, more com-

petitive negotiating techniques, and many more details too

numerous to mention. Profit levels had drifted dangerously

lower in a segment of the economy that typically had enjoyed

better-than-average profits. Furthermore, the missile age

introduced annual greater turnover in the top 100 largest

defense contractor's list to attest somewhat that profits

were not stimulating proper competition.

In 1960, a special committee set up by President

Kennedy studied the current status of the defense establish-

ment. The Bell Committee Report called attention to trends

caused by CPFF contracting. Among other things, the cost

reimbursable contract was referred to as a blank check,

and the Committee called for an immediate cessation of re-

liance upon it. Profits, as a per cent of sales, or net

worth, might have seemed slimmer, but dollar amounts ex-

pended for the total defense contract outlay continued to

grow with massive overruns. In other words, the price the

government was paying for cost and profit together was

higher, and the contractor was enjoying it less because

profits were lower.

^Ibid . , p. 208. For 25 Contracts with Highest Refunds,
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Common Guides to Defense Contract Profit

A Columbia University study conducted by Professor

Wilson looked at the pricing and negotiating process for any

clues on the level and amount of profit. As a generalization,

this study found that whatever a contractor received as profit

the last time he worked for the government, he subsequently

would receive the same percentage the next time around.-^ If

this were true, the contractor could probably be expected to

perform no better or worse than he did for the last contract.

It must be assumed that profit motivates, and no change in

the percentage of profit must be tantamount to no change in

motivation.

A Cleveland attorney, Herbert Bass, believes and af-

firms that contractors negotiating for profits do so under

their own rules of the game."^ Even though ASPR prohibits the

now illegal cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost (CPPC) contract,

many contractors made their proposals as if they were CPPC con-

tracts. Bass has had extensive experience representing con-

tractors before the General Accounting Office and the Armed

Services Board of Contract Appeals. His specialization

and the experience he gathered on the line, plus his first

^Seminar conducted by Dr. John Kennedy at the Ramada
Inn, Cocoa Beach, Florida, on April 6, 1967.

4
CMI semxnar at Cocoa Beach, Florida, on January 26,

1967. Mr. Bass feels the practice is in wide spread use to-
day.
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hand knowledge of the contracting process only serve to en-

hance his testimony. CPPC techniques were being used with

CPFF contracts and contractors succeeded in making some per-

centage they deemed reasonable via contract changes. Bass

further feels that contractor negotiators are always more

capably advised for negotiating contracts than are their

respective government counterparts . 5 There, Bass feels that

contractors were setting and getting the profits they desir-

ed.

Notice the extremes of the positions just presented.

First, contractors had a blank check for profit. Second,

they received about the same profit percentage on each con-

tract. Finally, the last position was that contractors

made, in the final analysis, the profit they felt they de-

served, although the devious techniques used to do this were

omitted.

None of these positions relates to the reason for

profit's existence. In classical economics, true profits are

a residue remaining after the factors of production have been

rewarded. In the closer context of business reality, profit

is a payment for risk-bearing or even the market rate of

interest for some investment used. Regardless of which def-

inition of profit is chosen, it cannot be related to profit

objectives determined by the three studies presented above.

Profit justification must revert to a payment for risk

taking, yet the basic unescapable fact remains that risk

^Ibid.
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taking under a government contract is minimized and that

under a cost-reimbursable contract there is no risk.

The DOD never intended to confuse the contracting

public with vagueness on the profit issue. Section 3-808.1

of ASPR states:

It is the policy of the Department of Defense
to utilize profit to stimulate efficient con-
tract performance. Profit generally is the
basic motive of busineTS enterprise. The
government and defense contractors should be
concerned with harnessing this motive to work
for more effective and economical contract
performance. Negotiation of very low profits,
the use of historical averages, or the auto-
matic application of a predetermined percent-
age to the total estimated cost of a product,
does not provide the motivation to accomplish
such performance. Furthermore, low average
profit rates on defense contracts overall are
detrimental to the public interest. Effective
national defense in a free enterprise economy
requires that the best industrial capabilities
be attracted to defense contracts. These
capabilities will be driven away from the
defense market if defense contracts are
characterized by low profit opportunities.
Consequently, negotiations aimed merely at
reducing prices by reducing profits, with
no realization of the function of profit
cannot be condoned. For each contract in
which profit is negotiated as a separate
element of the contract price, the aim of
negotiation should be to employ the profit
motive so as to impel effective contract
performance by which overall costs are econom-
ically controlled. To this end, the profit
objective must be fitted to the circumstances
of the particular procurement, giving due weight
to each of the performance, risk, and other
factors set forth in this 3-808. This will
result in a wider range of profit which, in
many cases, will be significantly higher than
previous norms.

During World War I, CPPC contracts were used exten-

sively with a popular fee being ten per cent. Under CPPC
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contracts, contractors made profits which we should judge

to be extremely excessive by today's standards. By the year

1964, profits on government contracts had slipped to 2.8 per

cent of sales on $39 billion wortli of procurements." The

profit motive was not functioning as ASPR intended, thus the

adoption in November, 1963 of the above statement.

The DOD early in 1962 asked the Logistics Management

Institute (LMI) , a non-profit organization established to

review DOD procurement and logistics, to study the practice

of how profits were negotiated. DOD wanted LMI to examine

each Department's practice separately, and produce a new

approach which would include uniform recommendations on

negotiation and determination of profit or fee. LMI develop-

ed an entirely new approach to profit determination within

the existing ASPR statutory limitations, i.e., maximum profit

percentage limited to ten per cent on manufacturing contracts

and fifteen per cent on research and development work. This

approach was called the "Weighted Guidelines Method".

LMI Weighted Guidelines Method

On January 1, 1964, the Weighted Guidelines Method

was made mandatory for negotiated procurements where a cost

analysis is performed.^ Tliis LMI developed tool is now used

^Bdwin P. James, "Weighted Guidelines Profit on
Defense Contracts," Management Accounting , December, 1965,
p. 3.

^ASPR Revision 3-808.2, November, 1963

.
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Table 4.2

Weight Ranges of Profit Factors

Weighted Profit Guidelines

Profit Factors Weight Ranges

Contractor's input to total performance:

Direct materials

Purchased parts 1 to A°6

Subcontracted items 1 to 51

Other materials 1 to 4%

Engineering labor g to 151

Engineering overhead 6 to 9%

Manufacturing labor 5 to 9^

Manufacturing overhead 4 to 71

General and administrative expenses 6 to 8%

Contractor's assumption of contract
cost risk to 71

Record of contractor's performance -2 to +2%

Selected factors _2 to +2%

Special profit consideration 1 to 41

Source: Edwin P. James, od^ cit., p. 4.
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by the contracting officer to compute a profit percentage

which represents his prenegotiation evaluation. Target

profit for the contract is the result of weighting several

factors

.

From Table 4.2, one can see that the material pro-

vided in a contract may have a profit range of from one to

four percent, while engineering labor can result in a profit

reward from nine to fifteen percent. In other words, sepa-

rate percentages are used for the contractor's inputs to

total performance. The composite weight of these inputs is

a measure of liow much the contractor himself is expected to

contribute to the overall effort. Additional percentages

are paid for special Risk (0-7%) based upon cost responsi-

bility assumed by the contractor and the type of contract

used; and Performance which is judged upon past major work

performed for the DOD; and finally Selected Factors which

involve the extent to which the contractor requires govern-

ment facilities or financing. Table 4.3 shows a FFP con-

tract whose profit objective was determined using the

Weighted Profit Guidelines.

For the first time, if the estimate for profit be-

tween two parties differs drastically, the contractor proves

his profit position.^ The adoption of the Weighted Guide-

Paul M. Trueger, "Profit Guidelines on Defense
Contracts," Journal of Accounting , 117 (January 1964), p. 47
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Table 4.3

Weighted Profit Guidelines Example

FFP Contract for Contractor-developed Military Item

Profit Factors Estimated Assigned Profit

Contractor's Input to Costs Weight Dollars
Total Performance

Direct Materials

Purchased parts

Subcontracted items

Other materials

Engineering labor

Engineering overhead

Manufacturing labor

Manufacturing over-
head

General and administ-
rative expenses

Totals

Composite weight - 5.36%
(Profit dollars t Estimated costs)

Risk
Performance
Selected Factors

Totals using Weighted
Guidelines Method $5,000,000

Special Consideration
Profit objective

$ 750,
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lines Method should narrow the broad subjective area that

faced both parties and should substantially lessen four

persistent problem areas by :

9

1) Providing assurance that additional profit
earned under incentive is not taken away
by the Renegotiation Board.

2) Developing meaningful targets against which
performance may be measured to arrive at
fair profits.

3) Relaxing profit limitations to provide a wider
range of returns for more meaningful incen-
tives to industry.

4) Establishing more precise ground rules in
arriving at profit factors.

The Renegotiation Board

Renegotiation proceedings represent a major threat to

contractors who make large profits on incentive contracts.

Your author feels hesitant to even broach the subject which

offers substantial material for a separate paper. Yet it

must be introduced at this time because of the fundamental

dichotomy between ASPR and the Renegotiation Act of 1951.

Contractors have, in effect, been given two separate sets

of rules concerning profit. The act created the Renegoti-

ation Board, which is an independent agency under the

Executive Branch of Government.

The Board's task is to eliminate excessive profit

from government contracts. Yet the Act provides no mea-

sure or standards for ascertaining excessiveness , and it

Idem.
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remains that excessive profit is judged by the Renegotia-

tion authorities themselves. No precedents or records

exist to let a contractor know what price and fee are

excessive. 10 it is used in its subjective sense, and has

even allowed the accountant to justify exorbitant prices.

Nevertheless, the Renegotiation Board can force a contrac-

tor to give back some of the money earned on government

business if it considers him to have made excessive pro-

fits. The Board does not give any consideration to the

form of contract used, and may demand that profits earned

under an incentive contract be forfeited. It did just this

in 1962 when it demanded that the Boeing Company give up

$13,000,000 in profit v/hich had been earned largely on

incentive contract (s) .
-^'-

The Renegotiation Board is not bound by DOD profit

equations, but they are accepted as valid guidelines for

justifying profits. 12 However, there is an ironic feature

of the renegotiation process which is out of phase with

American jurisprudence. Usually, those charged with an

l^Barron K. Grier, "Renegotiation Act of 1951,"
Business Lawyer , 18 (January 1963), p. 442.

Boeing Airplane Co. v. Renegotiation Board, 37
T.C. No. 64, January 1962.

l^william Seller, "Incentives Marked by Profit
Formulas," Missiles & Rockets , 14 (January 20, 1964), p. 24
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offense against society are presumed innocent until proven

guilty. In renegotiation hearings, the reverse is true.

The contractor charged with making an excessive profit has

the burden of proof on him to prove through his accounting

mechanism that he didn '

t

make excessive profits. The Board

does not have a fixed, reasonable maximum profit rate; rather,

it applies its test of reasonableness to aggregate defense

business, applying different values or weights to fixed

factors on the overall basis of renegotiable business dur-

ing each fiscal year. It is highly subjective.

For example, one of the most troublesome statutory

provisions directs the Board's negotiators to take into

consideration "reasonableness of costs and profits," with

regard to value of products, normal earnings, and a com-

13parison of war and peacetime products. They use no

definitive measure, although the Board examines net profit

rate as a percentage of sales, and net profit rate on

tangible net worth. Contractors are being judged with a

rubber yardstick as long as adjectives apply in place of

absolute quantities.

Under the present renegotiation process, a contrac-

tor must use accounting to justify and answer these ques-

tions for the Renegotiation Board; 1) what is the signif-

icance of costs and profits of the contractor and his

"^Sumner Marcus, "Need for Standards in Renegotiation
and other Determinations of Defense Profits," George
Washington Law Review, 32 (October 1963), p. 35.
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industry in previous years on production not subject to re-

negotiation; 2) what is the significance of costs and prof-

its of other contracts; and 3) to what extent is the con-

tractor entitled to increased profits by virtue of an in-

crease in volume of products resulting from defense con-

tracts?-'-'^ These are entirely irrelevant possibilities. A

contractor cannot reasonably avoid excessive profits if the

assumptions used to determine the condition are unstated.

Public utility regulatory agencies behave with greater uni-

formity, and they state rate standards explicitly. This is

far more equitable. Furthermore, these agencies act with

consistency on the question of profit determination and its

reasonableness

.

Profit as a percent of sales, or cost, in a govern-

ment contract, is a meaningless identity. It fails to re-

cognize the amount of capital required to produce those

sales. The reasonableness of the percentage of cost must

always be related to the investment required to produce

that profit. The Weighted Profit Guidelines and the new

ASPR philosophy recognize this fundamental fact. The Re-

negotiation Board does not. There is no written disagree-

ment between the Board and the DOD on the desirability of

incentive contracting. Equally apparent, however, is the

Board's intent not to permit the retention of profits they

l^Sumner Marcus, op. cit. , p. 3 5.
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consider excessive simply because they were earned under an

incentive arrangement.

This raises a potential problem. For one thing, it

definitely lessens contractor motivation towards achieving

maximum fee on an incentive contract due to doubt that he

will be permitted to keep the reward of high profits.

For another, it may result in higher costs for the taxpayer

in the long run if it discourages the greater risk of a

rewards/penalty mechanism. Consider this example for iden-

tical work:

Contractor A Contractor B

Work Specifications
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B working on an incentive contract, yet the Renegotiation

Board might very well bring proceedings against this con-

tractor because of his comparably higher fee . Thus, high

share ratios and wide FS ' s are inconsistent with the double

standard created by the renegotiation threat.

At the same time one must ask how real is the threat

of loss of increased profits under an incentive contract?

In all fairness to the Board, recovery proceedings in

recent years have been light compared to the heavy claims

stemming from Korean War procurements. Indeed, exact

Board influence is not measured by dollars of profit for-

feited. The Board can and has caused three distinct ac-

tions, each of which must be construed to have caused a

contractor accounting liability. It can seek a price re-

duction from the contractor; it can seek a voluntary re-

fund; or it can have a determination of excessive profit

leading to rebate. The magnitude of these actions is

suggested by the following figures from a recent Annual

Report ; "Determinations of excessive profits during Fiscal

Year 1964 aggregated $24,160,028, bringing the total since

1951 to $895,795,058 before adjustment for Federal income

and excess profit tax credits." To this must be added

U.S. Renegotiation Board. Ninth Annual Report of
The Renegotiation Board . Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964.
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voluntary refunds and price reductions reported in connec-

tion with renegotiation proceedings, of $41,097,044, and

the total reported savings since creatd.on of the present

Board which is claimed to be $1,230,151,174.

Many defense industry authorities feel the Renego-

tiation Board should be abolished and that its responsibi-

lities should be transferred to a Controller of Departments

and/or the General Accounting Office. There is sufficient re-

dundancy within existing audit agencies and one more is un-

necessary. Eliminating the Board, or at least excluding

incentive contracts from their jurisdiction would represent;

progress for the cause of incentive profit policy.

The discussion has investigated the impact and con-

sequences of high profit on an incentive arrangement. Indi-

rectly, it was suggested that profit motivates, and therefore,

high profits must create greater motivation. In reality,

some additional observations are warranted.

The Weighted Guidelines method struck a very respon-

sive note in the defense industry which had learned to ex-

pect low profit as a routine matter on government contracts.

Coupled with incentive contracts, contractors can now ex-

pect a drastic change in the profit picture. For the time

being, profit levels h^ve changed only slightly. New incen-

tive profit policies v/ill eventually raise profit levels.

Even under incentives, profit earned has been up slightly.

Ibid.
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NASA Study Results on Incentive Profits

The most intensive study of incentive contracting

practices at NASA covering fifteen major contracts with a

value of $1.5 billion has just been completed. •'"^ It proved

without a doubt that negotiated profit rates are up, but not

to the levels of general expectation. In one sample, the

average earned fee on six incentive contracts was compared

with the average actual fee in a sample of 34 CPFF contracts

for similar work. The incentive contract sample average

earned fee was 6.34 percent based on final actual cost, while

the comparable average fee on the CPFF contracts was 4.84

percent. "For the purpose of comparison, therefore, it can

be assumed that the difference in fee of 1.5 percent repre-

sents the premium paid by NASA for use of incentive contracts."-"-^

Air Force contract studies produced similar results.

The NASA study on this question concluded that pre-

sumably the 1.5 percent greater cost of an incentive con-

tract must be viewed in context with the additional benefits

received under such an arrangement. it was not possible

to prove by statistical evidence that incentive contracts

delivered more than 1.5 percent in improved cost effective-

ness. However, based on evaluation of tangible fact, it

Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Study of the Effectiveness
of NASA Incentive Contracts . (Vol. i; Washington: NASA),
August, 1966.

^^Ibid . , p. 58.
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appeared that the return to NASA in terms of improved cost

effectiveness had been significantly greater than the dif-

ferential in final fee paid to contractors under incentive

contracts. ^ This comparison was not made in the scienti-

fic tradition as work on different contracts was not identical,

The answer to the question raised previously is that

somewhat greater fees are paid under incentive contracts, but

that the differentials are of small magnitude. Smaller fees

have resulted because the first incentive contracts had shal-

low share lines, i.e., the contractor's share was as low as

10 percent of savings. Another false assumption held by gov-

ernment representatives concerns underruns. Up to the pres-

ent, even though major contracts have had a wide range of in-

centive effectiveness, experience suggests that massive under-

runs are unlikely to occur. The best performance outcomes

have been no less than 90 percent of target cost. Even

though an incentive contract may offer unlimited opportunity

to reduce cost below the target figure, the evidence pointing

to outcomes of 50 or 70 percent of cost makes these cases

most unlikely. A specific exception to this statement is

NASA's Gemini Program which was expected to have a 20 per-

cent cost underrun at approximately 98 percent completion.

This represented outstanding achievement comparable to near

19Ibid.
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perfection.

Potential Impact of Low Profit on Incentive

Low fees may undermine the incentive goal if the con-

tractor can make more of a gain on overhead charges than he

would expect to make in additional fee. This quirk arises

because of different accounting treatment for costs and pro-

fit by government and business. For instance, the government

accounts for each contract as a separate transaction on which

overhead expenses and general, and administrative expenses,

are calculated as a fixed percentage of direct labor and di-

rect material cost. Profit is figured as a percent after the

above items are totalled. The government also uses absorp-

tion costing instead of direct costing methods. The contrac-

tor is reimbursed for overhead costs at a rate, not on the

basis of actual distribution of audited overhead. The con-

tractor, however, may be using direct or variable costing on

an incentive contract, and finds advantages in losing money

2

1

on the cost incentive as the following example demonstrates,

20
Remarks by James E. Cravens, Office of Industry

Affairs, NASA Headquarters, made on February 15, 1967, in
Phoenix, Arizona.

21
Bruce Backe, "Low Fees May Undermine Incentive Goal,

'

Aviation Week & Space Technology , January 11, 1965, pp. 69-72.
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Assume a contractor managing several other govern-

ment contracts simultaneously signs a CPIF contract with

TC equal to $50,000; TF equal to $3,500 (7%); Maximum Fee

equal to $5,500; Minimum Fee equal to $1,500; and a Share

Ratio of 80/20. Cost analysis of this contract shows:

Engineering Labor $ 5,000
Engineering Overhead @150% 7,500
Manufacturing Labor 10,000
Manufacturing Overhead §200% 20,000
Materials 2 , 955

Sub-Total $ 45,455
General and Administrative (§10% 4,545

Total Cost $ 50,000
Target Fee - 7% 3,500

Target Price $ 53,500

The incentive arrangement looks quite normal on the

surface. If the contractor reduces his costs by $10,000,

he can just make the $5,500 maximum fee [3500 + (10,000

X 0.20]). Success in this region of performance would
5,500

yield a profit equivalent of 13.75 per cent because: 40,000

equals 13.75%. On the overrun side, he would still make his

minimum fee of $1,500 if costs hit $60,000 because: [3500 -

(10,000 X 0.20)] equals minimum fee. That would be a profit

equivalent of: 60,000 or only 2.5 per cent.

It is always better for the government if maximum

fee is made at minimum cost and would appear so from the

contractor's viewpoint based on the profit percentages
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illustrated. However, Backe stresses the fact that all

too frequently the high cost option is more favorable to

the contractor because he is concerned with profit on

over-all business for the period rather than for profit on
22

one specific job. Taking the exact situation just des-

cribed, it is possible for the contractor to make $16,000

more by spending an additional $7,181 when conditions so

favor this? namely, having other in-house government work.

Table 4.4 has figures for the combined work and the CPIF

contract. It also shows the maximum profit he can make,

$105,500, for all work combined if performance/cost is at

the minimum cost level ($40,000).

The way in which overhead is recovered now enters

the picture. The contractor in the situation described in

Table 4.4 would hold the line on overhead and spend no

additional money for indirect expenses. However, he would

increase the direct cost of work on the incentive contract.

He could accomplish this by failing to lay off personnel in

over-staffed areas, by making work in striving for unnecessary

tolerances or reliability; or even by permitting material

costs to increase by failing to operate efficiently in this

area. These practices would cause increases in the direct

expense areas of engineering labor, manufacturing labor,

^^Ibid. , p. 69.
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and also in material. The government would reimburse the

contractor for overhead on these new higher direct costs,

even though the actual dollars had not been spent. The

contract would increase until it simulated the conditions in

Table 4.5.

The contractor could receive an additional $12,819

in allowable overhead on the CPIF contract. It would be

extremely difficult for the government to determine that these

costs were actually unnecessary. At the same time, the con-

tractor will have reduced the overhead to be recovered on

his other business by an equal amount. The net result after

these manipulations to direct cost and overhead will be

that overall profit on all government business will increase

by $8,819 because ($114,319 - $105,500 equals $8,819). The

government, instead of paying the minimum incentive price,

i.e., $45,500, or even the target price, i.e., $53,500, now

will pay $61,500, or $8,000 more than the target price.

At the same time, it may be said that when actual

distribution of overhead is determined by audit at the

close of the year, the extra charges for overhead would be

returned to the government if all of the contractor's

business were on a cost reimbursable basis. Even then, the

final determination would not change matters to any great
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extent. The final settlement would produce these overhead

rates, which come from the total business column in Table

4.5:

T. • • ^ 1- J 154,500 ,._,-Engineering Overhead = 147%
105,000

£ ^ • r, u ^ 416,000 TQcaManufacturing Overhead - 196%
212,000

General & Administrative '- = 9.9%
993,545

These rates would then be applied to the subject

CPIF contract:

Engineering Labor $ 5,000
Engineering Overhead @ 14% 7,350
Manufacturing Labor 12,000
Manufacturing Overhead @ 196% 23,520
Materials 6,045

Subtotal $53,915
General & Administrative (? 9.9% 5,338

TOTAL COST $59,253

Ironically, it results in a reduction of $747, from the

$60,000 maximum cost. The contractor v;ill have made a

wise trade-off in that he made $8,819 - $747 = $8,072 in

additional profit by losing all of his incentive fee and

most of the normal fee. Again, the villain, if there is

one, is absorption costing. If direct costing has been

used, the overcharge on one contract would not have been

possible.

As long as absorption costing continues to be used

where one contractor works on several government contracts

simultaneously, great caution must be exercised in struc-

turing a new incentive contract. Specific care must be given
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to the share arrangement. Fee swing and share ratio must

be great enough so that incentive fees will exert moti-

vation. The government must be prepared to pay incentive

profits that are greater than the additional recovery of

overhead made possible when the contractor foregoes fees

and increases direct costs. In fact, whenever a contrac-

tor is operating at less than 100 percent of capacity, the

government should anticipate attempts to increase costs.

Using the same example from Tables 4.4 and 4.5, it

will be shown that reverse incentives can be eliminated by

increasing the contractor's share of the saving to an amount

greater than he would receive in overhead reimbursement.

The initial proposal called for:

Engineering Overhead $ 7,500
Manufacturing Overhead 20,000
General & Administrative 4 ,545

TOTAL $32,045

Another way of viewing these indirect expenses is that they

represent approximately 64 percent of the total cost calcu-

lation, assuming that engineering labor, manufacturing labor,

and materials remain at the estimated cost level. The final

figures when the contract is completed are never the same.

Nevertheless, even with flux, for all practical purposes

the contractor must get at least 64 percent of savings from

target, and must absorb 64 percent of all costs over target

if incentive is to remain positive. The example now requires

a 36/64 share ratio. This would produce a fee line, with
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TABLE 4.6

CONSTANT OVERALL PROFIT WITH
HIGH 36/64 SHARE RATIO

REMAINDER OF
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the target fee over the same RIE , that makes the contrac-

tor the same profit on his total business regardless of

performance on the one CPIF contract. A steeper share

ratio would give him more overall profit for lower than

target cost on the CPIF contract, while a shallow share

ratio would give him more overall profit for higher direct

costs on the CPIF contract.

Table 4.6 has been prepared with the 36/64 share

ratio to show that total overall profit is the same for

various levels of performance. The government still saves

money when the contractor reduces costs , and has incentive

to save money for the government over the incentive range,

because overall profit remains the same. The only draw-

back to this particular approach is that the government

may pay more fee than is necessary. This might occur if

actual overhead proved to be much lower, hence it could

have been "covered" by a shallower share line. Some com-

promise in the share ratio is probably desirable. Notice,

the incorporation of a negative incentive, i.e., a loss of

$2,900, can be used to keep the positive side of FS from

extending as high as it might otherwise without this fea-

ture.

A Mini Case on Fee

As helpful as the Weighted Guidelines are, and in

the present context of ASPR maximums and Renegotiation

Board proceedings, profit levels are still a problem. Yet

it has been demonstrated that profit is the prime lever in
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an incentive contract. Its role must not be hampered by

false restrictions. The FS and share ratio must serve the

joint objectives of both parties. For the most part, gov-

ernment buyers, members of Congress, and the public have

exaggerated misconceptions about inflated defense profits.

Public pronouncements on this always deal with the final

profit made as a percent of total cost or sales. Nothing

could be so misleading as to ignore the capital investment

required or the net value of the procurement to the govern-

ment. The following miniature case is based on the pricing

and profit policy of one of this country's largest corporate

conglomerates. It has been included because it illustrates

that profit as a percent of cost (sales) is meaningless.

The XYZ Corporation bids and successfully wins a

service contract for the operation and maintenance of highly

technical electronic equipment at a missile test site. A

statement of facts reveals that the contract type is a cost-

plus-fixed-fee (CPFF) ; that all equipment and facilities

are government furnished (GFE) ; that XYZ Corporation will

not have to contribute any fixed assets or make any capital

investments; that only working capital need be invested and

this will be at a minimum since the government v/ill make

progress payments on monthly billings, including fee.

The problem consists of finding out whether the gov-

ernment contract just received produces a profit which

exceeds the company's cut-off rate of return. The proce-

dure could be reversed so that the price bid actually
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insures the target profit. The specifics of this contract

Total Cost
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EXHIBIT 4.1

METHOD OF CALCULATING RETURN ON ASSETS

Calculate Asset Base

Calculation of Asset Base - Set up Columns

Column 1: Cash Outlays for Billable Costs - Cash Outlays
should be phased by month from inception to com-
pletion of contract. Cash Outlays include all
costs, direct as well as overhead, G&A, and
other charges such as 1% for Research. (Capital
assets and Inventories are not to be included in
this column except as part of billable costs)

,

Column 2: Fee - Fee should be phased on a monthly basis in
line with the cash outlays above. Impact on
receivables can be determined.

Column 3: Sales - Sales are calculated monthly by adding
columns 1 and 2.

Column 4: Cash Receipts - Represents monthly payments
received from the customer until final payment.

Column 5: Receivables - Column 3 less Column 4.

Column 6: Inventories - Average Inventory level on hand
at end of month.

Column 7: Capital Equipment - Capital Equipment less
depreciation at end of month.

Column 8: Assets - This is figured by adding Columns 5,

5, and 7 together. This asset base should then
be added for each month and divided by the total
months for an average monthly asset base.

Column 9: Imputed Interest - Calculated at .005 of
Column 8, by month and totaled.

This imputed interest cost and return on assets will be
considered as follows:
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EXHIBIT 4.1
(Cont'd)

II. Calculate Net Income After Taxes Annualized

Find Gross Income (Per Proposal)
Subtract Imputed Interest

Result is Adjusted Gross Income
Less: Income Taxes
Produces: Net Income After Taxes

Imputed Interest

Gross Income (Per Proposal)
Less Imputed Interest

Adjusted Gross Income
Less Income Taxes

Net Income After Taxes

III. Figure Return on Assets

Divide Net Income After Taxes Annualized by
Average Monthly Asset Base (Column 8)

Result is Percent Return on Assets
Take Net Income After Taxes and Divide by
Total Months of Assets (Column 8 -j- Months)
Times 12. Produces Return on Assets

Return on Assets

Net Income After Taxes (Annualized) (1) ^ o/
Return on

Average Monthly Asset Base (Column 8) Assets

Annualized Net Income

Net Income After Taxes ,, ^ ^ .. ^^ Return on——-—

;

——
; X 12 Months = x-^„_„+.„o„4-Total Monthly Assets Investment

(Column 8 -i- Months)
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EXHIBIT 4.3

CALCULATION OF ADJUSTED RETURN ON ASSETS

Provision for Imputed Interest
Amount

Gross Income (Per Proposal) 135.0
Less Imputed Interest -

(Total of Col. 9) 18.0
Adjusted Gross Income 117.0
Less Income Tax 56 .

2

Net Income after Taxes 60 .8

Return on Assets

Net Income after Taxes Annualized ^ ^ Return on Assets
Asset Base (Column 8 Averaged)

60.8 Net Income -^ 13 Months (Asset Base) =

4.68 x 12 Months =

56.2 Annualized Profit

56.2 (Annualized Profit) ^ 20.3% Return on Assets
277.5 (Average Assets)
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Summary

Profit plays a major role in motivating contractor

behavior under incentives. The profit amount is allowed

profit by government standards which differs slightly from

the usual profit result of all industrial/commercial firms.

It is impossible to segregate profits of defense firms

exclusive of profits from all manufacturing firms because

there is an overlapping of firms which are actively engaged

in both defense and commercial markets.

Assorted references suggested that, in reality, the

method used by defense contractors for arriving at profit

during contract negotiation was unrelated to any officially

recommended techniques. Contractors tried to get the same

percentage on a recurring basis, or negotiated profit amount

as a percentage of cost even though it is illegal. Written

guides exist in the form of AS PR recommendations and the LMI

Weighted Profit Guidelines which may be used by negotiating

parties as a reference to profit percentage and amount. In

general, these guides are too restrictive for incentive con-

tracts and lack an understanding of incentive philosophy

and spirit.

Table 4,7 returns to the same industries which ap-

peared in Table 4.1, but for the latest available data. Rate

of return has improved in the last few years. The reasons
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TABLE 4.7

NET INCOME OF THREE DEFENSE ORIENTED
INDUSTRIES COMPARED WITH ALL INDUSTRIAL GROUPS

1964 1965 1966

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT % Sales 3.9 4.7 4.9
& ELECTRONICS

% Net Worth H.l 14.6 16.5

AIRCRAFT & SPACE % Sales 2.7 3.3 3.0

% Net Worth 13. 1 15.5 15.5

INSTRUMENTS & RELATED % Sales 8.1 9.0 9.9
PRODUCTS

% Net Worth 16.6 19.7 21.7

ALL INDUSTRIAL GROUPS % Sales 6.2 6.7 6.4

% Net Worth 10.3 11.1 11.2

Source: MONTHLY ECONOMIC LETTER, First National City Bank,
New York, April, 1966 and 1967.
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for this are not examined, although the trend occurred during

the period in which the CPFF contract declined, while the use

of incentive contracts expanded. The NASA study was not cri-

tical of profit amounts and suggested that incentive profits

were only marginally higher and worth the additional cost.

Profit restrictions and constraints only hinder in-

centive model application and reverse the automatically de-

sired result of incentive contracts. The Renegotiation Board

is a good example of a force countering the wider use of in-

centive contracts. Since it prohibits defense contractors

from seriously trying to optimize profit, the Board should be

abolished or excluded from the incentive picture.

No rule, guide, or specific figure should exist in

ASPR for profit levels under incentive models. The futility

of setting maximum rates without considering the investment

used to perform on a contract is obvious. For example, six

percent of cost may be abysmally low or outrageously high

for the same contract depending on the amount of invested

assets committed by the contractor. Low profit target amounts

on incentive contracts can result in a dysfunctional contract,

as contractors might try to optimize profit via the overhead

account. Thus, low profit equals low motivation and should

be avoided.

Government personnel must adopt a more liberal profit
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policy if the use of incentive contracts is to progress.

This means they must not be squeamish about negotiating in-

centive contracts with maximum profit potentials of 30 or

40 percent of cost. Some progress has already been made with

the adoption of Value Engineering Incentive Clauses, which are

excluded from fee limitation provisions. The Value Engin-

eering Clause is unusual in that it offers very high profit

potential to the contractor that initiates a major cost re-

duction achievement. The law provides that a contractor shall

retain a predetermined share of all cost savings resulting

from the adoption of change proposals submitted by him, and

that under an incentive contract his share of the savings may

23be as high as 50 percent. Prior to this regulation, a con-

tractor might not have suggested a change if the lower con-

tract value from savings eliminated his work and reduced his

fee, and there were no rewards paid for the effort. This is

just one area where thoughtful planning has improved incen-

tive contracting technique.

Incentive profits should give the government a wider

choice of firms to deal with and result in the selection of

firms with greater proven efficiency. Incentive profits can

be used to induce strong competition; advocates of very low

profit amounts for defense contracts must be made aware of

a paradox of thrift, and that low profits reduce incentive.

23POD Incentive Contracting Guide , op . cit . , pp. 62-63,



CHAPTER V

SELECTIOM CRITERIA E'OR INCENTIVE PARAMETERS

Introduction

This section is devoted to a discussion of the fac-

tors which must be considered by both parties negotiating an

incentive contract and the method by which contract consid-

erations become elements in the model. The parties may elect

to include few elements in the model and incentivize only ma-

jor contract variables, permitting these to affect fee. The

Value Statement approach aligns itself with incentivizing

few elements and yet it achieves interdependency

.

An opposite approach would suggest taking all con-

tract performance requirements from, the work and relating

them to fee in the model. This is obviously not practical

as the model would contain too many variables. A compromise

is necessary; elements should be carefully selected from m.a-

jor areas of cost, performance, and schedule. A systems ap-

proach to the question of the elements which should be se-

lected for the incentive contract miodel integrates such ex-

tra-contractual information as overall cost effectiveness and

the procurement's life cycle. The integrated approach de-

mands on occasion that many contract variables be included.

Examples given in this section will demonstrate the

basic differences in eac?i approach. Namely, the elem.ents

selected for the Value Statement force the buyer (government)

215
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to identify the value, or marginal utility, of every incre-

ment of perfonaance purchased. At the same time, it requires

the contractor to carefully weigh (trade-off) extra cost and

extra performance, and their effect on his total fee. The

integrated (systems) approach requires similar infontiation for

element selection, but leans in the direction of evaluating

long range factors over short run considerations. The result

is that no firm, rule can apply to the structuring of models.

Each situation deserves individual attention.

Ge neral Goal Preferences

The government wants a product for a reasonable price.

The contractor wants to raaximize his profit. The ideally

structured incentive contract would select enough elements so

that both of these objectives are satisfied. Since a. model

containing dozens of elements is too complex, com.proraise is

necessary when choosing elements. Only critical goals should

be emphasized. In one contract it may be performance; in an-

other it may be cost. The parties themselves have to agree

on object priority beforehand. A sensible attitude must re-

cognize that every contract needs automiatic as well as struc-

tured incentives. A good example of an automatic incentive

is one that exerts pressure en the contractor to perform.

well without any immediate monetary reward. For example,

now that past perform.ance is used in justifying profit amount

with Weighted Guidelines, the contractor is obliged to do

well if he wants additional attention and profit on the next
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contract he negotiates. Structured incentives are designed

for specific outcomes, whereas automatic incentives work for

general improvement.

Real issues may be buried in a welter of elements.

A selection form.at for elements minimizes disagreement and

brings the parties to a signed contract faster. The format

must possess essential qualities. It must indicate which i-

tems of cost, performance, and schedule are of a major na-

ture. It should develop a rational basis for assigning re-

lative weights between the incentive parameters, and give

recognition to the interdependency effect. The flaw of struc-

turing compartmentized contracts, i. e., treating cost and

performance separately when they are really interdependent,

has already been mentioned. Finally, the format should en-

sure desirable trade-offs, even if one or more parameters

has reached its limit. Because requirements are this de-

manding, no single approach has universal applicability.

One suggestion might work well in a research and developm.ent

contract, and fail in a production or service contract. For

this reason, several approaches are explored.

It IS interesting to compare contract models with

economic models. Neoclassical economists have demonstrated

tendencies with short run, intermediate, and long run models.

Contract situations do differ from the firm, where an expana-

tion of behavior must consider perpetual existence. Most

contracts have shortened life, seldom beyond a few years.

Greater emphasis must be given to the short run in contracts.
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The Value Statement Concept ^

The use of a value statement was briefly introduced

in Chapter II. At this time, it will be scrutinized again

for answers to the problems just raised. The NASA position

is that a majority of the problems with incentive contracts

exists because of a predominant deficiency. That is, the

customer, usually the government, fails to convey its require-

ments to prospective vendors and thus consistently places

them in a position where they cannot respond intelligently.

The ingrown custom exists whereby the government asks

for explicit information on the Requests for Proposals (RFP's)

This forces the contractor, not the government, into supplying

the weighted incentive parameters. At the same time, there

has always been an assumption on the part of government pro-

curement officials that if relative weights and performance

parameters were provided, then prospective vendors would meet

procurement objectives in the process of submitting competi-

tive proposals. Evidence presented in Chapter IV refutes

this assumption. The contractor can find the right incentives

weighted improperly or tied to an impractical share ratio so

that something called "negative incentive" is actually

created.

In order to prevent a reverse incentive effect, and

to correct the false assumption that the competitive bidding

process will automatically result in the adoption of the

'-Structuring, Analyzing, and Evaluating Multiple In-

centive Contracts (SAMIC) , NASA, Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virgxnia. June 10, 1966.
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right incentive parameters, weighted properly, the customer

must tell the vendor of what value performance increments

are to himself. Reverting to the terminology used earlier,

the customer must express the marginal utility or worth of

any increases in performance. The device used to do this is

called a value statement. It is defined as the breakeven

point for trade-off decisions between cost, performance,

and schedule where the net effect on fee or profit is zero.

2

Since these are equivalents in cost, performance, and

schedule, they are also the customer's expression of equal

marginal utility.

The value statement is not only necessary with regard

to selecting parameters; it is a necessity when one realizes

the problem involved in selecting the best bid from several

contractors who have each submitted bids with different rela-

tive weights between incentive parameters, and have different

share ratios. It makes comparative analysis feasible when

the mere figure submitted by the low bidder, i.e., the

lowest price, is invalid as a selection factor on an incen-

tive contract award. Unlike the specific instructions set

forth for the FFP or CPFF contractor, the incentive forms,

such as the FPI and CPIF, establish goals, parameters, tar-

gets, and minimum and maximum fees.^ Selecting the winning

bidder and the best contract structure without pre-established

2 Ibid . , p. 2.

^Arthur J. Nolan, Incentive Contracting in the Aero -

space Industry , op . cit . , p. 100.
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guides would be difficult at best. By making the customer

define his needs, the contractor is better able to estimate

requirements. Therefore, the value statement serves several

useful ends. It forces the contractor to focus on the buyer's

needs. It permits the buyer to make a meaningful comparison

between different proposals. Finally, since the value state-

ment places a cost on each incentive, the contractor visualizes

a share line. In short, if the government includes a value

statement with the RFP, contractors can build an incentive

matrix into their bids.

The surprising fact is that neither ASPR nor the POD

Incentive Contracting Guide now require a value statement.

The Guide still proclaims that relative weighting is the

prime determinant of importance to the government for the

various incentive elements comprising the incentive matrix.

No conflict exists between these two managerial controls if

the advantages of and application of the value statement

are understood. The advantage of the value statement over

an expression of relative weighting is that while the latter

represents merely an order of priority, the former additionally

attaches a determinable dollar amount which dictates explicitly

the order and degree of priority in terms of a trade-off

matrix.

^

The first step in writing performance and delivery

incentives into a contract is the selection of goals which

'^SAMIC, Qp. cit., p. 5.
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are to be used as targets.^ The buyer's requirements with

regard to incentive elements have no meaning if these goals

are not included in the RFP . The vendor needs specific

information necessary to meet the procurement's requirements

and also to place each competitor on an equal footing. If

each contractor does not know the buyer's goal priority, he

may return with proposals based on different incentive

matrices. Only the buyer knows the exact intent and priority

of his goals. These should be expressed in the value state-

ment. If the buyer omits essential incentive factors, such

as cost equivalents, he places prospective offerers into a

position whereby they can be neither truly competitive nor

completely responsive even though they have all been supplied

with the same information on goals. Up to the present time,

the government has relied on relative weighting of incentive

elements, and hoped for the best.

Relative weighting of incentive elements alone does

not guarantee that trade-offs will be made in the government's

best interest. It does not permit the government to evaluate

several bids because bids received do not have a common

basis for comparison. It therefore lessens the competitive

aspect between bids received. Only bids expressing incentive

increments in terms of cost are truly comparable. The value

statement establishes the cost relationship necessary for

making a meaningful, structured, incentive matrix. The

^Ralph C. Nash, Incentive Contracting , Government Con-
tracts Monograph No. 7, (Washington, D.C.: George Washington
University) 1963, p. 41.
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onus for development of the value statement must rest with

the government, for only it is in a position to know the

"worth" of the various increments of performance and schedule

required to meet its objectives.

At the same time, the value statement gives the con-

tractor more freedom to structure a contract that is more

competitive while being more suitable for the government.

Just how this operates and the simplicity of the value state-

ment were illustrated with this example from SAMIC .^

A typical RFP for a sophisticated spacecraft is given

in Exhibit 5.1. The procurement itself is for a complex

item, but the incentive contract model has been purposely

simplified, in that there is only one performance element

and a single value statement. Had there been several per-

formance parameters, it would have resulted in several per-

formance/cost curves and several value statements applicable

over different ranges of cost and performance. The single

value statement illustrates a prime rule of SAMIC , that the

performance/cost relationship should always be expressed in

the form of a percentage of target cost to permit maximum

freedom in building a matrix.

The exact method by which the government arrived at

the final value statement for the lEP satellite in Exhibit

5.1 is not given. However, it is possible to reconstruct

some of the movements from available data. For example, for

each share ratio that might be chosen ultimately, it is

^ SAMIC , op . cit . , pp. 7-18.
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EXHIBIT 5.1

RFP SEGMENT FOR Instrumented Experimental Payload Satellite

It is anticipated that this procurement will
be consummated on a cost-plus-incentive-fee basis
with incentives on cost and performance.
Incentive matrices submitted in response hereto
shall be limited to a performance incentive on
spacecraft weight meeting the value statement
and performance levels set forth below:

Value Statement
±1# = ±0.9% of Target Cost

Performance Levels
Maximum Fee (a) 50#
Target Fee @ 7 5#
Minimum Fee @ 100#

Notwithstanding any other fee provisions of the
contract, if spacecraft weight exceeds 100#, the
total fee payable under this contract shall be
the minimum contractual fee. To determine the
incentive fee for performance, spacecraft weight
will be determined in accordance with the pro-
cedures set forth in the Statement of Work.

The cost incentive must operate over a range of
costs above and below target commensurate with a
multiple-incentive contract. In any event, any
resultant contract will contain cost overlap
provisions.

Source: SAMIC , op . cit . , p. 7
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possible to predict probable outcome, in percentages, irre-

spective of estimated target costs.

^

A predictability chart similar to Exhibit 5.2 must be

compiled for each procurement prior to final determination

of the value statement percentage selected for the RFP.

Exhibit 5.2 depicts possible outcomes for the lEP satellite

procurement, with several share ratios from 90/10 up to 75/25.

It indicates that as the performance incentive, FS, increases,

with a greater contractor share, the cost incentive FS

diminishes

.

The value statement chosen for the lEP satellite, plus

or minus one pound equal to plus or minus 0.9 percent of

target cost, was not determined on the basis of predictability

alone. Exhibit 5.2 was used only as a guide. The originator

of this approach cautions acceptance without substitution and

testing. The mere identification of cost for an increment

of performance, and its expression as a percentage of the

customer's estimated target cost does not automatically

establish a reasonable value statement percentage. Therefore,

it is both desirable and necessary to test a complete incen-

tive matrix for selected share lines to determine beforehand

the value statement percentage most likely to engender

acceptable incentive offers from industry. ^ The suggested

method for testing a likely value statement percentage

^The hypotheses or confidence levels used to derive
the 0.9 percent were not given.

^Ibid. , p. 8.
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consists of substituting figures, by trial and error, for

the following formula: value statement percentage = fee

dollars per increment of performance t selected share lines

T target cost. The end product of this process should con-

vey the compromised best interests of both parties to the

contract.

The government received six offers in response to the

RFP. They are shown in Exhibit 5.3. The contracting officer

must evaluate these bids to determine whether the incentive

matrix submitted by each satisfies the value statement, and

he must eventually rank the bids. The benefit of the value

statement approach in competitive ranking is that it permits

quantification of different target costs, fees, and share

lines. Each contractor structured his incentive matrix on

the government's value statement, while trying to maximize

profit and still be competitive. The three different objec-

tives are not mutually exclusive, but they do require a com-

promise. From the beginning it should be obvious that the

lowest bid for target cost, $2.5 million, cannot be used as

a selection factor by itself. The contracting officer must

perform several intermediate steps which relate the three

objectives just mentioned before ranking of bids is possible.

Then only will he have a basis of ranking the proposals and

selecting one to receive the award.

The most important link in the value statement chain

is the calculation of a PRICE factor. The PRICE factor makes

it possible for the contracting officer to relate different
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EXHIBIT 5.3

SIX PROPOSALS FOR THE lEP SATELLITE

CONTRAC
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bids with a common denominator. The PRICE factor for each

offer is based upon several internal forces which the govern-

ment has decided to review; and it is an acronym for these:

9

(a) Position Relative technical position
in the state of the art.

(b) Risk The myriad of factors re-
flected in the potential fee
dollars to be earned or lost
compared to the costs related
to each increment change in
performance

.

(c) I^ncentive The motivating factors of
either contractual or
economic considerations.

(d) Cost The target cost and range
of cost over which the in-
centive operates.

(e) Effectiveness The proficiency of manage-
ment in its employment of
resources

.

The PRICE factor defines the offerers' incentive

matrices and makes comparison between the various target

costs, fee structures, value statements and different ranges

of incentive effectiveness possible.

Taking contractor B's proposal as an example (from

Exhibit 5.3), the way in which the PRICE factor is derived

from the value statement can be shown. In Exhibit 5.4, the

value statement is first related to the particular offerer's

target cost and target fee. Since the government specified

that one pound of weight would be equal to 0.9 percent of

target cost, B's value statement is worth:

9 Ibid. , p. 10.
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+1# = +$25,200

because this is (0.9% x $2,800,000).

Taking B's share of any cost savings from target cost,

or share of expenses over target cost, which is 21 percent,

and applying it to the value of one pound, the $25,200 results

in a PRICE factor of $5,29 2 for one pound. For 25 pounds, the

PRICE factor is (25 x $5,292), $132,300.

The fee swing for performance variance alone, therefore,

is not the total +7.5% given in the bid, but rather the per-

formance price factor amount of:

Performance FS _ $ 132,300 _ +4 725%
Target Cost $2,800,000 -

Since the total FS was plus or minus 7.5 percent, if plus or

minus 4.725 percent of this was dependent upon the performance

incentive, the difference, plus or minus 2.775 percent must

be related to the cost incentive. The minus 2.775 percent in

fee is a cost penalty; the plus 2.775 percent in fee is a cost

reward for savings. Therefore, the value statement did in

fact supersede the requirement for relative weighting between

the incentives and provided the matrix because:

4.725% = 63.0 Weight of Performance
2.775 % = 37.0 Weight of Cost
7.500% 100.0

Going back to the value statement definition of fee equivalents

for performance and cost, the reward or penalty for offerer

B's matrix is: one pound of performance equals $5,292 of fee

or one pound of performance is worth $25,200 or 0.9 percent

of target cost. Therefore: +1# = +$5,292 FEE = +$25,200 COST.
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Having determined the value statement cost and the

PRICE factor (or share line) for one contractor, it is only

a matter of repeating the process for each offerer. After

this has been done for each matrix, the contracting officer

can begin to analyze and evaluate on a comparable basis. The

share line is derived from the value statement. The steeper

the share line, the more acceptable the incentive arrangement

to the contractor. In other words, the government may use

the slope of the share line to indicate the degree of confi-

dence the contractor has in reaching performance levels.

Now, to rank each offerer explicitly, "it must be

borne in mind that the PRICE factor, v/hich defines the share

line and assigns fee dollars to both performance and cost,

is inseparably interrelated to the value statement, a deri-

vation of target cost, which determines the cost value of an

increment of performance, which in turn determines the range

of cost effectiveness by relating to target cost the cost fee

swing. "-'-'^ Any meaningful evaluation process must consider

all this and still evolve a ranking system which attributes

the highest score to the offerer with the lowest value state -

ment cost and steepest share line , tempered by the cost fee

swing and target fee. The architects of the value statement

approach have also solved the ranking problem with a scoring

system, but do not suggest it is the ultimate one.l-^

lOlbid.
, p. 16

NASA employe
although no credits are given in SALIIC

'-'-NASA employees Frank V. Moore and Wayne R. Glenny,
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The scoring system assigns a percentage figure to each

value statement cost on the basis of its relationship to the

lowe 3 1 value statement cost proposed, and then suTiuning;

(a) Value Statement Cost Percentage

(b) PRICE Factor (Contractor's Share)

(c)^ Cost Fee Swing Percentage

SUB-TOTAL
Less

:

(d) Percentage o f Target Fee

FINAL SCORE

The offerer with the highest score receives preference.

In Exhibit 5,5, each of the original contractor's proposals

has been ranked using this high point scoring system.. Since

contractor F had the lowest value statement cost, $22,500,

all other value statement costs are adjusted dov/nward. To

this is added the price factor and the cost fee swing. The

final high score, after deducting target fee percentages

belongs to contractor B; thus he is ranked nurober one. This

method appears to be entir^^ly objective for evaluating each

offerer's incentive matrix, but does not purport to eliminate

the need for limited subjecci.ve analysis and good judgment. -2

In the overall coi'itext of this chapter's discussion,

the value statement apprcach does not require the governiiient

to hand the contractor a list of items to be incentivized

and the relative weights attached thereto. Rather, it allows

the contractor complete latitude in proposing any type of

inceritive matrix he desires, constrained only by the priorities

12 Ibid. , p. 18.
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EXHIBIT 5.5

SIX BIDS RANKED ACCORDING TO
HIGHEST SCORE

B D

Target Cost $3.0M $2.8M $3.4M $2.7M $3.8M $2.5M

$27,000 $25,200 $30,600 $24,300 $34,200 $22,500

Value State-
ment Cost

ADD:

% Relation-
ship to "F" S3.

3

89.3 73.5 92.6 65.8 100

Price Factor %
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of the value statement, which tells him exactly what the

government wants and not how he should go about the task of

production.
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An Integrated Approach

Although the object of this section has been to answer

the problem concerned with "what" incentive parameters go into

the incentive matrix, it is difficult to avoid the broader

question of structure and fee discussed in the two previous

chapters. This will become more apparent with the present

topic in that it deals with the selection problem in a general

manner. The contracting parties should be less concerned with

the specific mechanics of incentive contracts and concentrate

more on achievement. The evolution of improved incentive

contracting techniques points to a general approach which is,

in fact, an integration of several developments in procurement

management

.

One of these is called the Total Package Procurement

Concept. It approaches the problem of interdependency of

cost and performance parameters in a straight- forward manner:

the contractor is not only responsible for the development

of the system, but he is also responsible for the procurement

and maintenance costs of the system. 13 The Total Package

Procurement Concept increases the risk involved for the con-

tractor, but it also includes provision for increasing or de-

creasing cost sharing as the contract progresses. It is being

used for the Air Force's C-5A program with Lockheed, giving

that contractor an extremely large contract for an extended

period of tim.e with high profit potential. Whether or not

-'-^James i: . Daniel, "Trends In Incentive Contracting",
The Management of Aerospace Programs . 12 (Washington , D.C.:
American Astronautical Society). 1967. p. 174.
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this procurement technique works cannot be stated at this

time. Further evaluation depends upon additional experience.

Perhaps a fair comparison will never be possible since the

contractor assumes greater responsibility, thereby relieving

the government of personnel. Controversy exists over who is

most efficient. The money the government saves will not

appear as an asset with the Total Package Procurement Concept;

nevertheless, it should be considered.

Another development of the systems analysis philosophy

in the DOD is cost effectiveness. Here, the ultimate procure-

ment decision for a program depends on the system cost effec-

tiveness determined while in the development phase. The con-

tractor would have additional incentive in that he would re-

ceive more profit for a higher measure of cost effectiveness.

The DOD Incentive Contracting Guide is very specific

about procurement objectives with regard to cost effectiveness

For one thing, it recommends that a contractor always receive

more fee for increased weapon system effectiveness and/or

decreased total system cost. If this definition is satisfied,

the contract has a desirable monotonic fee relationship.-'-^

For another matter, measured incentive variables should be

related to cost effectiveness to produce the desired effect

on fee.

The cost effectiveness concept is not an absolutely

identifiable quantity. It requires assumptions about the

14 DOD Incentive Contracting Guide, p. 102
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long run. When tlie long run is considered, the government

niu'-t not only consider developrr.ent cost, but also operational

effectiveness and the item's life cycle cost. Life cycle

cost involves development, procurement, operation, mainten-

ance, and even time of utilization. Effectiveness value must

justify its cost. Often cardinal measurement cannot be used

to sho\/ utility to the government, and then relative m.easure-

ment must be relied upon. The subject of cost effectiveness

is a digression at this point. It has been included because

incentive parameters can and should be selected to produce

cost effectiveness objectives.

The cost effectiveness approach stresses the interde-

pendency of incentive variables. Cost and system effective-

ness can also be simulated vrith models that manipulate vari-

ables. Any incentive plan that treats these variables inde-

pendently, as v;ith a weighted average surop.ed, ignores the

functional relationship. A cost effectiveness m.odel relates

the incentive variables to cost and effectiveness, and from

there they may be adopted for contractual purposes by letting

them- detenr.ine fee. 15 The diagram in Figure 5.1 explains the

process non-quantitatively

.

A preferable m.athod of solving the incentive selection

problem v;ould consider the advantages of the Total Package

Procurem.ent Concept, the item's life cycle cost, the cost

effectiveness advantages and even the systems effectiveness

l^For an excellent reference on hov; overall effective-

ness and fee can be related the reader is referred to the POD

Guide, pp. 10 6-110.
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variables that were studied initially. Specialists have de-

veloped simulation models which can be used to solve problems

from system origination on through operation and maintenance

activity. The procurement cost is just one phase of a con-

tract's life cycle. The incentive contract should be in phase

with all development activity prior to procurement, and also

forward looking to application and cost effectiveness after

procurement. In short, the totality of a procured item or

service should not be ignored in tlie contracting process.

Therefore, an integrated approach which incorporates all the

items related to a procurement's development and usage should

be applied to the task of selecting incentive parameters and

structuring the incentive contract, so that fee result coincides

wit?\ overall value objectives.

FIGURE 5.1

incentive; fee calculation
based upon cost effectiveness

Mea=Measure

Elem.ents of

Total Cost

Performance

Parameters

Calculate Relate F

-]- Life Cycle

Cost

Effectiveness

Value

ee_jro |_

Net Value

Source: POD i ncentive Contracting Guide , og_. cit . , p. 10 8
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Figure 5.2 is a diagram of the elements that might be

considered for the integrated, total approach. It has both

objective and subjective features. This should not deter

ar.ycne from recognizing its advantages. For instance, if an

incentive contract is used to procure a missile and technical

specialists insist on a high degree of reliability, the cost

of extra reliability would not be ignored, relative to the

time needed for more development, and the expected service

time in a deployed ready state. All too frequently in the

past, the extra reliability was purchased, as for i.-.stance,

in the Minutemaxi missile where a resistor normally costing

10 c^r.ts might cost the government $50.-° Often harcv/cire

wa.- purchased on specifications designed to last a lifetime,

only to be replaced ten years later by an iraproved versv-n.

Examples of this can be found in governrient surplu.-. stocks

of fxrst generation Minuteman, Atlas, and Titan inissiles.

A primary requirement of any incentive structure which

should automatically occur if the integrated approach is used

is that the resulting incentive model will always express the

government's preference. The models of total life-cycle cost

and system effectiveness would allow the development of incen-

tive provisions that would always pay more fee for greater

value, regardless of how this level of value might be achieved.-^

The incentive plan might m.easure and include these variables

in the performance area: reliability; accuracy; mean-time-

l^Daniel. 0£. cit . , p. 172.

17ibid. , p. 175.
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between-failures; mean- time-to-repair ; unit cost of production;

and development cost. Then the projected incentive fee is

related to these parameters through a series of models, i.e.,

systems effectiveness model; procurement model; operating

cost model; value model; and fee schedule. 18

The value model, which has not been discussed before,

relates the total system effectiveness and the life-cycle

cost to the value for the government. This, in turn, must be

tied to the incentive fee schedule. The PIIM fee surface

essentially does this. The value model is concerned with the

government's desires, while the fee schedule is concerned with

the contractor's desires and motivates performance by relating

fee to value. llo incentive plan can be validly structured

without identifying the interdependence of the incentive var-

iables, value to the government, and fee schedule. How this

might be accomplished in a series of tasks was described by

Daniel in the following sequential order. 19 Figure 5.3 illus-

trates these tasks one would expect to apply in the incentive

contract development process.

Task 1

The buyer reviews preliminary system effectiveness and

cost models during the conceptual stage to see how they might

interface with an incentive contract structure. Particular

emphasis is given to the degree of effectiveness to be derived

and to performance characteristics that might be appropriate

ISibid.
, p. 176.

l^Ibid.
, pp. 177-180
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as incentive contract parameters.

Task 2

The government takes the results of the analysis in

Task 1 and requests additional information from the contrac-

tors studying the problem in the Contract Definition stage.

They would be asked to provide effectiveness and cost analysis

outputs; a system effectiveness model; a procurement cost

model; and even an operating cost model. At this point the

government might also request performance and development

cost trade-off data.

Task 3

During the same period, the government builds its value

model. Decisions have to be made, for a preliminary, if the

contract will encompass: variable effectiveness only; var-

iable cost only; both cost and effectiveness variables; and

whether procurement quantity will be fixed or variable. The

government's relative preference for various combinations of

cost and effectiveness are expressed in the value model,

which is developed from the opinions of military and techni-

cal planning personnel. The actual model itself can take a

tabular, matrix, or mathematical form.

Task 4

The government builds an incentive model based on the

relationships between: system effectiveness, procurement

cost, operating cost, and value. This incentive model is

altered by performance and cost trade-off data from Task 2.

The specific variables of this incentive contract will depend
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upon: the sensitivity of system effectiveness and cost to each

variable; the degree of control the contractor has over the

variable; whether the variable was included in the technical

specifications as a threshold value; and whether the variable

can be accurately measured or estimated in the development

phase. The final product of Task 4 is an incentive model

whose parameters represent limiting specifications for each

variable. This model computes relative value for any com-

bination of selected parameters.

Task 5

The government writes the incentive contract proposal

from the incentive model that was just developed. Translating

the incentive model requires adaptation into a suitable form

for inclusion in the development contract. The contractor

must receive the incentive form tailored to fit his decision

making process. The incentive model may have chosen parameters

that are additive over ranges, as are most typical multiple

incentive contracts. Some incentive models cannot be

approximated with additive parameters. The contract might

be served better by a tabular model or by an analytical form-

ula. At this time, the incentive contract proposal is nor-

malized, and fee weights are established minus dollar amounts

which are added after negotiation.

Task 6

The incentive contract is negotiated, using the rela-

tive weights established by the incentive model and relating

the fee thereto. The relative weights themselves are not
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subject to negotiation or change.

The benefits of the integrated approach to incentive

contracting are that: the incentive plan is under explicit

consideration from the beginning of the program leading to

better understanding of incentive objectives; the incentive

parameters are based on the same criteria that v/ere used in

the decision to proceed with the development of the system;

the incentive structure reflects the non-linearities and

interdependencies of the product; fee is monotonic and moves

desirably with value changes to the government. Both parties

can avoid trade-off surprises and undesirable incentive

effects

.

Other Approaches

Whether or not the final profit matrix is based on

weighting incentive parameters for the contractor is imma-

terial. The Value Statement achieves a desirable effect

without attaching specific weights directly. The integrated

approach relies on specific weighting of incentives. What

is far more important is the definition of a profit formula

related to cost and performance variables before the contrac-

tor begins work for the government. In order for the incen-

tive matrix to work, the contractor must have certain defin-

ite knowledge beforehand.

He has to know what total fee pool is available. He

cannot exercise a decision-making theory if the opportunity

to optimize profit does not exist. This suggests the appli-

cation of marginal analysis, or incremental analysis to trade-
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off decisions. Knowledge alone of more or less profit cannot

exert the same degree of incentive control on a contractor

as an exact knowledge of profit change. Thus, an explicit

incentive matrix that definitizes profit relations resulting

from trade-off decisions is decidedly preferable.

There are critics to this theory. Scherer is the

strongest opposition. In the conclusion of his extensive

work on economic incentives he justifies the application of

after-the-fact evaluation of the contractor . ^0 This type of

system is based on ordinal ranking of performance of princi-

pal contractors executing large advanced weapon systems. It

would attempt to relate overall performance to efficiency,

just as present incentive structures do. However, it could

extend beyond a single measure for performance versus cost

of the contractor. It might include past performance con-

siderations, or any other number of subjective factors whose

inclusion in before-the-fact incentive matrices creates

objections

.

Some of the advantages claimed for after-the-fact

evaluation are not realistic. Scherer makes the point that

the movement for after-the-fact evaluation started about the

same time that incentive contracts began receiving special

emphasis from the DOD . However, unlike the experience with

incentive contracts, after-the-fact evaluation did not catch

20 ...
Frederic M. Scherer, The Weapons Acquisition Process;

Economic Incentives (Boston: Harvard University, 1964)

,

Chapter 12.
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the imagination of America's defense contractors. Conse-

quently, no data exist to prove or refute Scherer's reason-

ing. Nevertheless, the claimed advantages are worthy of

being examined.

Two basic incentive systems employing after-the-fact

evaluation have been proposed. One correlates profit with

efficiency; the other with sales or some variable related to

overall performance. A major claimed advantage of these

systems is that profit can be directly related to perform-

ance and is not subject to bargaining. After-the-fact evalu-

ation alters profit in accordance with performance, and dis-

courages "padding" the government's bill. An auxiliary bene-

fit would result in that the contractor and the government

would be less suspicious of one another and would therefore

negotiate important issues with greater faith. It would sup-

posedly reduce contract administration and audit costs. Fair-

ness and equity would be restored; the government could re-

ward high profits to those who performed well, and low pro-

fits or losses to inefficient firms.

Unfortunately, desirable laws to govern human be-

havior and human motivation do not exist and work automati-

cally in the will of man. After-the-fact evaluation sounds

logical and can be defended on theoretical grounds; however,

when one views the discrepancies that arise from contractual

differences every day, in the legal sense, i.e., contractors

invoking dispute clauses and cases before the Armed Services

Board of Contract Appeals, little doubt remains. After-the-
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fact evaluation would require a degree of cooperation be-

tween the contracting parties that simply does not exist to-

day in practice, unless it is in the minds of men. Subjec-

tivity would still be a major problem.

At the time Scherer formalized his ideas on after-

the-fact evaluation, which he does not claim to have origin-

ated, the DOD was beginning a new Contractor Performance

Evaluation Program. One cannot help feeling that Scherer

was taken in by its promise. If, indeed, the data collected

were going to be as useful as promised, past performance eval-

uation would become a major force to be reckoned with when

bidding for new government business. At present, many of the

objectives of the Performance Evaluation Program remain un-

fulfilled.

Another critic of the traditional incentive contract

structure is Thomas. Hi's thesis is that all incentive con-

tracts are subjective and the government might just as well

21profit by using more cost-plus-award-fee (CPAF) contracts.

The traditional incentive arrangement is merely subjective

before-the-fact, while the CPAF contract is totally subjec-

tive after-the-fact. Thomas makes a strong case for using

the CPAF contract for service procurements. In as much as

the CPIF and FPI contracts demand objective evaluations with

regard to targets, these are difficult to establish with ser-

21
John E. Thomas, Procurement of Services Under Cost-

Plus-Award-Fee Contracts . An unpublished thesis submitted to

Florida State University, 1965. iMr . Thomas is a NASA con-
tracting officer.
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vice contracts. However, the issue is not whether one con-

tract type is superior to another, as every contract may have

a preferred situation where i_t is ideal. Rather, it is a mat-

ter of the degree of subjectivity that exists. The models

that were described may have subjective elements, but it was

possible, through the application of mathematics, to reduce

this to a minimum. By contrast, the CPAF contract is entirely

subjective. A contractor displeased by a subjective evalu-

ation which he considered unfair has been known to force the

government to change its rating, and hence, to alter profit.

This occurred recently with a NASA contractor at the Kennedy

Space Center.

As long as men are acquisitive and some suffer from

greed, subjective contracts depending on after-the-fact eval-

uation used by the two techniqes just described will not be

a final solution to the problem of rewarding contractual moti-

vation. Subjective contracts may be an acceptable substitute

where the cost and benefits from objective contracts are

not economically feasible. The NASA study on incentive con-

tracts found this same result. They took a small sample of

five CPAF contracts. In four of these, the incentives gener-

ated tangible motivations and responses from the contractors. ^

The basic benefits produced by the CPAF contracts were not

the same as those trade-offs sought by the incentive models.

The CPAF concept resulted in better communication and review

?2Booz, Allen & Hamilton, op. cit.
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techniques, a by-product of systematic monitoring and evalu-

ation. Improved performance was not so much the result of

trying to achieve greater profits.

Summary

A carefully structured incentive matrix can motivate

the contractor towards common goals and the elements selec-

ted for that matrix should correspond with major contract

goals. The preferable incentive model will use incentive

variables related to overall system effectiveness, requiring

the buyer to carefully weigh the value of additional perform-

ance against cost. Several methods were described which suc-

cessfully pursue this objective, but two guides, the Value

Statement concept and the Integrated Approach, were considered

especially useful.

Maximum impact or motivation can only be exerted if

incentive variables in the contract orient the contractor be-

fore work begins. For this reason, after-the-fact evaluation

systems are rejected. They do not ensure later contract

trade-offs in the best interest of the customer.

Incentive parameters in a model make the payment of

profit automatic and objective. This approach is consistent

with one school of management thought called decision-making.

All contract decisions should be made on the basis of choosing

the most favorable economic alternatives available.



CHAPTER VI

DELIMITATIONS OF INCENTIVE CONTRACTS

Introduction

To declare patently all virtues and no vices for in-

centive contracts would distort fact. The purpose of this

section will be to raise objections, and then offer solutions

to incentive structuring problems. Objections from critics

take two forms; they usually pertain to either structural pro-

blems, or administrative problems. Structural problems con-

cern mechanics of incentive models, while administrative pro-

blems result from daily operations. Another way of classi-

fying problems might be according to their phase of occur-

rence, such as precontract, during negotiation, or during

performance. The discussion overlaps any rigid classification,

Structural and Administrative Problems

Operational incentive contracts are confronted with

major negotiating problems when contract modifications, some-

times called changes, revisions, or supplemental agreements,

are excessive. The terminology used to describe changes

varies from one government agency to another. Two basic

change forms occur: those which are minor and only require

the contractor to alter his routine for no additional pay-

ment; and those which are outside the scope of the original

agreement, or simply stated, new work. New work requires

251
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additional payment for recognition of additional performance.

The former class of change presents no real difficulty. How-

ever, any time the government requires new work or changes

leading to new funding on an incentive contract, the original

incentive matrix is altered. The most desirable outcome

possible is to disturb the original agreement as little as

possible assuming both parties were satisfied with the in-

centive arrangement.

Negotiating an equitable adjustment under these cir-

cumstances requires strict adherence to the follov/ing rule:

the change should not provide either party v/ith an oppor-

tunity to reprice the unchanged portion of the work. The

basic terms of the initial agreement should not be disturbed.

In fact, since modifications will automatically occur on a

long development contract, the initial instrument should

state explicitly the method by which these changes, which

are not supposed to interface with the original incentive,

will be handled. There are two extreme methods which repre-

sent opposite approaches to the changes problem. These will

be explained with the aid of an example illustrated in the

POD Incentive Contracting Guide . -^ Alternative methods are

some variation of one or the other and will not be discussed

at length.

For purposes of illustration a simplified example is

used. The contract is a CPIF rather than a FPI contract;

•'-DOD Incentive Contracting Guide , op . cit. , pp 57-71.
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the change is additive as are most changes, rather than de-

ductive. Deductive changes might be applied using the same

processes in reverse order. Also, the changes will concen-

trate on cost-incentive provisions only. The complexity of

changes under multiple-incentives complicates illustration.

However, the principles developed for application in the

cost-incentive-only situation are equally apropos. The prob-

lem of preventing alteration of the incentive matrix becomes

more severe.

Given an existing CPIF contract with these basic pro-

visions:

Target Cost $100
Target Fee $ 6 (6%)
Maximum Fee $ 14 (14%)
Minimum Fee - $ 2 (-2%)
Share Ratio 90/10 + 10% of TC

65/35 over + 10% (+ $10) of TC

Therefore, the fee swing (FS) is plus or minus $8 (+8%) and

the range of incentive effectiveness (RIE) is from $70 to $130

(+30% X $100 target cost)

.

The government decides on a contract modification and

the contractor negotiates a cost of $10 for the additive

work, plus a fee of $1 (10%) based on Weighted Guidelines

(See Chapter IV) . A first approximation would show that the

new TC was now $110, ($100 + $10) and that the new TF $7,

($6 + $1). The question both parties have to resolve is how

to incorporate the change for the contract modification into

existing incentive provisions?
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The first method possible would be to keep the dollar

relationship expressed in the original contract constant.

See Figure 6.1(a). TC is increased by the exact cost of the

change, and minimum and maximum fees are adjusted upward by

the same amount as fee added to TF as a result of the nego-

tiated change. The share line is shifted in Figure 6.1(a);

but it is the same with regard to dollar variation from the

new TC. Thus the constant-dollar method of incorporating

the change does not spoil or alter the sharing arrangement;

the share line is simply shifted to the right to correspond

to the dollar amount of the change. The RIE is exactly the

same as before, plus or minus $30 from TC , and the FS is

also the same, plus or minus $8, [7 - (-1)]. When these

dollar changes are completed, the contract target percentages

are entirely different. Now, with new figures:

Target Cost $110
Target Fee $ 7 ( 6.36%)
Maximum Fee $ 15 (13.64%)
Minimum Fee - $ 1 (-0.91%)
Share Ratio 90/10 within ± 9.09% (+ $10) of TC

65/35 over ± 9.09% (± $10) of TC

The second method that could be used to adjust the

existing incentive arrangement is called the constant-per-

centage method . It disregards dollar relationships of the

original agreem.ent and seeks to preserve percentage rela-

tionships instead. For instance, the new work would still

cost +$10 but the profit incentive v/ould be derived from

the original contract and:
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Target Cost $110
Target Fee $ 7 ( 6.36%)
Maximum Fee $ 15.4 (14%)
Minimum Fee - $ 2.2 (-2%)
Share Ratio 90/10 within ± 10% (± $11) of TC

65/35 over ± 10% (+ $11) of TC

This technique retains the same maximum and minimum fee per-

centage. However, in the process of so doing, the FS becomes

plus $8.4 and minus $9.2. In addition, the RIE is changed to

a minus $31.8 from TC , and a plus $34.1 from TC . This is

illustrated in Figure 6.1(b).

An overall comparison of the constant-dollar and con-

stant-percentage methods emphasizes their similarity in the

TC and TF region. Differences do not occur until one gets

to the extremes of possible cost outcome. For example, in

the 90/10 incentive region, outcomes were identical. Even

in the 65/35 region the differences are only one quarter of

one percent. This can be verified by making a superimposi-

tion of Figure 6.1(a) on 6.1(b). There is also the consid-

eration of uncertainty at the extreme cost outcomes. The

constant-dollar method ignores uncertainty, as a figure with

100 percent confidence is added to a target which had a plus

or minus 30 percent uncertainty. The constant-percentage

method is extreme to the opposite degree; it assumes the

same uncertainty for the change work by applying constant-

percentages even though there may be 100 percent certainty

regarding the modification.

The constant-dollar method has the advantage of re-

taining the share line; of being simple to administer; and
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of not extending overrun or underrun protection or opportu-

nity. The constant-percentage method has the advantage of

not disturbing the original percentage objectives of the

contractor, thus goal tracking may be easier. Between the

two alternatives, it must be said that the constant-dollar

method is usually preferable. Constant-percentage alters

the incentive matrix drastically when multiple incentives

are involved. Since this is not desirable, dollar adjust-

ments are preferable.

A compromise between the constant-dollar and constant-

percentage method is called the equitable-adjustment method.

This approach consists of negotiating a change for any item

in the original incentive arrangement which might be affected

by the additive work, hence a new TC , TF , maximum and minimum

fee and even a sharing arrangement might result. The parties

must remain objective to avoid repricing.

Finally, contract modifications may be negotiated as

separate baby contracts. While this permits the parties to

use any kind of pricing arrangement, i.e., FFP or CPFF , and

completely isolates the basic incentive arrangement from

disturbances, it is not especially desirable. The parties

must assume to have exact knowledge of the change amounts

for this to work. This is a possibility in level-of-ef fort

contracts, but seldom occurs in research and development

work. The incentive arrangement should be extended to in-

clude all work both old and additive performed by the con-

tractor.
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Evidence and fact gathered to date from experience

suggests other constraints created by incentive contracts,

but none assume the importance of changes. One of the fre-

quently heard objections is that the entire foundation of

the incentive matrix is usually built upon supposition. TC

and TF are based on estimates which are built on a priori

reasoning. Even though the DOD may spend millions in pro-

ject definition, critics are always concerned with the pos-

sibility that the incentive matrix will produce large in-

tentional overruns because final targets were set loosely.

There are several safeguards available to the govern-

ment which could prevent massive overruns, or, more partic-

ularly, might also insure that the contractor does not

achieve lowest cost/highest fee with loose goals.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the cost/performance development

curve for a hypothetical airplane contract. Assume the par-

ties had a great deal of confidence in the cost estimates

they had agreed upon. Negotiation would continue, based on

the narrow confidence limits illustrated. TC of $100M would

have a narrow RIE from $8 5M to $115M, and the performance

incentive similarly would operate over a narrow RIE, from

970 to 1030 MPH.

If the government does not agree with the contractor's

precontract figures, and does not have the capability of

submitting additional ones as substitutes, less confidence

can be placed in the estimates. Figure 6.3 represents the

same procurement situation only the RIE has been extended
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because of possible variation in the target estimates. Now

with a TC of $100M, the cost RIE extends from $70M to $130M,

while the perfomance RIE is unchanged. The government still

wants the same plane but now there is less certainty regard-

ing its final cost. By extending the RIE over a greater

range, with the same share ratio, the contractor's opportu-

nity to earn maximum fee was lessened, as was the probability

of a massive overrun.

The use of probability theory to select targets is not

restricted to incentive contracts alone. Confidence inter-

vals can be used when negotiating any kind of contract.

However, the other contract forms have but one figure of ma-

jor significance. With the CPIF or FPI contracts, there is

a range of major significance and the actual outcome has a

much better chance of falling within this range. Making the

incentive operable over this range seems like a logical solu-

tion. Furthermore, the possibility of a major overrun that

might cost the government many additional millions, or of a

lopsided underrun that might give the contractor added mil-

lions in profits, exists with the conventional FFP or CPFF

contracts also. These shortcomings do not exist to any

greater degree with incentive contracts. Careful estimating

using probability theory can counteract these threats.

No other contract form provides for intentional overruns

that increase performance levels as does the incentive con-

tract. True, once the contractor exceeds the upper confidence

limit of minimum fee, if he still doesn't have an acceptable
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product, the government must resort to other control tech-

niques. With no incentive left, the CPIF contract becomes a

CPFF contract. This is unfortunate, but it also indicates

the government must manage the contractor while he is opera-

ting within the RIE, to ensure that increases in cost always

obtain additional performance. Overrunning a target on cost

is not detrimental in itself; overrunning without getting addi-

tive performance is_ wasteful and represents poor management.

The Scherer Thesis

Scherer's study examined the relationship between the

tightness of cost targets on FFP and FPI contracts and came

2up with some interesting conclusions. In practice, the con-

tractor's behavior is markedly affected by whether or not

he thinks the target is fair, or is tight. Under both of

these contract forms, the profit-cost correlation persists,

so that for every dollar saved under target cost, the con-

tractor earns one additional dollar of profit. The monetary

incentive for marginal cost reduction is a constant. This

is the reward theory which was described earlier. It is an

unwritten clause in every contract form: decreases of cost

are recognized as/with increments of profit.

Another theory is necessary to explain the reactions

by contractors to the "tightness" or "looseness" of targets.

This is extremely significant if the contract was negotiated

^Scherer, op. cit . , pp. 230-234.
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using a confidence interval. The second theory considers

the contractor's behavior from the standpoint of risk and'

the tight target. Studies repeatedly showed that contrac-

tors exhibited risk aversion to the extent of negotiating

lower share ratios in the overrun portion if they had to

expose themselves. Scherer believes this propensity extends

into the negotiation of all incentive areas. Contractor

behavior is pronpted by several factors, one of which is the

cardinal rule: never take a loss. The American corporate

executive is obsessed with a fear of losses; small or in-

sufficient profit is tolerable but losses are a syr.ibol of

managerial failure.

The tvo theories undoubtedly describe a joint function.

The reward theory explains economic behavior and the drive

for the profit maximization goal. The pressure -cheory ex-

plains valid psychological phenomena and identifies the risk

aversion goal. Incentive contracts may create a situation

where the contractor's behavior is motivated by both sources.

For instance, if the profit-performance correlation is ex-

pected to occur in such a range as to pose a serious possi-

bility of loss because the government negotiated a very tight

target cost, the contractor will use risk-aversion techniques,

Scherer 's studieo of incentive contracts found that the

distribution of actual cost outcomes from cost targets had a

standard deviation of roughly ten percent. Taking this

^I bid w p. 232.
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figure as a standard, and rejecting other causes of uncer-

tainty, contractors may develop a relationship between nego-

tiated target costs and expected actual costs, so that even

though the possibility of a loss is foreseen, the probability

of loss can be reduced by increasing efficiency. For example,

in Figure 6.4(a), the corporation's management team perceives

a prior subjective probability distribution of possible profit

outcomes which include a substantial probability of loss at

seventy percent efficiency (see shaded area) . In Figure

6.4(b), the contractor shifts the distribution and reduces

the probability of loss to a tolerable level, with an average

profit expectation. Simultaneously, he increases his effi-

ciency to eighty percent. The pressure theory incentive is

stronger with a higher perceived probability of loss, as in

Figure 6.4(a)

.

In many ways Scherer suggests that the influence of the

pressure theory is greater than the influence of the reward

theory. Reward theory incentive is a function of the con-

tractor's share ratio, and it is a constant over variations

in target cost, target profit, and uncertainty. On the other

hand, pressure theory incentive strength is dependent upon

three variables: cost target tightness, the contractor's

share ratio, and uncertainty. If mean profit expectation is

greater than target profit, there is room for estimating er-

ror, as with Figure 6.4(b). However, if mean profit expec-

tation is less than the target profit, the contractor has a
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slender margin of protection against losses from any uncer-

tainty, and the pressure theory incentive is stronger. Ex

ante uncertainty is the expected standard deviation of pos-

sible cost outcomes, and varies from contract to contract.

Given a negotiated cost and profit target, the pressure

theory incentive v/ill be stronger with a greater expected

standard deviation of possible cost outcomes because the

total probability of loss is higher.

The critics of incentive contracts who say they are

fundamentally poor instruments because every outcome depends

on a priori estimates lack an understanding of the reward and

pressure theories. The purpose of this section has been to

demonstrate that probability applied to the negotiation pro-

cess can reduce substantially the risk of either massive pro-

fits or massive overruns. The government's representative

can try to negotiate contracts that incorporate degrees or

reward and pressure incentive. Contracts so negotiated will

be in balance.

Roberts/Sloat Thesis

A research program at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology which is studying the organization and operation of

research and development programs in this country has pub-

lished other comments critical of the incentive contract

when utilized for R&D work. These comments shall be called

the Roberts/Sloat thesis after the men who conducted the
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specific study and published their findings ."^ The Roberts/

Sloat thesis casts a shadow on the subject of incentives;

it tentatively concludes that incentive contracts used in

R&D work were not effective in obtaining desirable outcorr.es.

While the researchers had no cause for bias, the unfavorable

findings obviously had an origin. It behooves us to examine

the approach and methods of this study.

Five research and development con^.racts that were con-

verted from cost reimbursement types to incentive types were

studied for this project. The sample v;as ex.remely small by

any testing standards. Furthermore, let it be noted that

persons at the project level in the companies that had thesa

contracts indicated uniformly that they opposed the idea of

conversion when it was suggested initially. If one judges

from the aspect of attitude and role, less than 100 percent

cooperation existed because the contractors resisted the

forced imposition of incentive contr -is on the work that

had to be performed. It does not se :-^ comparable to a sit-

uation where both the government and the contractor greatly

desire an incentive contract for the opportunities it pre-

sents .

Out of the five contracts studied, each contractor

tried to avoid risk by some combination of stalling and

'^Edward B. Roberts and J. Barry Sloat, Effects of Incen -

tive Contracts in Research and Developmant: A Preli-inarv
Research Report . (Boston: Mass. Institute of Technology),
April, 1966.
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allowing time to reduce the uncertainty or by refusing to

negotiate agreements that contained cost sharing possibili-

ties. Losses, when they occurred on incentive contracts,

were highly motivating in an unfavorable way: contractors

threatened the government with work stoppages or began

taking harmful shortcuts. Decreased technical flexibility

resulted; every change had to be negotiated, which created

major problems. Sometimes poor communication between top

management and project management caused companies uninten-

tionally to enter high risk incentive agreements when this

risk was known at lower tiers. Contractors avoided risk by

refusing to negotiate share ratios that might lead to a

significant penalty (pressure theory) . Administrative time

allocated to changes increased in each contract; the process

of negotiation reflecting many subjective variables had more

influence on cost outcome, relative to target cost, than did

the operation of automatic contractual incentives. Weighting

of incentives to get a proper balance for those objectives

that the contracting agency felt were most important was a

problem. The most serious problem Roberts and Sloat found

was obviously the suggestion that a contractor would take

harroful measures in avoiding losses.

This one point was so prominent that they recommended,

"therefore, that contractor cost-sharing ratios of more

than a few percent be avoided in the sharing structures of

incentive contracts designed to motivate desirable contrac-

tor behavior."^ Nothing could be further from the truth as

^Ibid.
, p. 20.
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a basic concept of incentive philosophy. In order to make

an incentive which actually motivates the contractor, high

share ratios are necessary, as it is the opportunity for re-

ward that begets unusual performance.

The Roberts/Sloat study found desirable effects also.

Examples were: increased contractor and government concern

for control of contract changes; increased management involve-

ment which led to better specifications on work to be per-

formed; greater concentration on the process and mechanics of

contract change negotiation; and a high level of involvement

between representatives of both parties. There were other

contract areas which received a skeptical treatment.

The Roberts/Sloat study recorded several dysfunc-

tional consequences of incentive arrangements. One not cogni-

zant with the methods of structuring incentive contracts

might falsely assume that undesirable effects exist to the

same degree in a carefully structured model. There is no

basis for this opinion.

The study contained a false premise in that a few

contracts were assumed to be representative of the entire

universe. Hopefully, they were not. They also assumed that

a degree of, at least, partial control existed in the sense

that a control experiment is made using the scientific me-

thod. Their study covered several contracts that were ori-

ginally awarded on a CPFF basis and were then converted to

incentive. The researchers assumed a before and after com-

parison of behavioral changes was valid. However, each
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of the contractors had balked at the prospect of conversion.

The Roberts/Sloat thesis is here rejected; the sample was

too small and not representative, and the study was based

upon incentive contracts structured by traditional techniques.

The purpose of this paper was to collect several models that

could effectively overcome the dysfunctional effects of im-

properly structured contracts. There is reason to presume

that undesirable effects can be controlled, or perhaps would

not even be present in a contract designed properly, i.e.,

one which tests interdependency and checks trade-off objec-

tives .

One final word on Roberts and Sloat. Evidently the

isolation of the academic world was responsible for the

strong recommendation that contractor share ratios be very

low. Contract administrators and negotiators with any ex-

perience know that shallow share ratios have two primary

undesirable effects. First, the government is automatically

inviting the contractor to maximize by overhead packing as

the example in Chapter IV demonstrated. Second, the share

ratio recommended of a few percent has a very shallow slope,

hence it is tantamount to a CPFF contract with a horizontal

share line. A weak incentive would only generate weak moti-

vation, and incentive effectiveness would be diminished

additionally.

The proponents of an integrated approach to incentive

structuring are insistent with regard to compartmented
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incentive. This proble.-n arises when parties negotiate

separately incentive provisions for cost, performance, and

schedule. Performance and schedule are a function of cost,

and their relationship varies continuously at differen.t

output levels. Any model which establishes interdependency

can overcome this objection. Even building overlap into an

incentive agreement compensates for a deficiency of this na-

ture. Another analytical rule states that fee should always

be monotonic and should increase with effectiveness value.

This insures the customer against undesirable trade~offs.

For example, in Figure 6.5(a) all incentive variables

are related to total cost. Overall effectiveness is desired,

and it is included at a value of zero for target cosi. Fee

relationship is linear and constant. The constraints in

Figure 6.5(a) are minimum and maximum fee; the fee range

extends over a range of incentive effectiveness bounded by

minim.um and maximum cost. Most of the models which do not

specifically include effectiveness value are like this one.

Figure 6.5(b) represents an incentive arrangement where

total fee is single valued, monotonic, and also includes

effectiveness value and total cost written to specified

govern.~;.ent objectives. Both effectiveness value and total cost

variables determine fee amount. ° Incentive plans which incor-

porate both of these variables eliminate many problems associ-

ated with incentive contracts, such as dependent weighting of

^DQD Incentive Contracting Guide , oo . cit. , pp. 109-110
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FIGURE 6.5

EFFECTIVENESS VALUE AND TOTAL COST EFFECT ON FEE

(b) VARIABLE

FEE Ci)

COSTC$)

r*—H VALUE

source: pod incentive contracting GU>DE , page I09.
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individual incentive variables, trade-offs which must be

made when one (or mora) individual incentive parameter has

7
reached its fee plateau, etc. This technique also elimi-

nates the requirements to negotiate a separate target fee

with a minimum and a maximum for each incentive; thus the

negotiating requirements are not as burdensome as is the

case when the parties negotiate a compartmented incentive

contract.

One condition noted with level-of-ef fort and service

contracts is that contractors are more vulnerable to the

demands of organized labor. The hypothetical situation

arises whereby a union whose demands are spurned by a con-

tractor under performance and schedule incentives might use

a slowdown, work stoppage, or even sabotage to force the

contractor to meet demands. In effect, the contractor might

be faced with the alternative of an unplanned trade-off:

He might pay the increased wages denanded by the union so

that a performance or schedule goal is not missed, or he

might forego the cost incentive fee because of unplanned

spending. There is no way to guarantee that this will not

happen; however, the contractor can protect himself by having

an adjustments clause which passes wage increases on to the

govermr.ent . The leverage-effect of labor is not restricted

to incentive contractors; any contractor under a FFP contract

runs the same risk of having profit dollars converted into

Ibid
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wage expenses by sudden union demands.

The obvious answer to this problem is that labor-man-

agement relations must not deteriorate, and contracts with

unions should be negotiated for a longer period of time than

incentive contract duration to provide a guaranteed cost

base

.

Another charge made quite frequently is that incentive

contracts require greater administrative effort and cost.

Claims have been made that incentive contracts require more

negotiating, more auditing, more checking, and more control.

Again, the rebuttal is based on empirical observation, not

on scientifically tested data. Yes, the incentive contract

requires all of these in greater amounts than straight fixed

price contracts. No, incentive contract requirements for

these services are not as demanding as they are with cost-

reimbursable contracts.

The fact remains that more time and effort put into

negotiation often results in much better contract defini-

tion. This must be considered an asset and not a liability

of incentive contracts. As far as additional audit, report-

ing or checking are concerned, there does not appear to be

a greatly increased requirement. In fact, proof positive

exists that the government, at least, can save on audit and

checking costs. The way in which this occurs will be ex-

plained.
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Risk

The DOD has borne a major share of the cost risk en-

tailed in the performance of many kinds of contracts because

of the prevalence of cost-reimbursement type contracts for

so many years. More recently, the burden of risk has been

substantially shifting from the government back to defense

contractors due to refinements in contracting techniques and

greater utilization of FFP and incentive type contracts, re-

sulting in a continuing reduction in the use of CPFF con-

tracts. However, during the period when CPFF contracts

were prevalent, or the so-called period of high government

risk, many administrative, cost, and audit controls were

imposed on industry. "Now that higher risk contracts are

being increasingly used, it is considered desirable and

practicable to measure the cost risk motivation imposed on

individual contractors as evidenced by the mix of contracts,

and whenever practicable to eliminate administrative con-

trols and reasonableness overhead audits on those contractors

who attain a verifiable 'weighted average share' of risk

pwhich meets a prescribed threshold." A concept was devel-

oped based on the premise that good management by industry

properly motivated to cost consciousness can accomplish much

more effective control of costs than can detailed review,

control, and overhead audit by government personnel. This

concept is called "The Contractor's Weighted Average Share

Defense Procurement Circular, Department of Defense,
No. 50, December 30, 1966, p. 2.
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in Cost Risk" (CWAS)
.

^

The objectives of CWAS are:

a. to furnish a measure of an individual con-
tractor's risk motivation, as provided by
types of contracts, and to conduct his
business prudently and with maximum
economy.

b. to offer additional inducement to a con-
tractor to accept higher risk type con-
tracts .

c. to minimize the extent of government con-
trol, including controls exercised through
Department of Defense prime contracts and
subcontracts thereunder, thereby reducing
government costs.

d. to provide a simple, uniform procedure
for determining a contractor's assump-
tion of cost risk that can be applied
equitably to all defense contractors
who desire to participate by voluntarily
submitting pertinent data.

e. To provide a means for directing audit
and other Department of Defense manage-
ment efforts to those areas where they
are most needed because of the greater
degree of government risk.

f. To provide a basis for determining that
indirect costs incurred during the
applicable period by a contractor whose
CWAS rating is above a predetermined
threshold are reasonable and therefore
reimbursable if otherwise allowable and
allocable.

CWAS provides that a single-threshold level be used

for all the above applications. A technique has been de-

vised for determining and expressing numerically the degree

^
Ibid .

•'-'^Ibid. , pp. 2-3.
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of cost risk a contractor has assumed, based on an analysis

of the mix of types of contracts which he has agreed to per-

form for his customers. The percentage factors to be used

in determining the CWAS by type of contract are given in

Table 6.1.

The contractor's weighted average share in cost risk

is determined as follows. First, total dollar costs incurred

for commercial work and government contracts by specific type

for the fiscal year just ended are listed separately. Second,

the costs incurred for each class of contract are multiplied

by the approval percentage factors given in Table 6.1. This

is the contractor's dollar cost risk. Notice that risk is

relatively higher for CPIF, FPI and FFP contracts because

the percentages are greater than those for cost-reimbursable

types. For example, the CPFF contract carries a factor of

zero. Third, the resulting contractor dollar cost risks for

the respective types of contracts are totaled. The sum is

next divided by total dollar costs incurred. The result is

the contractor's CWAS rating.

Once a contractor has a CWAS rating, the government

uses it to judge the reasonableness of indirect costs the

contractor is claiming. To a certain extent, the allow-

ability of an indirect cost is based on reasonableness of

the nature and amount. The only way available for the gov-

ernment to determine reasonableness in the past has been by

100 percent audit. However, the CWAS rating substitutes
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TABLE 6 .

1

PERCENTAGE FACTORS USED TO DETERMINE CWAS

Type of Contract Percentage Factor

Letter Contracts

Time and Material

Labor Hour

Cost Only

Cost Sharing share line

Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee

Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee 15%

Fixed-Price-Incentive (Successive) 55%

Fixed-Price Incentive (Firm) 55%

Fixed-Price Redeterminable (Retroactive) 50%

Fixed-Price Redeterminable (Prospective) 80%

Fixed-Price with Escalation 80%

Firm Fixed Price - Non-Competitive 80%

Fixed-Price with Escalation (Competitive) 100%

Firm Fixed Price - Competitive 100%

Commercial 100%

Source: Defense Procurement Circular , No. 50, (Washington:

U. S. Department of Defense), December 30, 1966, p.

7
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the investigative process, since the government has stated

it will rely on the CWAS rating for reasonableness. A con-

tractor with a profit center with a CWAS rating of 65 points

or higher, 35 points or more of which rating were derived

from competitive FFP contracts or commercial sales, will not

be questioned on the reasonableness of his indirect costs. -'--'-

If the profit center within which the cost is incurred has a

CWAS rating of 50 or higher, but less than 65, the Admin-

istrative Contracting Officer (ACQ) may at his discretion

consider the cost reasonable and not question it.-'-^ it is

optional with the individual AGO and the procurement situa-

tion .

The reason the CWAS rating system has been reviewed so

extensively is that it will probably achieve greater impor-

tance as contractors become familiar with it. As this occurs,

there will be one more impetus to utilize incentive contracts.

Both the government and the contractor will realize substan-

tial administrative cost savings and the objection that in-

centive contracts require more audit and control can be laid

to rest. By letting contractors manage their own affairs

under incentive arrangements, there is less need for govern-

ment counterparts and redundant manpower for checking.

11

12

Ibid. , p. 11.

Ibid,
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The Booz , Allen, and Hamilton Study

This study is limited to NASA incentive contracting

effectiveness only; DOD incentive contracting practices have

been in existence longer and probably achieve greater sophis-

tication. However, the NASA incentive contract experience

is equally appropriate for a general description of conditions

The Booz-Allen study is not critical of incentive

contracts per se , but only of why they might be considered

imperfect. For example, the study noted that present guide-

lines are inadequate for obtaining maximum benefit from per-

13formance and schedule incentives. It criticized the value

statement approach for establishing incentive weighting by

suggesting that it is of little assistance in developing

appropriate incentive structures. One of the most important

influences on the effectiveness of incentive structures was

extracontractual factors. Present structuring methods give

no recognition to extracontractual influences. One might

add that official procurement guides , such as ASPR , are of

little benefit on the subject of extracontractual factors,

regardless of contract form.

In the 15 contracts Booz-Allen reviewed, corporate

pressures existed to secure new business and to maintain

high performance. These "were clearly the dominant source

of contractor motivation."-'- The influence of extracon-

tractual factors often resulted in actions that reduced

short-term profit under the terms of incentive agreements.

-'-^Booz, Allen, and Hamilton, op. cit.. Appendix B(5).

l^ibid.
, p. 14.
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Examples noted were that pressure to secure a contract often

outweighed considerations of incentive provisions; pressure

to achieve maximum performance generally outweighed cost

considerations; and, extracontractual motivation in some cases

caused contractors to ignore provisions of the incentives.

The Booz Allen recommendation is that new ways must be created

to deal with extracontractual factors. Whether or not this is

a soluble problem is uncertain; your author would not be

critical of incentive agreements which are incapable of resolv-

ing impossible problems.

The report also states that there was little evidence that

incentive features had been used in formal trade-off analysis.

The implications of this charge are quite serious. .If trade-

off analysis is not used by the contractor for decision making,

the development of incentive contract models that emphasize

this tool has been in vain. Each case contract was studied

to see exactly how the performance incentive features were

used in trade-off analyses against cost incentives. Other

than for one exception, no evidence was found of formal analy-

sis in which fees associated with cost and performance were

systematically related in order to reach a so-called cost-

effectiveness decision. The report researchers felt that

trade-offs when made were neither the all significant or

controlling factor used in arriving at a final decision.

-"^Ibid., p. 32
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All in all, Booz- Allen study criticisms with regard to

incentive effectiveness were extremely mild. The overall

tone of the report is favorable and in complete agreement

with incentive philosophy. It behooves us to look at the

benefits they found in conjunction with incentive effect-

tiveness. These advantages will not be expanded since

several have been reviewed already.

The report presents benefits of incentives in two

1

6

forms: demonstrated and potential. The demonstrated

benefits are:

1. Incentive contracting requires and results
in better program definition.

2. Incentive features aid in communicating
NASA objectives.

3. Performance and delivery incentives pro-
vide contractors with effective management
tools

.

4. Incentive features contribute to attain-
ment of program objectives.

5. When incentives are applied to a prime
contract, contractors are generally success-
ful in introducing incentives with subcon-
tractors .

Potential benefits described are those which the evaluation

said existed, but benefits had not yet been fully realized.

They are

:

1. Incentive contracting can result in more
realistic cost estimates than usually achieved
under CPFF arrangements, as long as the cost
incentive has included significant financial
penalties for overruns.

Ibid. , Section IV, parts 2 and 3
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2. The more rigorous change procedures re-
sulting from incentive contracts generate
better control of changes.

3. Incentives reduced the need for day-to-day
surveillance

.

4. The closer communication between NASA
technical and administrative personnel re-
quired by incentives provided an opportunity
for improved cost-effectiveness decisions.

5. The ability of incentive effects to pro-
mote cost-estimating realism was potentially
very high.

Final highlights of the Booz-Allen study take the form

of some specific recommendations. Among these are that:

incentive contracts should continue to be used for R&D con-

tracts and support services since the advantages far out-

weigh the disadvantages; present guides covering the

structuring of performance, delivery, and cost incentives

need revision; incentives should be structured for maximum

utility as motivational device rather than as trade-off

models; primary weight should be placed on cost incentives;

techniques should be developed that will recognize extra-

contractual influences in structuring contracts; risk factors

should be assessed more closely in selecting contract type

and structuring cost incentives; feasibility of employing

Dhased incentive arrangements should be evaluated; the value

and effectiveness of interdependent incentives should be

studied further; CPAF techniques should be applied in more

contract situations; and, studies on recent contracts for

major programs should continue.
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The Booz-Allen evaluation of incentive contracting

practices is optimistic. Incentive contract limitations

were negligible in the face of many offsetting actual and

potential benefits.

Summary

All government contracts have persistent problems

such as those described in Appendix C. Incentive contracts

have an additional set of related problems which are pecul-

iar to this instrument and may be of a structural or adminis-

trative nature. For example, contract changes alter the ex-

isting model and must be negotiated on a constant dollar ba-

sis, a constant percentage basis, or some variation of either

method.

Negotiating target cost, profit, and related varia-

bles is more difficult than with conventional contracts but

the application of probability theory is recommended as a

means of making the process more objective. Furthermore,

the use of other techniques, such as having single valued,

monotonic fee relationships, coupled with an overall effect-

iveness model, can further avoid dysfunctional consequences.

Some additional foresight can be added by the introduction

of pressure theory, reward theory, and the Roberts/Sloat

thesis. While profit can be utilized to motivate contractors,

and there is positive and negative profit, the threat of

losses seems to exert a disproportionate effect on contrac-

tors. Thus, the stick must be used more judiciously than
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the carrot.

An extensive, but as yet incomplete study by a reput-

able source, the Booz-Allen conclusion was that the positive

aspects of incentive contracts outweighed the negative as-

pects, and that the additional administrative burden was jus-

tified. Emphasis was given to the point that nonfinancial

benefits must also be considered. As a rule, the incentive

contract resulted in greater management efficiency.

The results of all studies to date on incentive con-

tract effectiveness are inconclusive or premature. Much has

been learned for the time, from empirical observation; however,

much remains unknown about the motivating process and how in-

centives affect it.

Some of the models described in this study have

never been used. Others have found application on one ma-

jor procurement. A small sample cannot accurately predict

all possible features, either pro or con, of the incentive

arrangement. Additional studies evaluating completed incen-

tive contracts are required and they will probably identify

good and bad features unthought of for the present.

The M.I.T. and NASA studies concerned the so-called

first generation incentive contracts, those which did not

relate incentive parameters to one another, and did not use

models or matrices to test the interdependency effect. The

next generation of incentive contracts will possibly use

trade-off models, and will have fewer limitations.

The application of improved contract models, and a
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willingness to experiment with the structuring problem may

help the incentive contract survive the fate of the CPFF

contract. The CPFF contract had no flexibility and only one

form. The incentive contract is a multi-faceted instrument

capable of adaptation in the sense used by naturalists. Pro-

blems can be solved when they appear, as long as flexibility

in model building and the will to simulate exist. The prog-

nosis for incentive contracts is favorable.



CHAPTER VII

SU^2'IARY AND CONCLUSION

The use of incentive contracts for DOD procurements

has escalated rapidly during the last five years. While

their utilization is mandatory, the community of defense con-

tractors has accepted this instrument with reservations.

They fail to recognize the opportunity to optimize profit un-

der incentive contracts and recall instead visions of govern-

ment agencies using this contract method to their disadvantage

The distaste for incentive contracts stems from an

unfavorable first experience with this contract form. Some

of the first incentive contr---Jts became dysfunctional, that

is, the final outcome was a versal of initial expectations.

The first incentive contract.-; were structured by negotiating

cost, performance, and schedule elements separately. The

parties would then tie the elem.ents together by assigning

W2ights on the basis of subjective prior -ty. The weighting

system was supposed to au-^:.:matically ensure that goals pur-

sued by the contractor v^re the same goals desired by the

government. After a period of time had elapsed and the re-

sults of completed incentive contracts became available, DOD

concern grew over the lack of goal congruence. Contractors

faced with the decision of delivering greater performance

capability while sacrificing fee would ordinarily choose to

287
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halt work and protect the fee they had already achieved, to

the chagrin of the government.

The theoretical foundation of incentive contract ar-

rangements is sound. Both parties to a contract can parti-

cipate in savings if they exist. The U. S. must conserve

scarce resources and that is why the DOD adopted the incen-

tive philosophy. In order to work, however, incentive con-

tracts must motivate a contractor to become more efficient.

Furthermore, the tendency of the first incentive contracts to

become dysfunctional must be eliminated.

The use of incentive contract models was proposed as

a solution to this problem. The hypothesis was that an in-

centive contract model which recognizes and tests interde-

pendency between elements will tend to optimize goal congru-

ence between the government and the contractor, automatically

eliminating many problem sources.

Results of Study

Investigation of methods for structuring incentive

contracts led to the discovery of several existing specified

models, such as PIIM, STOIC, Trade-Off Curves, or formulas.

Some had the benefit of empiricism and have already been

applied successfully in major procurements. Others exist in

the form of theoretical concepts only. This study analyzed

each model to find out how the interdependency effect be-

tween elements was tested. Hypothetical contract examples

were assumed for each model.
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The study's hypothesis is valid and was proved with

examples developed using the models. Contractors have an

opportunity to optimize profit and will automatically follow

the path leading to highest total fee. Profit motivates per-

formance and it behooves the government to negotiate from a

position of strength, using this knowledge, having applied an

incentive matrix that guarantees the contractor will select

alternatives in the best interest of both parties because

his total profit depends upon the best trade-offs . Total

fee is a function of the coefficients selected for each ele-

ment times that element's actual result. Goal congruence is

a result of identifying and negotiating individual parameters

for each element. Additionally, the buyer must decide on

the value, or marginal utility, of each increment of cost,

performance, and schedule. The contractor may use indiffer-

ence analysis to make decisions leading to optimum profit for

the situation that exists.

The role of profit in motivating contractor manage-

ment is a major one. Incentive contracts should not be con-

strained by maximum profit limitations. Instead, this writer

advocates high share ratios as long as they are justified,

even though they seem exhorbitant when compared to cost.

Justification consists of unusual efficiency or innovation in

contract performance. High profits are consistent with in-

centive philosophy and lead to maximum motivation of the con-

tractor. Present profit guides as contained in ASPR are in-

adequate and require revision to prevent contradiction to
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incentive model requirements. Results of limited studies sug-

gest that mean incentive profits will not exceed conventional

profits significantly and that slight additional government

expense is justified. This writer opposed profit guides in

general when they existed as a ratio of contract cost without

consideration of the investment required to perform the contract,

The choice of individual elements that comprise the

incentive matrix must be made selectively. Negotiated para-

meters should reflect the common objectives of both parties.

They should also assist contractor management by orienting

him towards those goals desired by the government. Therefore,

elements should associate directly with the contract's objec-

tives. A systems approach may be applied to the selection

problem. Once elements have been selected, then they are

structured into a contract via the model.

Incentive contracts have unique problems with respect

to negotiating contract changes and also minor problems with

respect to establishing targets. No greater knowledge exists

beforehand with other contract forms; however, conventional

contracts do not make as many assumptions regarding various

probable outcomes. The writer suggested that probability

theory be applied to targets to lessen the degree of risk

from massive miscalculation. Most models will indicate a

skewed profit pattern because the incentive emphasis is on

reward rather than penalty. Each of these areas is sub-

ject matter for new study.
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General Observations and Conclusions

Many of the dysfunctional incentive problems can be

eliminated by using a model which interrelates the elements

and tests interdependency between elements. Simulation of

contract outcomes prepares both parties for subsequent events

so that major obstacles can be avoided.

Existing models for structuring incentive contracts

may be two-dimensional and quite simple, such as the CMI Log-

mill System; or three-dimensional and complex, as with PIIM.

No method was found superior as each fills a specific need.

Thus, a rule of structuring must be that the parties adopt

or design the most appropriate model to the situation. A

desirable feature of models is that they remain functional.

Complexity does not automatically serve this end. For exam-

ple, the contractor and his organization should be able to

determine the effect future decisions have on total fee.

Greater motivation will result if fee amount is determined

easily. After-the-fact evaluation did not appear to have

equal motivating advantages even though it must be classi-

fied as incentive in nature because it bases fee on reward.

Trade-off analysis for specific contract decisions depended

upon knowing the outcome, or fee effect, immediately. Both

of these matters deserve continuing study.

Improved models are needed which do not require math-

ematical dexterity or computers. Additional research is re-

quired for these and for analysis of the substance of con-

tract motivation, looking at the behavioral aspects along
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with the economic issues.

Incentive contracts which have been structured with

models have not withstood the test of time. Chronic defi-

ciencies exist in the defense contracting process. They are

not insoluble; relative progress is possible. Achieving goal

congruence with the application of models to incentive con-

tracts is highly desirable and all personnel connected with

the contracting process ought to be familiar with their op-

eration and advantages. Variable incentive arrangements

have the flexibility to make the profit stimulus as strong

in government contracting as it is in the marketplace.



APPENDIX A

SAMPLE CPAF CONTRACT MEASUREMENT METHODS

Sample CPAF contract measurement methods used in the

NASA Incentive Contracting Guide , (pages 704-712) , which il-

lustrate the evaluation problems connected with CPAF con-

tracts. Two separate situations are presented, both of which

are for service contracts. The first example is for Base

Support Services. The second example is for the Maintenance

and Operation of Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Networks.

These examples illustrate the degree to which NASA is able to

define a range of incentive effectiveness and then to decide,

"objectively and consistently, where the contractor's actual

performance falls within that range." These methods are not

intended to reflect good or bad contract practices; they

merely describe NASA's approach to CPAF contracts and after-

the-fact evaluation.

293
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EXHIBIT A
Sample Evaluation Criteria: CPAF Contract For

Base Support Services

Nature of the work : Contractor to furnish all necessary per-
sonnel, equipment, and materials (other than that which NASA
elects to furnish) and perform all work and services required
to accomplish plant maintenance, operation, repair, over-
haul, minor alterations, inspection, and other services ne-
cessary to assure that NASA base buildings, grounds, facili-
ties, and equipment are and remain in condition to meet and
effectively satisfy all operating requirements.

Comment: Most of the work under this contract is performed
on the issuance of work orders for maintenance and operations
tasks. Therefore, success in meeting the M&O portion of
overall contractual objectives is best indicated by the cumu-
lative level of proficiency with which individual work orders
are performed; thus the criteria selected focus directly on
these individual work orders. However, since there are other
important aspects of the work, additional criteria are set
forth under a separate heading (General Management)

.

Criteria (Maintenance and Operation)

:

Timeliness of Response (as indicated by the number of
work orders completed on tine, compared to the total
number of work orders completed)

.

Quality of Work (as indicated by the number of work orders
accepted on first inspection compared to the total num-
ber of work orders inspected)

.

Effectiveness in Controlling and/or Reducing Costs (as

indicated by the number of work orders completed within
the cost estimate compared with the total number of
work orders completed)

.

Criteria (General Management) :

Contract Administration . Prompt submission of accurate
cost data and reports. Response to contract changes and
problems. Purchasing and subcontracting policies and
practices, including utilization of small business con-
cerns. Control and effective utilization of Government
Furnished Property. Control of costs such as wages,
salaries, communications, and travel.

Safety . Quality of safety program.

Personnel and Labor Relations . Quality of recruitment
and training program. Effectiveness of labor relations
policy and programs.
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EXHIBIT B

Sample Evaluation Criteria: CPAF Contract For
Maintenance And Operation Of Space Tracking
Ar.d Data Acquisition Network

Nature of the Work : Contractor to perform the following Tasks
Operate and maintain five tracking stations at various loca-
tions throughout the world. Operate and maintain a training
and demonstration facility. Provide logistic support for
the facilities in the above areas. Provide engineering sup-
port for the entire tracking network. Provide operations
support, including the preparation of operating procedures,
schedules, reports, and so forth. Operate and maintain
instrumented aircraft.

Comment : The environment in which this contract is performed
is that of a total mission rather than a number of discrete
work orders. The evaluation criteria, therefore, are in-
tended to focus on the maintenance of an overall high level
of achievement. In some areas, hov/ever, achievement is
definable in very different teniis , depending on whether the
time span covered is a mission or a nonmission period--that
is, whether the contractor is required to perform actual
tracking and data acquisition tasks or simply to remain in
a state of readiness to perform.

Criteria :

Station Operations (Mission Period )

Amount of Data Acquired
Accuracy of Data Acquired

Station Operations (Nonmission Period )

General facilities
Station records and logs
Station operating manuals and drawings
Electronic equipment
Operator proficiency
Training
Cross- training
Instrumented aircraft dynamic tests
Site administration

Logistics Support

Response to requisitions
Shipping methods
Handling, packing, and storage of parts
Maintenance of depot records
Retirem.ent of obsolete stock
Delivery dates and prices of purchased parts
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EXHIBIT B (CONTINUED)

Operations Support

Preparation of operating procedures
Preparation of operations directives
Updating of manuals and drawings
Scheduling station activities
Preparation of network evaluation reports
Preparation of post-flight mission reports
Preparation of network countdown procedures
Fulfillment of special task assignments

Engineering Support

Caliber of continuous engineering support
Caliber of engineering support on individual task orders
Quality of engineering reports

Contract Administration and Cost Control

Budgetary planning
Cost control
Subcontracting
Compliance with overtime approval requirements,

limitation of costs clause, property accounta-
bility and disposal procedures, patent require-
ments, small subcontracting programs

Accident prevention
Timely, accurate cost estimation on direction of
work orders
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EXHIBIT C

Format for Field Evaluation: General Management of
Base Support Services Contract

Ratings Performing Activity
Excellent (91-100) Date
Good (81-90) Period of
Satisfactory (71-80) NASA Technical
Marginal (61-70) Monitor
Unsatisfactory (0-60) Average %

Criteria Rating

I. Contract Administration
A. Prompt submission of accurate cost data &

reports including Disaster Plan
B. Response to contract changes, anticipation &

solution of contract problems
C. Purchasing & subcontracting policies &

practices, including utilization of small
business concerns

D. Control & effective utilization of Government
furnished equipment, property, supplies, &

facilities
E. Control of costs, e.g., wages & salaries,

communications, & travel
Other (specify)

Avg. % Rating „ Weighting Weighting
^ Factor = Rating

II. Safety
A. Quality of Safety Program
B. Other (specify)

, . Weighting Weighting
Avg. % Rating v^Z _„,• ^

^ ^ X Factor - Rating

III. Personnel & Labor Relations
A. Quality of recruitment & training program
B. Effectiveness of labor relations policy &

programs
C. Other (specify)

Avg. % Rating ^ Weighting Weighting
-^ Factor = Rating

TOTAL WEIGHTED RATING

COMMENTS:

NOTE: Provide supporting data and/or justification for below
satisfactory or outstanding activities

"Signature (s)
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EXHIBIT D

Format for Field Evaluation: Maintenance and Operation
of Tracking Network

Summary Report for Station Performance*

FROM:

TO:

Station

REPORTING PERIOD

Beginning:

Ending:

This performance Report is submitted pursuant to require-
ments of the Performance Evaluation Plan. Reports covering
specific areas are attached or no reportable events occurred
as indicated below:

AREA ATTACHED NO EVENTS

PART I

PART II
PART III
PART IV
PART V
PART VI
PART VII

PART VIII
PART IX

General Facilities
Records & Logs
Operating Manuals & Drawings,
Electronic Equipment
Operation Proficiency
Cross Training
Instrumented Aircraft
Dynamic Tests
Administration
Other

GENERAL COMMENTS: Station performance was satisfactory as

noted during pre-mission simulations and actual mission
support. No equipment malfunctions or operator errors were
noted. However, use of test equipment, which was out of
calibration, caused some degradation of data. Flight
Control support was adequate although some time was lost,

prior to recognizing the calibration problem in resolving
differences between spacecraft and ground readouts.

Date: Signature;

Sample comments included.
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EXHIBIT D
(Cont'd)

Detailed Report for Part IV—Electronic Equipment*

This pertains to adequateness and status of preventive

maintenance, modifications, operational readiness based on

dovvTi-time recorded and unit tests of systems and sub-systems

EVENT
(+) OR (-)

TIME
MISSION OR
NON-MISSION

EXPLANATION

Non-miss ion Preventive maintenance at

this station has been of a

superior nature. An in-

genious checkout procedure

was devised for the CciTinand

Svstem that resulted in a

great saving of time and

effort on the part of th e

operators

.

Sample corinents included
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I. Explanation of Exhibit A

Base Maintenance and Operation

In this contract the criteria for evaluating that part

of performance directly related to maintenance and operation

focused on the completion of individual work orders. The

criteria were: timeliness of response, quality of work, and

effectiveness in controlling and/or reducing costs. As a

result, it was possible to take a relatively objective ap-

proach to measurement. In other words, even though the mea-

sur'oment of performance on the entire contract could not be

reduced to a formula, the performance on individual work

orders could. Achievement could be expressed as a series of

ratios (or percentages) as follows:

Timeliness of Response

Number of work orders completed on time _ %completed
Total number of work orders on time

Sum of days late (early) for all work orders _ Average %

Sum of days allowed for all work orders ' ~ days late (early)

Quality of Work

Number of work orders accepted % accepted
on first inspection _ on first

Number of work orders inspected ~ inspection

Effectiveness in Controlling or Reducing Costs

Number of work orders completed within ±10% % completed
of estimated cost within esti-

Number of work orders completed mated cost

Unfortunately, the mere calculation of such ratios does

not guarantee absolute quantification of a range of incen-

tive effectiveness. There is no indication of what percen-
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tages (in the above formulas) correspond to outstanding or

minimum acceptable performance. This determination must be

left to the evaluator's judgment. However, the use of a

quantified approach like this does permit the gradual ac-

cumulation of data that will make it possible to establish

—

in future contracts

—

precise statements regarding the RIE.

On the basis of data gathered during this contract, subse-

quent contracts might specify an RIE for "Quality of Work"

of from 75 percent to 95 percent. These contracts might still

have to be CPAF , hov/ever, so that the quantitative evalua-

tion could be tempered with the evaluator's judgment as ne-

cessary. In other words, the great variety of work orders

might preclude total reliance on the quantitative measure.

(As noted above, whenever it's reasonable to use the quanti-

tative measure exclusively, the CPAF type should be replaced

by a conventional formula arrangement.) Because this measure-

ment method permits evolution toward an increasingly pre-

cise and objective set of performance standards, it should

be used wherever possible.

Base Maintenance and Operation (General Management )

A number of important areas of responsibility in this

contract were not covered by the evaluation of performance

on work orders alone. It was also considered desirable to

make work under the General Management title subject to eval-

uation, and to measure the contractor's proficiency with

regard to contract administration, safety programs, and

personnel and labor relations. A review of the subcriteria
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under these three headings will show that the expression of

achievement, unlike the work order environment described

above, defies direct quantification of any kind. Therefore,

undesirable as it may be, outstanding or minimum acceptable

levels of performance will be determined almost solely by

the subjective standards NASA personnel apply at each step

of the evaluation process. Selection of the method of

measurement, then, will turn on whether application of these

subjective standards is to be made primarily by the field

evaluator or at some higher level. In some cases the field

evaluator will be used only as a reporter of facts (see ex-

ample below); in others, he will play the predominant role

in determining whether the contractor's performance is min-

imum, acceptable, outstanding, or somewhere in between the

two extremes.

In the general management category of the base support

services contract, the field evaluators exercised the more

predominant role. After reviewing the contractor's per-

formance on the basis of the criteria established for his

particular area of responsibility, each evaluator assigned

numerical ratings according to the following scale of

achievement

:

Excellent (91-100)
Good (81- 90)
Satisfactory (71- 80)
Marginal (61- 70)
Unsatisfactory ( 0- 60)

These separate numerical ratings, modified at higher levels

only as necessary, were combined to give a total rating of
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from to 100. This was then translated directly into an

award fee in accordance with a formula set forth in the con-

tract. In this contract base fee v/as paid for an overall

rating of 70; maximum fee for a rating of 100.

To meet the requirements mentioned earlier, of fair-

ness and consistency in evaluating contractors' performance,

two additional conditions must be met when this method of

measurement is used. First, to ensure fairness , every evalu-

ator must be thoroughly experienced in the kind of work being

performed, since it is this experience that will determine

his concept of "excellent," "satisfactory," "marginal,"

and so forth. Second, to ensure consistency , the evaluators

must be required to provide narrative justification for

their numerical ratings. This will enable comparison and

adjustment at higher levels, thereby reducing the impact

of individual differences.

II. Explanation of Exhibit B

Maintenance and Operation of Tracking Network

Since few of the criteria in this contract can be quan-

tified, fairness and consistency, both in defining an RIE

and in rating the contractor, will again depend almost ex-

clusively on the subjective standards NASA personnel apply.

The method of measurement used, however, is of interest

since it places the individual evaluators in a somewhat

,

"A second, very similar approach to measurements in the
circumstances described above is to rate on the basis of the
number of points earned out of a stipulated maximum possible
point score for each evaluation criterion. The points earned
are totaled and an award fee is paid on this basis.
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different role than they had in the evaluation of general

management for base maintenance and operation as discussed

above. In the M&O situation, the evaluators assign numeri-

cal ratings that have a specific, arithmetic impact on the

amount of fee. For the tracking network contract, on the

other hand, the evaluators simply cite occurrences of con-

ditions that they believe indicate performance "below that

required for adequate support" or "superior" to it. Events

in the first category are reported as minus (-), events in

2the second category as plus (+) . There is no provision

whatsoever for quantifying these events although the evalu-

ator can state his conclusions regarding their relative

importance. (He is required, however, to make an overall

evaluation of the contractor's general level of perform-

ance in those areas for which he is the cognizant evaluator.)

Thus, the function of the field evaluators in this contract

is not so much to judge the contractor as to provide higher

levels of NASA management with the facts necessary to make

their judgment. Below the level of the Evaluation Board,

no attempt is made to translate the facts into an amount of

award fee, though, of course, a considerable amount of col-

lating and qualitative evaluation is done before the Board

makes its judgments. As a result the Board has very wide

latitude for determining the relative importance of the

facts it receives. In the process of making this determin-

ation, it is also setting the RIE, e.g., establishing su-

^To ensure consistency when this method is used, evalu-
ators are given examples of plus and minus events for their
areas

.
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perior and minimum acceptable performance. Consequently,

as the nature of the plus or minus events changes, so changes

also the basis of the RIE.

The logic behind this method of measurement can be

seen by comparing this situation with the one described for

general management in the base support contract. The cri-

teria established for general management are, essentially,

independent of one another. Furthermore, the entire contract

is concerned with a number of individual functional cate-

gories at a single geographic location. This makes it quite

reasonable to score numerically at the lowest level of evalu-

ation and to have that score make a specific, predetermined

impact on the amount of award fee. In the contract per-

taining to the tracking network, on the other hand, events

and conditions at one location can and do have a profound ef-

fect on the readiness or operational success of the total

system. For this reason, scoring of individual events can

take place only at a level that permits an overall view of

network performance.

Relative Weights

After the RIE has been established, the next step in

structuring a CPAF contract is to set relative weights for

the various criteria against which the contractor's per-

formance will be evaluated. Because of the kind of effort

involved, i.e., the criteria used to measure, relative

weighting is much less demanding under CPAF contracts than

it is with formula-type incentive arrangements. Since
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what it actually amounts to is a subjective determination,

it should be made largely on the basis of these two con-

siderations :

(i) The relative importance to NASA of the various
performance areas being evaluated. (Assigning
weights on this basis should motivate the contrac-
tor to concentrate on those areas NASA deems to be
of the greatest importance.)

(ii) The relative amounts of effort the contractor will
have to make to attain higher than normal perform-
ance in the various categories selected for evalu-
ation. (This determination, which is subjective in
nature, should take into consideration such factors
as past experience, controllable versus noncontrol-
lable influences, and resources to be committed by
the contractor.)

As mentioned previously, significant weight should always

be attached to the contractor's ability to control costs.

The relative weights assigned to the evaluation cri-

teria at the beginning are normally spelled out in the de-

finitive contract. Whether or not these weights will re-

main fixed for the life of the contract, however, will de-

pend on the nature of the effort involved and NASA's parti-

cular wishes in this respect. Under some CPAF contracts,

NASA reserves the right to change the initial weightings

after the work has begun. Such flexibility is often de-

sirable to make certain that the contractor will always be

motivated to direct his efforts in accordance with NASA's

most current interests. In fairness to both parties, how-

ever, it is good practice to make an assessment of the con-

tractor's performance up to the point where the relative

weightings will be changed, and to make a partial fee
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award accordingly.

Target Cost

The definition of target or estimated cost for a CPAF

contract is the same as that used with formula-type con-

tracts. Specifically, target costs should represent the

best estimate of what costs will actually be v;hen the con-

tract is complete. As might be expected, cost estimating

for nonpersonal services contracts is difficult because of

the extent of technical direction involved and the uncer-

tainty inherent in predicting the required number of man-

hours to accomplish the work. However, since evaluation of

the contractor's success in controlling costs under a

CPAF contract may take into account a target cost that later

proves to be a poor one, an accurate target is less impor-

tant than in a CPIF or FPI contract.

Base and Maximum Fees

Although, for purposes of internal management, it may

be helpful to establish a target fee for normal, or "expec-

ted," performance, the CPAF contract generally contains only

a base fee for minimum acceptable performance and a maxi-

mum fee for outstanding performance. A contractually sta-

ted target fee is omitted, not only to prevent evaluations

from gravitating tov/ards a norm, but more important, to eli-

minate the need for NASA to make strongly critical state-

ments in order to support a unilateral decision to award

the contractor a lesser fee. This does not mean, however,

that no adverse comments should be made about contractor
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performance.

In general, the contractor's investment in nonpersonal

services contracts is at a minimum, so fees should be con-

siderably lower than those on contracts involving hardware.

Because few, if any, facilities have to be supplied and the

contractor only provides personnel, his return on invest-

ment is normally quite substantial even with a relatively

small profit percentage. Hence, it is suggested that the

base fee in a CPAF contract for nonpersonal services be in

the vicinity of to 3 percent, and the maximum fee from 5

to 7 percent.-^ As with any incentive, a wide fee swing is

essential to ensure maximum incentive impact. Payment of

any award above base fee should be contingent upon substan-

tial compliance with all contract requirements. Noncompli-

ance with contract requirements, unacceptable work, or sub-

standard performance should lead, as in any other contracts,

to prompt and strong representations to the contractor that

his failure to correct such conditions would warrant consi-

deration of contract termination and would be reflected in

the evaluation of his capabilities for future work.

The Evaluation Procedure

It is apparent from the discussion of the problem of

structuring CPAF contracts that field evaluators are in an

extremely sensitive position. They must be mature, well-

informed individuals who have a full understanding of the

^NASA PR 3.450(f) imposes an administrative limitation
on maximum incentive fees of 15% of target cost in contracts
for experimental, developmental, or research work, and 10%
of target cost in other contracts.
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work statement, otherwise the contractor will have no con-

fidence in the integrity of a process that is inherently

subjective

.

The impact that each evaluator can have on the con-

tractor's performance is substantial. His ratings and his

informal comments will determine to a great extent the

areas to which the contractor gives particular emphasis; in

the absence of formulas for determining fee, the contractor's

trade-off decisions will rest on actions taken by the evalu-

ator. It is not necessary, therefore, for field evaluators

to wait until the final fee determination to inform con-

tractor's of deficiencies; rather, it is best to point out

such problems immediately and thus speed corrective action.

This, of course, is in line with the general objective of

CPAF contracting to improve contract performance. Pointing

out trouble spots does not mean, however, that NASA man-

agement should be substituted for contractor management.

The function of evaluation is to evaluate, not to control.

In general, there should be only as many evaluators as

are necessary to cover the contractor's work completely;

moreover, all field evaluators should be persons who are

normally in frequent and direct contact with the work areas

for which they are responsible. Evaluators should be se-

lected from the existing NASA administrative organization,

not added to it simply to carry out the evaluation process.

III. Explanation of Exhibits C & D

Format
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The format used for field evaluations is determined

by the nature of the criteria employed and the method of

measurement. Nevertheless, it should always be clear, con-

cise, and no longer than absolutely necessary. Whenever

possible, existing contract administration forms should be

adapted to the evaluation process, or in some instances,

replaced by the evaluation form, thereby holding to a min-

imum the additional administrative burden of evaluation.

The format used to report field evaluations of the gen-

eral management area in the contract for base support ser-

vices is reproduced in Exhibit C. Samples of the format

used in the contract for maintenance and operation of the

tracking network are shown in Exhibit D. In the second con-

tract, evaluators were given a sheet on which to report plus

and minus events for each subcriterion and a summary sheet

for the major criteria heading. The summary report shown in

Exhibit D is for station performance and the sample subcri-

terion under station performance is Electronic Equipment.

Frequency

The frequency of field evaluations will depend on the

nature of the procurement and the circumstances surrounding

it. A field evaluation should not be made until enough e-

vents have occurred in each area of evaluation to result in

a good cross section of contractor effort. Too-frequent

evaluations will impose a heavy administrative requirement

and may also encourage hasty, uncoordinated corrective ac-

tion by the contractor. On the other hand, if field evalu-
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ations are too widely spaced, there may be a loss of con-

tinuity in the appraisal of contractor performance. In

this context, reference is being made to the compilation of

reports by the field evaluators for transmittal to a higher

level. The process of gathering data upon which the re-

ports will be based is, of course, a continuous process.

Only by regular accumulation of information can the evalu-

ator ensure that his periodic report will be an accurate

reflection of contractor performance over the entire period.

In most cases, field evaluations should be made monthly with

quarterly reviews by the Evaluation Board. Variance from

this pattern is permissible in accordance with the require-

ments of an individual procurement.

Consolidation and Review

After field evaluation reports have been completed,

they are transmitted to the cognizant project office where

they are assembled, analyzed, and consolidated. The pro-

ject office may draw upon technical, procurement, audit,

fiscal, and other personnel, as appropriate, in performing

this function. The entire review process should be part of

the normal administrative procedure in any nonpersonal

services contract.

IV. The Evaluation Board

When the project office has completed its review

function, its findings, together with the field evaluation,

are submitted to an Evaluation Board. The functions of

the Board are as follows:
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(i) To evaluate the significance of reported events
and conduct its own review of the contractor's
effort, if such a review is necessary.

(ii) To afford the contractor an opportunity to sub-
mit information on his own behalf.

(iii) To make a recommendation regarding the amount of
award fee to be given.

Membership of an Evaluation Board may vary from the

Center level to NASA Headquarters level, depending upon the

dollar value, nature, and complexity of a given procurement.

Board members should be familiar with the type of work being

evaluated and should be able to devote enough time to per-

form thorough reviews. At least one NASA Center has found

it advantageous to establish a permanent Evaluation Board

of three members who participate in all the Center's CPAF

contracts. This permanent Board is augmented on each con-

tract by two ad hoc members whose background is particularly

suitable to evaluating the kind of work involved. This ar-

rangement ensures that the Board will perform with consis-

tency from contract to contract and will always have avail-

able the skills necessary to make fair judgments.

_

Judgment must govern the extent of field evaluation
detail which is furnished to the contractor in affording
him an opportunity to submit information on his own behalf.
Generally, a summary of the individual ratings will suffice,
accompanied by brief comment as to particular areas of ex-
ceptional or deficient performance. The objective of this
referral is not only to elicit information from the con-
tractor which v/ill support or explain the nature of his per-
formance, but also to acknowledge meritorious work and to
give notice of areas requiring correction or improvement for
whatever action may be indicated.

The Board should also approve the evaluation criteria
and procedures before the contract is definitized.
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V. Final Fee Determination

The NASA official designated to make the final incen-

tive fee determination may be at the Center level or the

Headquarters level. In most cases it will be the Center

Director or his designee, though the Associate Administra-

tor will make the designation in procurements of five mil-

lion dollars or more. The designated official's function

is to approve, or modify, the award fee recommended by the

Evaluation Board and to see that the contractor is notified

of his findings. This notification should be positive,

constructive, and complete so that the contractor will be

clearly aware of his deficiencies and his strengths.



APPENDIX B

SAMPLE LMI TABULAR MODEL

WITH REWARD/PENALTY MULTIPLIERS

The example is a CPIF contract for aircraft develop-

ment. The purpose of presenting this example is to demonstrate

how different multiplier techniques might be applied when

using the Tabular Model principle. This sample was found in

the DOD Incentive Contracting Guide , (pages 87-92) , and was

not intended to reflect good or bad contract practices; it is

here only to illustrate the multiplier technique.

314
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APPENDIX B

CPIF AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT CONTRACT

Contract Parameters

Target Cost: $100 M

Maximum Fee: $ 15 M (15%)

Minimum Fee: - 2 M (-2%)

Range of Incentive Effectiveness:

900 to 1100 mph for performance

$80 M to $120 M for cost

21 to 27 months for schedule

The Government attaches greatest importance to cost
saving and least importance to early delivery among the
incentive elements . The basic incentive arrangement,
therefore, should reflect this relation. Performance and
schedule, however, should not be unduly sacrificed to earn
the greater cost incentive; so penalty multipliers (i.e.,
multipliers less than one) are assigned to the lower portions
of the performance and schedule ranges.

It is desired to establish increased reward for situa-
tions in which the contractor's achievement on every element
is outstanding. For convenience, the midpoint of each RIE
(vis., 1000 mph, $100 M, 24 Months) is called "target
achievement" and outstanding achievement is defined to be
achievement better than target in all elements.

Assume the negotiating parties decide to assign reward
multipliers (i.e., multipliers greater than one) to perform-
ance and schedule. These reward multipliers will be used
only in the event that all three incentive elements
experience better-than-target achievements. In such a
situation, the average of the pertinent reward multipliers is
used to adjust (multiply) the unadjusted incentive fees for
all three elements.
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Suppose, for instance, that all elements are better-
than-target, and that the reward multipliers assigned to the
achievement grades attained for performance and schedule are
1.07 and 1.25. Then the average of these multipliers,
3^(1.07 + 1.25) = 1.16, is used to multiply the unadjusted
incentive fees for all three elements .

The specific incentive arrangement for the contract is

as follows:

Basic (Unadjusted) Incentive

FOR PERFORMANCE

$0,016 M for each mph, not to exceed 200, above
the minimum speed of 900 mph = $3.20 M

FOR COST

$0,233 M for each $1 M, not to exceed 40, under
the maximum cost of $120 M = $9.32 M

FOR SCHEDULE

$0.3 M for each month, not to exceed 6, by which
delivery precedes 27 months^ $1.8 M

Target Achievement

1000 mph for performance.

$100 M for cost.

24 months for schedule.

Penalty Multipliers - to be used except when achievement is

better-than-target in each of the
three elements.
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Assigned
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STIPULATIONS REGARDING MULTIPLIER USAGE MUST PRECLUDE
THE INVOLVEMENT OF BOTH REWARD AND PENALTY MULTIPLIERS IN A
SINGLE FEE CALCULATION. THE FIRST STEP IN ANY CALCULATION IS
TO DETERMINE WHICH TABLE OF MULTIPLIERS APPLIES.

Hypothetical outcomes and sample fee calculations for this
example follow:

Target Performance in All Elements

A BCD
Incen-
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Target Cost - Maximum Performance and Schedule
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Above Target in All Elements
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areas. Such performance might justify higher rewards than

those given. If such a decision is made, a lower weighting

on the basic (unadjusted) cost element and higher multipliers

assigned to performance and/or schedule would be needed. If,

however, cost is the most important element and the Tabular

Model is used to assure "average" performance and schedule

results and provide maximum fee only for outstanding results

in all three elements then a combination of weights similar

to this Example would achieve these objectives.



APPENDIX C

CHRONIC DEFICIENCIES IN DEFENSE CONTRACTING

A sample of some chronic deficiencies found in de-

fense contracting by an Air Force survey team and published

in Air Force Management Surveys . This section intends to ex-

amine problems of a general nature which persist in defense

contracting, especially those which might benefit from incen-

tive contract models and incentive contract management.
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CHRONIC DEFICIENCIES IN DEFENSE CONTRACTING

The discussion perspective was narrowly confined to

one form of contract for the sake of study. The advantages

and disadvantages of the incentive contract were aired with

particular emphasis on the latter in Chapter VI. For a broad-

ened perspective, one must determine how these special prob-

lems com.pare with the general problems experienced by contract

managers in defense work using other contract forms. With-

out this comparison there might be a false tendency to con-

demn the incentive form. To what extent do general problems

exist in defense contracting without incentives? The prob-

lems, or deficiencies referred to will pertain to contract

management. The repetitive nature of deficiencies demands

that government contracting authorities use more techniques

that will self-actuate the contractor towards common goals.

In 1962, the USAF Inspector General and Air Force Sys-

tems Corrimand completed surveys of a representative group of

Air Force contractors .
' The surveys were launched because of

concern over steadily increasing costs for new weapon systems.

The Management Surveys found many identical basic deficiencies

between the contractors that were studied. A management

Air Force Systems Comm.and , A Sur.mary of Lessons
Learned F rom Air Force Management Surveys , United States Air
Force, AF"SC? 3 7 5-2, June, 1963.
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deficiency is defined as: "all occasions of omission or co-

mission (in direction, control, conduct, and administration of

necessary functions and processes) which compromise attainment

of programmed costs, schedules, and product performance objec-

tives."^ These are recurring problems common to companies

working under Air Force contracts , but are of concern to the

DOD as well. Not all management deficiencies from this study

are reviewed. Only those which the Air Force, or this writer,

feel should benefit from improved contracting processes are

presented.

Project management, a special organization form for a

weapon system or contract, is commonly employed in the defense

industry. Project management puts stress on an end-product or

objective, and is the creation of the contract program. Accord-

ing to the surveys, decentralized program management usually

lacked controls. Top management did not take action to insure

that internal policies, procedures, authority, and responsibi-

lity were clearly defined for integrated program control.

This condition created uncertainty or confusion for line or-

ganization managers as to exact responsibility and authority

on program matters. Program decisions were not made in a

timely manner. The deficiency was caused, in part, because of

the role of vested interests in making decisions. Decisions

were not made in the best interest of the program because

there were no trade-offs.

Contractors have a tendency to stall when they feel a

2
Ibid . ' p. 81.
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firnied-up contract would not be in their favor. A frequent

deficiency was that letter contracts were used far longer

than necessary as the signing of formal contracts was post-

poned. Delays in definitizing letter contracts resulted in

creation of work forces without positive direction, handicap-

ping progress evaluation, stimulating continuous program re-

direction, and expending Air Force funds for tasks that did

not contribute fully to achievement of progra.m objectives.

Ineffective cost controls and work were often keyed to con-

tractor estimates rather than firm provisions. Wasted work

was nearly ccm>pleted under letter contract due to poorly de-

fined requirements; disagreement on cost estimates; a desire

to keep the contract open so that new work could be added

(padding)-; and the weak bargaining position of the government

when they negotiated with a sole source. These problems could

not be controlled with reports. Contractors maintained de-

tailed cost control and accounting reports that contributed

to inaccurate cost estimates , unanticipated overruns , and de-

lays in making program decisions.

Deficient cost control and accounting practices were

due to: inadequate segregation of contract costs; cost con-

trols unrelated to work accomplishment actual costs; poor

utilization of cost data for program control; no formal, cen-

tralized estimating system.; inaccurate allocation of costs on

multiple contracts; and a lack of managem.ent information sys-

tems. Contractors are unwilling to identify and compare de-

tailed actual costs with proposals. Therefore, cost proposals

were incom.plete, had unrelated elem.ents, or were fabricated.
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Delays in contract negotiation and definitization created

overrun potentials which were not identified until it was

too late,

A related problem was the repeated tendency to miss

targets. Costs were consistently underestimated causing pro-

gram decision delays, program stretch-outs, or late program

terminations, all of which contributed to cost overruns, on

cost reimbursement contracts. The reasons for underestimating

cost so frequently were traced to incomplete product descrip-

tions, lack of communication and mutual understanding as to

acceptable estimating systems between the contractor and the

Air Force, lack of management attention, and an inability to

support estimating factors.

A major problem in defense contracts has always been

manpower utilization. Contractors exhibited limited standards

for manpower utilization, relative to that which is comm.on for

commercial work. Standards for assessing m.anpov;rer utilization

requirements generally were rudimentary. As a result, the

contractors exercised loose control over the largest single

element of cost. Manpower controls, when applied, were based

on obsolete, historic employment data, and gross estimates of

people needed for projected tasks. There were no established

guides for supervisory-to-worker ratios (span of control) ; no

standard hours or standard cost data for estimating manning

levels, except from old contracts; and no indirect manpower

standards. The cost reimburscirient contract did not motivate

managers to use manpower efficiently. Middle managers justi-

fied overall manpower ceilings instead of matching jobs to
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specific contract requirements.

Unrealistic development, engineering, and test schedules

were frequent problems. Development schedules established early

in a program generally prove to be optimistic and are seldom

achieved. Witness the present TFX/F-111 airplane project.

Contractors failed to meet original milestone dates by a wide

margin, yet they showed ever-increasing achievement for con-

current milestones. This is accomplished by changing the method

of recording progress as program slippage develops, and it leads

to increased program costs. Schedule slippages were due to:

planning that did not consider past experience; poor analysis

of significant factors influencing schedules; insufficient

time alloted to the development of schedules; unrealistic

schedule proposals to beat competition; and contracts that im-

posed no penalties on contractors failing to meet schedules.

The survey team commonly found that inadequate competi-

tion and price analysis resulted in high material costs, one-

sided contract terms, and a weak government position for follow-

on procurements. This deficiency was related to repeated pur-

chases from the same supplier; too many single or sole source

purchases; frequent expedited procurements that justified

other than the lowest bidder; cursory price analysis; delays

in definitizing letter contracts; overruns on CPFF contracts;

and excessive subcontract costs. Subcontract management defi-

ciencies existed because of the failure on the part of manage-

ment to audit and enforce policies, procedures, and controls

governing competitive procurement; insufficient price analysis

and purchase order review; and pressures to compress procurement
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lead time from various sources.

There was generally inadequate management of subcon-

tractors aside from the inadequate competition and price

analysis found in the award phase. Specifically, subcontrac-

tor management was deficient in the areas of price redeter-

mination, control over expenditures, and technical progress

evaluation; which resulted in unanticipated cost overruns.

Prime contractors were responsible for this because they did

not use the learning curve in negotiations, and did not fa-

miliarize themselves with subcontractor technical or produc-

tion problems. Subcontract financial reports were unreliable,

untimely, and often neglected by the prime contractor, when

they deserved immediate attention. This problem had organiza-

tional origins, when responsibility for financial excesses was

not isolated.

Often, deficiencies were connected in a chain reaction.

For example, the last two deficiencies noted created delays in

termination of subcontracts. Lack of strict procedural disci-

pline delayed notification and settlement of terminated sub-

contracts, and increased costs. Subcontractor claims were not

settled promptly. There was slight managerial emphasis on the

contract termination function, and general inattentiveness by

both the prime contractor and the government. Delays prompted

additional expenses.

The Management Surveys uncovered many deficiencies usually

blamed on poor management. This phrase is useless because it

doesn't identify an underlying cause but may merely describe
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an effect. The consistent, repetitious pattern of deficien-

cies suggests that contractor management lacked real motiva-

tion, nor had any empathy, with defense agency objectives.

Millions of dollars could be saved if genuine motivation

would spontaneously result from incentives and the expecta-

tion of greater rewards.

The contract form is not a cause of management deficien-

cy and no inference should hold the contracting function re-

sponsible. Some deficiencies whatever the cause, occur be-

cause of basic management incompetence. They occurred in the

companies surveyed because of imperfections in the management

process. Advanced planning necessary to attain program objec-

tives was either not recognized nor given full consideration

in order to phase major operations into proper sequence. Com-

munication imperfections existed because proper policies and

procedures were not emphasized, nor were authorities and re-

sponsibilities defined sufficiently to permit middle manage-

ment to control, direct, administer, or integrate overall func-

tions and processes. Managerial discipline was lax in areas

where plans, policies, and procedures were adequate. Adequate

performance was the norm when the government demanded excep-

tional performance.

Deficiencies, the result of poor management practices,

disrupt the decision-making process. In the studies, judg-

ment was distorted and took two distinct courses: (1) cost,

performance, and schedule objectives were v/rongly determined

from information available and could not be achieved with
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existing resources; or (2) wrong decisions were made in sub-

sequent actions that jeopardized attainment of program objec-

tives .

Problems were consistently associated with tlie functional

areas of contracting, subcontracting, cost control, accounting,

and estimating. These areas have inherent problems rarely

isolated by source or cause. Incentive contracts could bring

relief to these chronic problems by tieing together cost, per-

formance, and schedule, as found in the multiple incentive

models with a tested interdependency effect.

Chronic deficiencies varied in degree of seriousness as

to: basic causes; or, interrelated effects. The survey team

noted that some problems exist for which there are no univer-

sal criteria or norms, and perfection is -relative to poor per-

formance only. The causes are too varied to be completely

eliminated. Flov/ever, hope exists for general improvement if

management can be educated. The incentive contract can im-

prove the learning curve of management .

The Management Surveys gave alternatives for resolution

of these problems. Suggestions and recommendations were made

for new policies and procedures which might apply to all gov-

ernment agencies. The most frequent suggestion was, "improve

existing techniques." Useful tools, such as, program defini-

tion, cost trade-off studies, systems analysis, PERT/cost,

etc., were mentioned. Special recognition was given to train-

ing and education programs in cost estimating, PERT, and in-

centive contracting.
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Conclusion

Some chronic deficiencies in the defense contracting

process will never be completely eliminated. However, greater

efficiency could be obtained by concentrating on improved per-

formance. Greater use of the incentive contract was frequent-

ly suggested as a means towards that qoal.
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